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Volume

THE MORNING
A WEEKLY

»

L. . :
ST A R

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
'I8SUED BY THE

FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISNMENT,
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

BOSTON AND CHICAGO, NOVEMBER

|ternately. On examination of the hippo- ,the grounds, the main building in its al sot
drome, it was found’ that such a division finished state looms up before them in its’
oould be advantageously made of that-build- inifhense proportions, which have not failed
ing, and by throwing in the outlying apart- to astonish every beholder. Some idea of

principle of independency in church government is felt to be not incompatible” with
mutual ald and comfort on a recognized
and metho dical plan.
The public missionary meeting does not
from the

meats dnd vconomisiig the space (o the ut- its magnitude’ may Le conceived
that one divisign
can fact of its being nearly a mile around it
be made to hold 8,000, and the othiEr
6,000 (4688 feet.) It is compdged entirely of
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persons.

w and each audience will ®e interested alternately by Mr. Moody and Mr. Sankey,
with such assistance as they may find most
available.

1 understand

that the lease will

be signed to-day, probably,
THE

AE

Both will be filled simaltaneous-

LAST

WEEK

IN

BROOKLYN.

CMD a oh 0 gC 3 de

ly found in such meetings. The speakers
glass and iron, and will cost when complet- were missionaries, and; with one exception)
ed upwards of one million dollars. The: made the extraordinary mistake of attemptother four buildings, Machinery Hall, AE: ing to speak about anything rather than
ricultural Hall, Horticultural Hall and the that which they themselves could best
Art Gallery, ave proportionally large and in speak about, and the people most desired
The veteran Dr.
a very forward siaté of erection, From a to hear fiom their lips.
descriptive catalogue just issued by the Buckley, however, from Orissa, fully se-Centennial Commission we learn that the cured the attention of the vast .audience by

Mr. Moody has resolved on a radical plan
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1875.
of action for his last week in Brooklyn. He Main Building cevers an area of twenty
———————
announced last night to his vast audience of acres ; Machicery Hall, fourteen acres §
|
gospel-imrdened or gospel-softened church- Agriculwaral Hall, ten acres; Art Gallery,
It Thou “Couldst Know.
goers that he bad no call to preach to them one and a half acres, and Horticultural
C—O
—
any longer, and that after this week he Hall one and a quarter acres. From this
- 1 think if thou couldst know,
0 soul that will complain,
meant to have another audience. Admis- we also'learn that the United States governWhat lies concealed below
.
sion will be only by ticket, and tickets will ment have an exhibition building covering
Our burden and our pain;
be issued only to those who represent them- one and a half acres, besides which numerHow just our anguish brings
selves as non-church-going people, or as Lous smaller buildings, for the accommodation
' Nearer those longed-for things
seekers of salvation. The women's meet- of the different state commission and various
We seek for now in vain,~—
ings in the Rink will be filled by ticket ad- officers connected with the Centennial, are
I think thou wouldst rejoice, and not complain.
mission, tickets being given only to women springing rapidly into view.
I think if thou couldst see,
who wish to become Christians. The comACCOMMODATIONS.
With thy dim mortal sight,
ing week, therefore, will be an extreme
How meanings dark to thee
What has been the source of greatest
Are shadows hiding light ;
test of the question of Divine power in the trouble to the commissioners has been, how
Truth’s efforts crossed and vexed,
work, and upon the masses outside of the all the people who would visit us could be
Life’s purpose all perplexed,~
If thou couldst see them right,
1 think that they #ould seem 1 clear, and wise,

chuich,

appear to have possessed the interest usual-

accommodated, but this trouble is being
rapidly overcome, for within a very short
distance of the buildings several immense

giving details of his own experience in mission work, during a period of over twenty

years. The meeting for speeches on gen-.
eral topics was animated and enthusiastic.
Mr. Spurgeon’s speech on’ ‘‘ churches all
alive,” was one of his happiest efforts, and
astonishes its-readers as it must have
charmed its hearers by its redundancy of
fresh and apt illustration.
‘Sermons
abounded.
Mr. Spurgeon

preached several times. Mr. Chown preachLed, and Mr, Gauge, and others, while the
irrepressible Mir. Varley addressed the
meeting in his own peculiar way and’ commended to others his own exalted mystical
experiences,
The large number of brethren deceased
within the year were spoken of in a touch-

4,

Number

1875.

always climbs up to the’ mother’s bosom
and whispers its request

The Christian

into the attentive

47

Register thinks that ** it

can meyer be surprising
in any condition of

ear, when something special and specially | the community if great religious movethe eyes of the ments prevail. They break forth in times
sweet is craved. “For
prosperity or adversity.
Lord are over the righteous and his ears|of war or peace, prosper
The human soul is very delicately strung,
are open unto their prayers.”

‘and we never know what gentle

Jxchange Notes and Quotes.
rm

“

or rude

breeze may set its finer chords vibrating.”
And in all revival work it cautions us, not

—

x

_|to overlook the idea that

“whatever the re-

4 Sata
= Gaveisonpess
tionAn that
is said to have reports
been held

vivalist may intend when he calls his bear-

with which every editor is familiar, name-

|boliness of God's law.”

ly, the possibility, or, better, the impossibility, of making up the paper so as to suit

Events

editorial sanctum of the

Congregationalist | *'® to repentance, repentunce really means
the other diy between . the Editor, . Pastor [the ceasing to do evil, and the volantary
A., Farmer B;, a Literary Gentleman, and | acceptance for life and eternity of the reaa Lady Contributor, The subject wgs one sonableness and justice, the wisdom and

everybody
After a free

and quiet

all

interchange

the

grumblers.

of opinions,

it

of the

Week.

— EO —

A NEW TUNNEL PROPOSED.

came out that the Lady Contributor thought| , Baltimore proposes to cut a tunnel ; six
it would be best to leave out the Agricul | miles lo , at an’ estimated cost of twenty
tural, the Literary ‘Gentleman would cut | millions doNars forthe" purpose of in
down the Religious Intelligenge, Farmer tioducing water into the city from GunpowB. would do away with (he book notices , [ler Creek. It will be the largest tunnel in
and PastorA, would * sold your contrib- | this country.
utors until they learn to pack whal they
REV. JAMES B. MILES, D. D.
to say into narrower compass.”
have
The Rev. James B. Miles died at his

There ought to have been a poet at the con- | prother’s in Worcester, Mass. , on the mornference to advocate leaving out the adver-|ing of Nov.13. Dr. Miles had lately retisements (0 make room for the versifiers.
turned from Europe, where he had been on a

mission in behalf of the new association for
The summary manner in which Plymouth | 410 reform and codification. of the law of
and bright.
tists of Devon was rehearsed; young men church cut Mrs, Moulton off from member- nations;of which he was the general sechotels are being built, und agencies are at
‘the principal organizing
And yet thou canst not know,
were exhorted to useful work in the church ;, ship, and the calling of a council by that |,eiary, and in
work to find every spare room in private
officer. Dr. Miles’s interest
And yet thou canst not see;
three young missionaries, one of them a lady to consider her grievance, lead the In-| and executive
with
youths
of
all
ages,
from
ten
upwards.
quarters, so that strangers who desire can
w
om and sight are slow
.for promoting peace beCarey, were set apart for their work at an dependent to predict that the *¢ ectlesiasti- in this ageicyA
The silent prayer last night, was long and
poor humanity,
,
»
be sent direct to private families...
cal isolation” of that church
“is very tween nitions was awakened while he was
impressive
service;
and
last,
but
not
least,
solemn ; Jrandreds dropping on their knees
fr thou couldst trust, poor soul,
When you undertake to | secretary of the American Peace Society;
MOODY AND SANKEY.
the successors of Knibb & Burchell admin- pear at hand,”
In Him who rules the whole,
al Mr. Moody's invitation, in token of dedrop
anything
that
refuses to be dropped, and when it began to receive attention and
But
before
the
Centennial
commences,
Thou wouldst find peace and rest;
istered a deserved and severe rebuke to the
sire to be prayed for; such hundreds of
the operation isn't likely to be as satisfac- ‘encouragement from statesmen, which gave
we are promised a treat in the presence of Admiralty for their recent circular avout
Wisdom and 3 right are well, but trust is best.
handkerchiefs as I never saw in use in an
tory as you would like it to be.
— Adelaide Proctor.
promise that it might in time influence the
THOMAS GOADBY.
assembly of the male sex, and suppressed the great Evangelists, Moody and Sankey, fugitive slaves.
who are expected to open here on Sundays
a
bid,
ih Hi
oe
ie
action of govern
s, he threw his whole
tokens of emotion from every side softly
Remarking upon Brigham Young's ill- heart and soul intoYhe. work. Dr. Miles was
21st
inst.
A large
building,
which
Brawn
and
Brain,
New York Correspondence.
invading the inteunsé silence that seemed as
ness when he was lately under arrest and a graduate of Yale
wy
B—
llége, an earnest and
used to be occupied by the Pennsylvania
po —
2
il brooding over the multitdde. About one
The importance of physical, in connec his sudden recovery when he was released, devoted worker in eyery cause which enlistRailroad Company as a freight building, is
i thousand remained in the subsequent inNEw YORK, Nov. 12, 1875.
the Pacific Baptist wants to know itit isn’t ed his sympathies, hod as a philanthropist
being fitted up s0 as to accommodate ten tion with mental culture, was well set forth
quiry meeting, hundreds of whom were
" THE DAY OF PRAYER,
by President Foss in his inaugural at Mid- remarkable ‘ that he gets well again, as and a Christian minister was held in unithousand people.
Already union meetings
To-day is earnestly observed by thousands inquirers, and thionged around Mr. Moody are being beld in the different churches, dletown. The following is a brief extract goon as the occasion for his service [in the versal esteem,
and tens of thousands of Christians in this |and others, who tenderly and persuasively and it is expected that great interest willbe from his address:
cause of justice and humanity] is passed,
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS.
group of cities—and by hundreds of thou- drew many of them to Christ. Mur. Moody manifested during their stay.
“The scholar especially. needs brawn as and becomes strong-lunged enough_in the |
The annaal report of Isaish Hanscom,
sands, perhaps millions,in all our States and was satisfied with the result in at least fifty
well as brain ; because, in order to be a Salt Lake Tabernacle to pour out the vials
CARLOS.
Territpries—in a concert of prayer for a |cases.
of his wrath upon the Government and |chief of the bureau of construction and rescholar, he must pay the inevitable tax
EE
Ei
EE
But after all—and this is the grandest
week of power from on high to follow in
levied on every perpetual hard student ; and the Christian people of the United States ?” pairs in the navy, refers at some~Jength to
English Correspondence.
Brooklyn, and for a universal and continu- | peculiarity of this work of grace—the fruits
the condition of the American navy ascomalso because the supreme practicable menvy
B—
pared with the navies of Great Britain,
«ous revival in that and all other places.
[In of the revival do not gather chiefly about
tal exertion, which is the business of his |
‘The Watchman & Reflecior calls the trans- France, Spain and
CHIiLWELL COLLEGE, ENG.,
- Brooklyn pastors assembled in the Lay Col- | the persons of the evangelists, Lut are disother countries of
life,is directly contingent on the fineness
~ Nov. 5, 1875.
action by its right’ name¢ when it desig- Europe, and shows that while we lack the
lege chapel this morning for an hour before | tributed everywhere, awong the churches
and fullness, of his physical forces. Let the
nates the late method that the Winthrop powerful sea-going, iron-clad vessels of the
THE
BAPTIST UNION.
the usual Tabernacle prayer meeting—i. e., and missions, the Sunday schools, and local
student then give earnest heed to Lhe care
bank officers used to get back a part of their foreign navies, our own will compare favorfrom 7 to 8, A. M.—and no one who |has lis- prayer meetings throughout the city. In
The month of October with its lengthen- and culture of his body. It is the home,
stolen funds as * Compounding Felony.” ably with that of any European governtened to the unprecedented fervor of their some of them there are actually greater ev- ing evenings and yellow woods is usually the idstrument, the mold, and the eternal
prayers and exhortations for the last three idences of inquiry than in connection with famous for public. religious . assemblies. comp \nion of his soul. Let him know that It adds, what we have heretofore claimed ment so far as discipline and general efto be true, that ‘‘ this bank has given all ficiency are concerned, and that our vessels
weeks need be told that the occasion was | the Rink meetings.
It is perfectly sober to When holidays are over and Parliament is sipping gruel,
and
languidly loungrobbers of banks ample reason for believ- | gor ‘mere police duty are equal, if not
one of memorable union and efficacy in say that the inquirers in Brooklyn are now silent a convenient opportunity offers itself ing
midnight
his
until
books
over
~ prayer, of which great fruit may be expect- | numbered by thousdnds.
Vip
for ecclesiastical congresses. Three impor- lamp burns low, can never make him either ing that in the future it will do as it has in | gyperior, to those of greater tonnage and
the past,—rest content Tt
will re - more formidable armament.
The ocondied; if sich pastors’ prayer and conference
;
tant representative meetings, held ding a scholar or a man. Let him eat beef and
turn halfof the spoils.”
tion of our iron-clads is also referred to,
meetings are kept up. The 8 to 9, A. M.
the month just closed, demand notice ut the mutton in generous slices. Let him leap
Philadelphia Correspondence,
and their fitness for coast defense is shown,
prayer meeting was thronged to the limits
hands of the religious journalist, namely, into every day as iuto a new Paradise, over
do
not
Businessmen,
some
of
them,
as also the fact that there were not two of
of the great Tabernacle, and the whole
Unational
the Baptist Union, the Congre
the wall of eight hours’ solid sleep. Let
PoiLAvELPHIA, NOV. 15tth, 1875.
space beneath the roof seemed thronged
ion, and the Church of England. The first him not cross his arms behind-him, drop his pow seem to feel the disgrace of a failure | such vessels fit for service “in 1870; while
as they used to “do. The Christian Era| pow we have sixteen which can be placed.
At the present (ime, general attention is of these was held at Plymouth, and will be
with solemnity, prayer, and in a word, with
head, and mope along the pavement,
inthinks it is because it has become. the fash- |i, service within five days.
The report
the presence of God. Then followed the directed to the cily of Philadelphia,owingto alone referred to now, the others to be dealt
wardly saying, ‘ I am walking for exercise. ion to fail, and perceives in it *‘ the deand
Centennial,
the
recommends the policy of building a cer- women's prayer meeting from 9 to 10, where | the near approach of
with in future letters. - Plymouth is a town Let him stretch away over the breezy hills,
a vast concourse of praying women united | doubtless many of your readers would like rich in historic associations, and,as it prov- with fit companions, in utter for getfulness parture of the former Ligh sense of honesty tain number of war vessels annually, of
and pleaded as only women do, lor the to hear something of the character of the ed, remarkable for the number and hearti- of lessons and essays and sermons, uatil and honor of which as a people we were just- both iron and wood, until our navy will be
blessing so dear to their hearts, This even- | city which has been selected as the best ness of its hospitable Christian citizens. every drop of blood in his veins tingles 1y proud. Think of the directors of a com- able to compete with that of any nation.
ing there will be seven more meetings con- | place for celebrating the anniversary of the Never had the Baptist Union a warmer wel- with delight of mere animal existence. “Let pany” it says, * making oath that their asTHE PEACE OF EUROPE.
sets are five times the actual ameunt;
of a
neoted with the labors of Messrs. Moolly nation’s one hundredth birthday.
come; never were its delegates more freely him burl the ball, or pitch the quoit, or tug
The
Official
bank compounding
both with robbers and
! Gazelte at St. Petersburg has
and Sankey, viz.: (1), The great meeting
and generGusly eniertained, and, we may at the oar, or, _polse the rife. I would I
ATTRACTIONS TO STRANGERS.
forgers; of a great mercantile or banking |the following : Europe was never in a
in the Rink; and(2), the Rink prayer meetfor the
Possibly the first thing that would attract add, never were its meetings, as a whole, might see our gymnasium thronged every house buying goods or receiving money more favorable position than now
;
ing following; (3), the overflow meeting
the stranger’s attention is the regular man- more practically useful and more ably cou- day at suitable hours with earnest devotees from depositors one day and failing the peaceful settlement of any difficult quesunder Mr. Needham, the Irish evangelist
to physical culture. Only let these things
:
Three powerful emperors are strivver in which the streets are laid out, and ducted.
next, knowing at the time of such purchase |100in the Simpson M. E. church; (4), the io- the beauty of the long rows of buildings.
The chief feature of this autumnal session be done, with the distinct recognition that or deposit, that it would fail them! Are ing, assisted by other powers,to arrive at a
quiry meeting in the lecture class and Sab- These buildings, erected in solid blocks, was the attention paid to denominational we bave a higher nature, and in such manpacific solution of the Herzegovinian troubbath school rooms of the same church; (5), succeeding each other for miles, present a organizations and denominational work. ner and measure as to do no harm to what such things any better than perjury and les. The peace of Europe being firmly
theft ? ‘Are they anything else ?”?
the young men’s meeting after the Rink uniform line of pressed brick fronts, with Debate, for once, was lost and absorbed in is best and noblest in this loftier realm.”
eslablishéd in the good understanding of
service, in the Reformed church opposite; white shutters and marble steps. The repu- business; and business was elevatetl and
these powers, no danger of its disturbance’
Afver-Supper Talk.
Opinions will = differ. The Boston Globe
(6), the young men's meeting, by ticket, in tation the city has gained of being the city transfigured by its noble and worthy aims.
exists.
Lelieves ¢¢ that the great body of intelligep t
the Talmage Tabernacle, 9 to 10; and @, of homes is well deserved, as of its 140,000 The President's inaugural address took.
HERZEGOVINA.
Here
is
a
bit
from
an
a
n
article
by
“H.
H."
and influential Catholi® and Protestant citthe inquiry meeting following the latter, in buildings,all but 10,000 are dwelling houses, entirely a practical turn.
Every one who on the above subject :
Intelligence via London states that a
izens would be alike satisfied, if our systhe same place, Of these ten meetings to- and of this number 60,000 are the homes of knows Mr. Maclaren, of Manchester,knows
Turkish army was surrounded recently by
“There is something almost terrible in the
day, nine, or all except the ministers’ prayer
tem of public instruction were indeed wholly three thousand Herzegovinian (roops near
mechanios. History tells us, ‘the site of that he is incomparably the most gifted and mingling of danger and protection, of harm
secular, and religious teaching were left to Gatschko ; an engagement ensued in which
meeting, are regular, and with that excep- the city was chosen because it seemed ap- finished of the preachers of the Baptist deand help, of good and bad, in that one
all
are
the appropriate instrumentalities.”
meeting
ladies’
the
of
that
and
tion
the insurgents were victorious, the Turks
jucted or assisted by Messrs. Moody and pointed for a town on account of jts coves, nomination. Every one who has studied thing, darkness. God ¢ giveth his beloved’
having from 800 to 1000 men killed, bedocks, springs and lofty land,” but the visi- his published sermons has probably eome to sleep’ in it{ and in it the devil sets his
In referring to the present relations’ beSankey, one or both, so far as it is possible
sides losing
their baggage, ammunition
tor‘bow wonders where all of these advan- the conclusion that their author is, by, gen- worst lures, by help of it gaining many a
to divide themselves between those meetius and culture fitted and competent to deal soul which he could never get possession of tween Spain and the United,States the Bos- and several cannon.
Besides | t28¢ vould ever have been.
ton Advertiser implies rather more than it
ings that oceur simultaneously.
" MISCELLANEOUS.
The city is also of interest to the stranger with the most difficult problems of religious in sunlight.
;
says in the following paragraph: ‘¢ If ther e
these, there is also a 4 o'clock, p. M., Bible from the large number of points of interest life and thought.
It was, therefore, a surVice-President Wilson is slowly improv‘Mothers, fathers ! cultivate * after-sup- is to be a war, we sincerely trust it may be
All
week.
the
of
meeting on three days
that are suggestive relics of the past, among prise to most people to find him in the very per talk; take all the good newspapers because Spain has not executed the treaty ing in health.—Ex-Senator Fenton will
the meetings, to speak generally, ave filled the rest Penn's residence, but should Wm, beginning of his address from the chair and magazines you can afford, and read
of 1795. To be sure, little is known of that pass the winter in Florida.—The Fall River
to the limits of the several places occupied.
Penn come to the city to-day,he would hard- plunging deep into denominational statis them aloud ‘after supper.’ Let boys and treaty, amd the United States seems to | manufacturers have voted to make a len
bgeame girls bring their friends home with them at have gone along with a fair degree of pros- | per cent. reduction in wages after the first
From such data a partial impression may ly recognize in the small brick building once tics, His purpose, however, soon
dughe twilight, sure of a pleasant and hospitable perity for eighty years without its being Monday in December.—At a meeting of
be guined of the severity of the evangelists’ occupied by him, and considered a marvel apparent. In his view the ‘ Union™
deviled labors. There is this one thing, in the wilds of America, his bome, sur- not to be a ¢‘ wandering voice,” but an as- welcome and of a good time *‘after supper,’ enforced. But if we must fight, let it be the Royal Geographical Society in London
however, in favor of their lives, and that is, rounded as it is on all sides by the great sembly for business.
Yet what business and parents may laugh to scorn all the
rathe r|on Monday, Sir Henry Rawlinson gave.
they do not take it barder than necessary warehouses that are crowded together and was open to it? Much every way; chiefly, temptations which town or village can set over a broken promise of Spain, let
us|Stanley the credit of accomplishing a great
to
part
her
refusal'on
a
over
than
by any struggles and lashings of physical tower far above the modest little structure. now in relation to small village churghes,lo before them to draw them away from: home
| geographical triumph in Africa, and said it
concerns,
manage her domstic and colonial
' excitement.
It is worthy of thought that this has been a a Sustentation Fund for pastors, and pro- for their evenings.”
in a manner far move offensive than that of was the most successful exploration of the
li
ML
There are many other regular daily prayer | j,,¢ or of curiosity for upwards of a century vision for widows and orphas of deceused
Frauce when it was a question whether a|year.—It is proposed to build a $400,000
meetings in this city and Brooklyn, which and a half, first on account of its magnitude, ministers.
Hohenzollern should sit on the Spanish brick building for the Cincinnati ExposiPrayer,
The address was eloquent and timely. A
are filled with earnest souls to-day. The but more recently on account of the diminSe
tion of 1877. The recent exhibition was atthrone.
i
New York ¥.'M. C. A. commence to-day utive appearance it presents sandwiched society for the augmentation of pastors’ inIf there is any exercise in which the
tended by 350,000 people. No exhibition
in their rooms a daily revival meeting, de- among its more pretentious neighbors.
Referring to the strictures of the Ezam- will be held next year, on account of the
comes already exists and does useful work. Christian should be modest, it is that of
signed to help in prayer throughout the
It needs wider organization and lurge: ing
prayer. The Lord's prayer is a model in iner & Chronicle on the recent. communion Centennial.—The granite monument orderCENTENNIAL.
port.
A ‘society, or societies
for
aiding this respect.
great campaign of Moody and Sankey in
Through its petition the soul service at Wellesley college, to which we | eq py Congress at a cost of $10,000, to be
But now, almost everything is Cententhis and other cities.
widows and orphans of ministers aleeady
is
made
to*keep
its asperations within care- alluded last week, the Vermont Chronicle | grected to the memory of 11,700 unknown
nial.
Commencing
with
Centennial
ng
are
found
;
they
need
amalgamati
and
ful limits. Fhe soul of all praying is “Thy asks, ** If there is no place on earth where | dead at Salisbury, N. C., bas been finished,
THE NEW YORK MEETINGS.
grounds, Centennial buildings and Cententaking under the wise supervision of a thor- will, net mine, be done.” True reverence the Christians of various churches can meet | and will be set in ashort time.
It is an ©
city,
this
nial
Comission,
we
have
innumerable
inin
services
With regard to the
ve
oughly
representati
body.
'
Some.
real
inclading
high,
feet
forty
about
obelisk,
|
com.
their
of
death
is
never
dictatorial
in
its
supplications.
It
the
to commemorate
‘which are expected to commence about the! stitutions claiming Centennial notoriety, progress was made at Plymonth in the didoes not take hold even of the mercy of mon Lord, without the reproaches of some the base.—The tide in the Thames river
first of February or last of January, after|gsuch as Centennial hotels, Centennial resrection in which progress is desired ‘with God rudely, as if it would compel a re. of their fellow Christians, will there be any Monday was the highest on record. The
two months in Philadelphia, I have the |taurants, Centennial boarding house agenpleasure of hearing that the suggestion in cies, Centennial boot-blacks, and even the respect to both classes of organization. The sponse; but gently, even timidly, as if it place in heaven where those who have dif- | damage is estimated at $5,000,000,
my letter of Oct. 29th has been adopted. Chinamen have caught the Centennial fever, praetical difficulties that Tie in the way of a would suggest the need of help from it, fered here may be permitted there to drink — Chief Justice White of Utah has’ dootded
together anew of the fruit ofl the vine ? To that the desisison of Judge Boreman, comSociety for increasing pastors’ incomes were
Brought to Mr. Moody's notice, he at once | for we see them ‘advertising Centennial seen to be not insuperable ; and it was re- There is a robustious style. of praying’ in drink anew of the fruit of the vine in ‘the mitting Brigham Young to prison for cou.
vogue that is excessively painful to the
acted upon it, and went over to New York | laundries. But as yet we have not reached
kingdom of the Father, is the promise of tempt, is void, and orders his discharge. —
solved to establish at once a Baptist Union
to request that the place of meeting should | the prices that prevailed one hundred years Aunuity Fund for retiring ministers, and sensitive spirit. You ‘need not vociforate the Son of God to his followers, What The excitément over the Guibord burial at
your wanis into the ear of God
as If his
be, if possible, made in two halves, each | ago.
died out. . The
Sir Morton Peto un- love was hard of hearing and his attention will the Exgminer do about that, if it is so Moutreal has completely
sufficient for a full audience for his voice,
Our railroads have made arrangements ministers’ widows.
much troubled at the communion at Welles- police are still guarding the grave, but no
dertaking
to
devote
the
next
few
months
to
must
be
attracted'to
you
by
your
loud
shoutso that full consecutive meetings oould be | to landéppiieéngers direct at the Centennial
The ing, Imitete the little child, rather, who ley?
disturbance has heen attempied.
beld in each for devotion and preaching al- grounds, bat long before the visitors reach | a personal canvass on its behalf.
think the most impressive of Mr. Moody's
services have been those for young men,
‘from 9 to 10 and 11 o'clock at night. The
Tabernacle has been nearly filled by ticket,

ing paper; the history of the Early Bap-
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clothed

friends;

(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)

as

it was

when

yet

alive

among

early, perhaps

his

NOVEMBER.

.Omneness

bitory or hiiman ‘experience to justify

expectation

of Christians.

Itis not

« Notes and Hints. :
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MARY AT THE SEPULCHRE.
*‘ But Mad
stood without af the Sepulchre weeping ;
and as she wept she stooped down and
looked into the sepulchre.” (1) Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James the less,
Salome, mother of

James and

nto her, Woman,

John, Joan-

seekest

why

weepest thou?

thou? She, supposing

him

thou bast
away.

laid him,

Jesus

and

saith

I will

take

bim

unto her, Mary!

She

turned herself and saith unto him, Rabboni! which is to say, Master!” (1) The gardener conld

not naturally

have

been there

unless the garden was sufficiently extensive and cultivated to require his care.
Hence we see through this word darkly, but
(2) What was seen. The sfone, rolled really, the character of the place where JeThe wealth of Joseph
away from the door.of the tomb, first sur- sus was entombed.
prised them.
An angel, says Matthew, de- also has incidental proof Jun this werd. (2)
scended and rolled away the stone, and The mind of Mary seizes on the idea that
sat uponit. The sight of him fr ightened the gardener may, under orders from his
away the keepers of the tomb.
Then the employer, have taken the body out of the
We can see why that would be natangel entered the tomb where Jesus was, tomb.
as was most natural. The women enter ural, as Jesus was not a relative of Joseph.
the tomb and see the angel, clothed in a This was not, however, the first thought of
long, white garment, ‘‘ sitting on: the right Mary, She accepts it now ‘in place of the
side.’ (3) Luke says that “two men in shiu- thought that the foes of Jesus had stolen
ing garments stood by them;” evidently him away, Wer mind flying eagerly to it as
appearing suddenly to view. Barnes ex- arelief from the gloom of the former susplains by saying that Mark only mentions picion. (3) Jesus, at first, concealed himthe angel that addressed them. He does self pur posely from her recognition. His
not deny the presence of another.
Iiis questions were not put mn the same tone as
better to think that many angels were there the word '** Mary ;” nor was ** Mary" said
to greet the resurrected Lord,—the whole until these other questions were asked; for
choir of Bethlehem.
They were not all vis- he wished to draw out her feeling into an
ible, but as many and as suddenly as the expression; and only to reveal ‘himself to
(4)
circumstances here narrated require. (4) ker when that expression was made.
Mary Magdalene, perhaps with a compan- The tones ot' Jesus’ voice told Mary the fact
ion, on seeing the tomb open and empty, of the resurrection.
He spake her name as
left the rest of the company and ran to Pe- of old, and that opened her eyes to see, not
ter oud John; halt a mile away, with the the gardener, nor any stranger, but her
story that the body of Jesus was stolen. No Friend and Saviour.
‘‘She turned herself;"
thought of ‘the resurrection occurs to her. as if before she had not been looking diIn the meanwhile, the women at the tomb rectly at him.
(5) ** Rabboni” means ‘“my
have the experience’ which Matthew and Master;” or simply ¢ Master.”
In one
Mark give. (5) John and Peter leave Ma- word ber surprise and gladness unbounded
ry and run to the ‘garden, examine the tomb appear. More she said afterwards, but this
and go away.
They did not meet the wom- was her first expression of joyful recognition
en who had seen the angel, and who had of him. Imagine the feelings that must then
now left the place. (6) Mary arrives al have rushed across her mind and {aken
the tomb after the two disciples have re- bold of her heart. The fact of Jesug resturned to the city. She comes, tired and urrection from the dead, of the living again
sorrowful; to stand by the door of the sep- of the crucified and buried Christ,
in conulchre; weeping, she stoops and looks into tradietion to all teachings and beliefof natthe tomb.
The door of the sepulchre was
ure, struck her with wonder and delight.
low. Her sorrow was caused by the sup- It was‘as if we should see a dear friend,
posed-tesecration of Jesus’ resting-place, whom yesterday we laid in the tomb, beand the dishonor done to his body. She fait tore our eyes, speaking in the old, familiar
that the enemies of Jesus were equal (o this tones, our names again.
(6) Here, now,
baseness.

“ And seeth

two an-

gels fo white; sitting the one at” the head
and the other at the feet, where the Lody of

Mary recalled his words, ‘‘ on the third day
rise again.”
Here, too, we hear him say to
ug, ‘‘ I am. the resurrection and the life.”

Gazing at the Saviour risen from the dead,
we caich the song, ** O death! where is thy

Jesus had lain.” (1) This was not the same
appearance which the other evangelists reeord. John gives, as a rule, much history

sting?

17.

not mentioned by them.
(2) The angels
-were in white, the symbol of purity.
An-

waiting for Mary to announee

to her the

glorious truth of the resurrection. She
was not the first to know that Jesus had
risen.
The other women had been, in her
absence, told of it, but her love was to be
rewarded with the first sight of the risen

they say

unto

HER TEARS.

her, Woman,

why

‘And
weepest

thou? She saith unto them because they
bave taken .away my Lord, and I know
not where they have laid him.”

(1)

Angels

appear and talk like human "beings. This
very question Jesus repeats to her. It was

expressed in tender sympathy.

Mary

was

not, like the women who,earlier that morn,
‘had seen these faces, ‘‘ affrighted.”
Per-

haps she saw them

‘more as Luke

Matthew

them

describes

moreas men

than

as

to

bave

angels.

was absorbed too much with

than as
been,

Her heart

its grief to be

startled very much, In, deep sorrow we are
rather glad than not to see heaven, opened.

O grave!

MARY

wheres

SPREAD

thy victory?”

“raE GOOD NEWS.

saith unto her,Togeh

me

not, for I

am not yet ascended (§ my Father; but go
to my brethvenand say fnto them, T as

are, in SeviptSée how the

garndents of Jesus, on the mount of transfizuration, shone ; or how John, in Revélation, deseribes the robes of the saints and
the throne of God. (3) These angels were

Christ,
13. Mary ExpLAINS

‘Jesus

—

geli¢ and celestiai costumes
ure, always thus described.

and

organisations,

is

¢end unto my Father and your Father, and
to my God and your God.”
(1) The kind
of touch which Jesus forbids her and the
reason of the prohibition are the ceeasion of
many and not altogether satisfactory explanations.
(a) One commentator says,
¢ Old familiarities must now give place to
new, and more awful,
yet ‘sweeter approaches; but for “these the time has not
come yt. » (0) Another says, ‘ The sense
seems connected with come gesture on the
part of Mary,” indicating that she believed

she had now gotten him “again

never to be

be, assumed
have and

improbable,

feet and embraee them;

“ Do not delay now

and

Jesud

‘meant,

for this, as other op-

portunities to enjoy my presence: will be
given. lam net about to ascend” immediately to God ; but hasten to tell
my 'diseiples of my resurrection and coming ascension.” (d) The touch most nattirdl to’ Ma-

ry ‘was either that of embracing His feet, or

reasons for it:
Nu other Christian union is possible.
Differences must have names; or descriptions which amount to the same thing.

the now empty

hotise with

servide- for the

differences,

2

organizations,

real union

is

diminished;

shows that there has been much more

to the

church

and

the

world

so

harm

from

con-

flicts within,
than
from those between
churches.
Differences in too close contact
frequently ‘disturb the peace and practical
harmony

in work

and

worship,

different organizations
as jamilies, quiet and

which

in

are no trial; just
happy in separate

houses, are often terribly wretched in the
same dwelling. But ‘even if union was not

thus defeated, the supposed

benefits from

large churches are impossible.
Churches
by becoming larger might live easier, but
usefulness would not thus necessarily be
increased.

There

are,

perhaps,

single

churches
in our large cities worth as
much money, and able to pay as much to
missionary societies,

as

‘a

hundred

small

country churches, and yet these small
churches will accomplish far more for the
conversion of the world than the large one.
It is a fact beyond all question that small
churches accomplish much more in proportion to their numbers and wealth than
large ones.
Men are naturally, lovers of
ease, and would like such circumstances as

how éan church members secure

the 'Yest

houses, the finest singing, aud the most
eloquent preaching at the least expense,

but’ how

can

each

most for Christ.

and

‘Tt is not

all ‘accomplish
simply

a

ques-

tion of money, or ability, a tenth of which is
not yet employed, bat how shall the membets be inducedto Spi thai money and

under a general

organizations, and all
law, and for a generdl

and

must

that all; the members

must

exercise

It

is,

and purpose

liberty of conscience.

ragged lad,about twelve

years of Wor

soe

:

;

dia

the hand upon the arm, the

ithe

nose

to fulfill

moral

obligation.

center

and

source of

such

a disposition

every

person

of Chistian

must be,—in

by

}

A)

!

Eh
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8. In some important particulars our
circimstanees * differ from those of the
apostolic church.”
Personal instruction
and example of inspired men rendered essential union in doctrine, usages and Jabor

80 certain that none but unbelievers could
differ. The differences among Christians
were
mere
pertomal
preferences for
“Paul,” ** Apolles,”
Cephas,” “not disa-

greement

the past

vehe-

upofi election,

‘baplism

and

In 1st Cor. 3:5, we

read,—

‘hour wherein the Son

But

vine Being,—for those there is mercy,

for those who were born iu Christian

la

have heard the gospel off | Christ expound d
to them, and have rejected it, or else never

heeded it, what merey can be shown them?
Jesus is outside, he is with you, he repeats
those words, ** Behold I stand at the door
and knock,” and why will you not open the

door of your soul to him? why do you reject
him ? Is it because he humbly petitions. your
love that you despise him and onat him oul
of your heart ?
He humbly beseeches’ you now, but. will

he hamble himself before you on the day of
judgment? You think that day is far distant, and that’ you will have plenty of time
for preparation for it. But it is not. You

Others will

Why not?

might die to-day.

die, why mot you? And after death ‘what
preparation can you make?" Whom will you
thank, what will you think, whom will you
reproach, when you heat a just and angry

Depart€rom me, ye. curs.

God say to you,

ed, into everlasting fire?"

A

Problem

from

——

As

India.

ee

a rule, the Santals have

idea about a future

state.

an

indistinct

Many of them

will tell you all ends with death.
Others
have a vague idea of the spirits of the dead
wandering about like demons hereafter,and
still, the idea of a heaven for the good and
a bell for the wicked finds credence with
many of them.

Yesterday, while we were at breakfast,
three strangers, mn the shape of strong, robust Santals presented themselves at eur
front door which as usual stood wide open.
Oneof the trio. was a well- formed, good
[Hooking youth, of about twenty-four years,
whom the other two called a boy and had
brought him to enter our school.
They
claimed to be the boy's uncles, and were
elderly wen.
They had come a journey of
aday and a ball in order to put their
nephew in school and were anxious to returd home at once, I invited the party to
a seat on the veranda,and, as usual,in éuch
cases, put them throngh a short catechism.
But, oh, such blank countenances and vacant minds" “Ife boy had been to school
and could spell out Bengali words, but his
replies to nearly every question, *‘ Don’t
know,"
* Can't tell,” served but to indicate a mind involved in total Jdarkpess.
He wished to learn to read so thal he
might be able lo keep accounts.
He has a
fine, open count. nanee, and good forehesd,
and when-he smiled really gave indication
of possessing a human intellect,
But the
two uncles! I have seen many baboons

whose faces appeared more’ intelli cent than

theirs. Little, indeed, could I learn from
them by all my pamping.
They believed
there is 4 God, but concluded the sun to be
God. As for an immortal soul, they seemto have no conception.
All there is of
tom ends with the body! What, or who
are (here in Hanapore, the other world?
* The gods,” was the brief reply.
Que ry,
What is the moral statas of such persons ?
Fo what extent are they to be held" responsiblé? They, according to Dr. Peabody, are

the unblest of this world.
start out ‘in the ‘next?

How

will they
J.P,

2\

:

——

then

ministers

by whom ye believed, even as the Lord
gave to every man ?” If God has raised up
the men whose names stand at the head of

this article, sent them out to labor for the
salvation of sinners and multi(udes are gon.
verted through their labors, let us

of Man, cometh?"

- Tribulation.

** Who
but

0 who died
ot knew

were ready,

Many of them had never heard the word of
God, were ignorant that there was a Di-

Moody and Sankey.
is Paul, and who is Apollos,

year

‘[

give him,

We complain of. the suffering part of religion. Sometimes perbapswe may when it
comes by the unjust and'wrong conduct of
bad persons around us. Yet ‘then it is one
of the all things‘that work for
geod tu
those : that love God: ' Moses ‘those 'afflic-

tion with the people of God rather thith the
pleasures of sin.

‘

¥Jesus suffered wwibulation: He'was tempt-

ed'as'we are. ‘He was in poverty. He was
neglecte
d by those he came to bless. “He
ties in character and labor, in spiritual] ex- nor by. power, but by my Spirit, saith the
a" ,
perience and uhity, Lut in externgls it is Lord of hosts;" and, **, My glory will. L nos, was persecuted and put todeathi«
impracticable. "They bad no houses of give | to another,” Let us then pray that, The way to heaven is through tribulation’
worship, no Sabbath schools, no mission- the, POWE af Christ may. rest upon them; Sufferingis a sign of sonship. *“ Whom the

church polity.” We are to follow the. Apos- the glory, for it is written, ** Not by, might,

ary societies, no’ Bible or tract socigtes, no that sinners may be truly converted to God,
schools, flor any Such sermons, and homi- born into the kingdom: of his. grace, that
letical Hsboareed’ as are now thought by great good may be done in the name of Je~|
all to be necessary.
e must use meas- sus. *‘Therefore,let no man glory in men,
tires and organizations which they did nol,

but in the Lord, for

in order in our ehanged circumstances to the increase.’!
accomplish'the same ‘end, while We may
not spédk théir language, ‘ear their, “coats

br adopt their Spesific méastres.” We must
imitate Paul by becoming

*¢ all things to

all men’ in the adaptation’ of ‘our’ means,
and in the Epiviy of’ otis and labor.

Prissy Dictate, of Morality,

high-

er the improvement.and deeper: the ‘know-

ludes, who may think us a “little too

upon the

ment at times,” if we speak boldiy and earface, or true Christians in love.
And if nestly; our honest convietions eoncerning
they are not thus, it is a mistake to sup- this monster evil? Our Saviour did not hespose that efforts and organizations will do itate to denounce evil, in what, probably to
it. The depth of piety and devotion deter- some, seemed harsh language.
And Paul,
mines all this.
He
in his rebuke to Elymas, denounced him as
What would constitute sufficient reasons the ehild of the devil and an enemy to all
for different organizations, and what rea- righteousness. And may not we in terms
this twofold
rons exist for F. Baptist usages respoct- equally pointed, denounce
ing the conditionsof membership,are ques- child of ‘hell, 'infemperanée? May if not at
tions which can not be considered within times be “the more excellent way sali
I would net be understood to advoeate
the limits of this paper. Bat we have gone
far enough to see
the use of the whip altogether, lest, as the
tse
1. Why all efforis for charch unionism Brother intimates, the fiery become restive,
excepting in the shades of ignorance aud and the lazy eallous, hut would rather give
despotism have failed. They were strug- to the dull and lazy an extra feed of oats,
gles for impossibilities,
%
in the form of good wholesome gospel
2. That the assumption that piety is, traths.: And by a judicious handling of the
or can be, the only condition of member- reins, restrain the restive, and urge on he
ship in any church organization is false. dull, till together they might set to the pullThe conditions nay be more or less nu- ing down _the fortress behind which the
merous and extended,but in every case the rumseller seeks to intrench himself, 4. e.,
candidates must accept and adopt some public opinion, so thal instead of trying
form of church government distinct from (vain attempt) by license, to make it a reothers: must agree with the times and spectable business, consign it to its merited
forms
of worship ; with the ‘general meéas- doom beneath the honest indignation of all
:
ures and plans of work] and to some ex- good men.
W.N.R.
tent at ‘least ‘with’ the doctrines of the
body.

the indgment.

next second be your last? Is there anythi

ed to desire and practice all virtue and the

No efforts or appliances are needed to keep

The best forms of eivilizad society

agsume the same principle; and

Win

ng
be baptized in the name of the Father, Son to prevent it ? What
should make you beand
Holy
Spirit. Whatever else,
they lieve that you! alone
are: tafe, thai your
might subsequently do, they could not con- friends may die, but that
you can not and
form to mors) obligation so long es this will not die until you are
quite ready ? You
duty was neglected, The same is true of think that you will be warned,
or have evevery one to whom a like message has en a moment to-make
your peace with God .
come. Salvation depends on the disposition How many of those $2,000,00

like the

BY PROF. B. Fi HAYES. «
pian
how to do these offices tor him. (5) Bat he his way into one of the Sunday schools in ledge, and’ the: greatér the number of
““ He is a periectly moral young man,
York.
One
of
the
teachers
asked
:
subjeets and questions’ brought: out, the -but not a Christian.’ This was spoken not
needed none of them.
His flesh rested ** in
*« How ig'it that you are so ragged, and
greater
the number of differences and’ or- of some one born in the time of Socrates,
hope,” in assarance 0 resurrection. The can not réad ?”
Mio
tomb ‘sould not hold him. ¥ ‘Was it not writ- f4 My father {eink sy sir,” ‘was the | com ganizations... It is a: well known fact: that nor of any one brought mp in. Congo
re
“4
the world bas never yet seen religious’ or Japan, but of one who had enjoyed all
ten of ‘him, and doctoral by him, that he Pe ensive
iy why or visited the fay
character and organizations so complete
| evening,
a tratt was left, and an invi same as to prevent ambitions: men ' from secur~ his Jife the influence of Christian society,
and the instruction of New England’s pul.
given fo attend the’ teraperance “meetin
he
a Lecture ‘Halk: (On!
Du visitng ‘the pe ing membership, and - thus . overthrowing’ pits and schools. The ‘testimony was giv-

away the wounded body of Jesus was some-

Evidently it was

h 4

that if this be the end, it is defeated by the
very effort.
All history and experience

end?
How To FILL SUNDAY SCHOOLS. | A

morality from that time ?

true Christians will not be denied, and yet education, not only repentance towards
Su long as men differ in their views of they can not be practiced in the same church, God, but faith in our Lord Jesns Christ.
withont' producing divischurch polity, baptism, ete,, there must be or attempted
Bat the
Presbyterians,
Episcoopalians,
and Inde- ions ultimately, instead of union.
“A More Excellent Way."
pendents ; Baptists, Pedo-Baptists and Cal- utter impossibility of uniting all Christians
vinists ; and names repre senting these char- in one church is seen more distinctly, if
In the Star of Nov.8, I notice an article
acteristics .
possible, from the faet that different beliefs under the above head, and there is one
There may be and there is one generic are honestly entertained by true Christians point in particular in it T would like to put
name for all Christians, just as one word respecting organizations themselves. If in another light.
1 refer to the author's
His idea
represents
the human = race, but to make Episcopalians, Presbyterians and Independ- mention of the temperance cause.
honestly
believe
their
respective
of the more excellent way is, a way of love
one word or name represent all the differ- ents
ent classes, and beliefs in the general forms of church polity are scriptural, how and gentleness,to arouse the lukewarm and
church, * is just as impossible as to repre- can they. practice their belief and unite in indifferent gently, lest we shock their sensent all the nationalities, professions, and the same charch 7 Never until black is sibilities, and repulse rather than reform
white, truth a lie, and benevolence a. crime them. This is well when it can be done.
families of the race, by the one word, man.
can
this be possible. It is not the magni- But suppose the writer should awake some
Until all Christians are exactly alike in
tude
of the Sigiense: but its nature, which night and find his house on fire, his wife
doctrine, usages and labor, unity in name,
is here concerned.
Men may be perfectly and little ones are asleep unconscious of
except in a generic sense, is impossible.
harmonious in their feelings “and still. be their danger, would he hesitate to call londUnity in doctrine is equally impossible.
unable to travel at the same (ime by sail, ly and earnestly, or even violently shake
All Christians mast and do agree practically in what is necessary to pardon,and sal- railroad and balloon; to enter the wilitaky them, that he might arouse them to their
field in cavalry, artillery and infantry: or danger, and lead them to a place of safety?
vation, but the statement even of these
practice Episgopalian, Presbyterian and In- Were his neighbor’s house in flames, and
facts will differ; and upon many other
dependent chureh polity in one organiza- they unconscious of the fact, would he not
questions respecting the language and
doctrines of the Bible, the "experience and tion. It is sometimes assumed that Chris- use every meaus to apprise them of their
tians have no moral or religious convic- danger? Would he fear being thought anduties enjoined,
the measures and entertions upon these subjects.
But this we gry, even though he ‘‘trembled” in his anxprises required, differences are just as unavoidable as difference of constitution, know is false, and if so, then it must be jety to arouse and rescue them ?
‘But what i§ the way more generally used
sources of information, and surrounding | right to violate convictions of right, pracinfluences. It is impossible that all men tice what is believed to be a wrong, or by our clergy and also the laity, to stop
necessary to have different church organi- the curse of intemperance?
That its fires
shall believe and practice alike upon any
zations. Such a necessity can not in the are raging, blasting and devouring old and
subject. And,in religjon, quite as much as
présent state be avoided; and the only true young, male and female, al! will admit,
in nature and civil] society differences
Christian union, possible, desirable or per- And what are we doing to arrest its proghave their affinities and repulsions. These
petual is a spiritual union,a union of hearts, ress or rescue its victims? Is it rot the
affinities will lead to more intimate associaThis union is necessarily involved in Chris- more general way for us to say but little,
tions and organizations.
tian character and will be best promoted by and that very gently and wildly, lest some
Union of organization is just as impossimple Godliness.
No direct effort is nec- may thiok us fanatieal,or perchance angry?
sible as union in name or doctrine.
If
essary, for Christ's bedy is one, and the Are there not too many good brethren like
made to embrace too many, or too serious
members are necessarily in vital union. the one to whou the writer referred to al-

satisfaction it is to associate Attention {o and be the first to proclaim ¢ the Lod’ is mony, with other
ore who occupied it. Mary felt that to en;
fold in ‘spices and to bave laid thoughtfully

them who heard,the primary requirement of

in-

ing views are enteriained and practiced

phantom, ‘nor something celestial, but “the
extra hands are'only a’Windrance. ‘Once
very
crucified Jesus that she daw.” He' for- ina ‘while‘a man like Spurgeon may havea
(2) Mary supposed that, the foes of Jesus
- had stolen his body. Barnes thinks it was bids her, oun the MATER D=HOP, td’'touck special call to Preach to large ' bodies, and
the friends of Jesus that she meant, but in him, assaring: Ber (hat'he had not yer lost skill for securing stick a division of labor
that case her sorrow has no cause, since the human in the glorified state.’ *“ Touch
as to'seévre general’ ‘activity ' and ‘useful:
she could have easily learned from them me not with the motive to see if ¥''am still ness. But these ave the éxceptions,” while,
where they bad ‘laid him. The passionate | in the flesh. T have not yet entered on my generally,
amicable divisions’ ~ of ‘large
appeal to the supposed gardener seems glotified condition with the Father;™ this churches are a ‘blessing ; “ ‘and * éven those
(2) not ‘quite amicable “ave often ‘ovérruled
based on the idea we have given. (8) Ry seems the most natural explanation.”
the term * my Lord,” Mary has no refer- Jesus still calls the’ disciples, though they, for breaking dead masses into’ companies
ence to the true character of Jesus, only as but day age, ‘in’ his deepest Hours “of trial, of active workers.
And is not’ this ‘in ae:
her Master, Teacher, and Friend. (4) No- deserted hin, his ‘bréthren.” This is'a’ re- cordance withthe ssnalogy of nature,
: tice Hidw affection follows into the very lation ‘dedrer than of «“ friends." (3) "Muuy where a large vpumbenpf combinations
‘work within themselvés, and yet in harvé the form of our friends, and what a must wot keep secret het discovery, but

i

power,

Pedo-baptists, and others that it is a sin to
refuse; That these,and many other conflict-

ability to the work,
A
church, like a” ship,
a touch to assuvé herself that'it' was not a
can only work about so many men,” and

risen.”

and

wish to worship upon Every one will indeed . find in bis own exthe first, and some upon the seventh day; perience, the gestimony thut he can not,
some wish to attend to baptism and the and may never expect to rust in the comEucharist, and others not ; some believe it pleteness of his own virtues,for the approya sin to allow a woman to speak in church, al of the Author of moral law, but neither
and others that it is a 8in for her not to do can one be saved without a disposition to80; some that it is a sin to commune with wards all morality, without a heart dispos-

the following

.

+

And yet such is the fact. By the latest
statistics, 82,000 ,000 die in a year; 87,671
in a day; 8,658 in an hour, and 61 in Wi
minute, Thus one human being dies on an
average every second | Why should got the

But what if some

parted from him. This gesture he reproves will furnish the most pleasant; surroundings, and interesting. entertainments, with
as unsuited tothe time and the nature of
the least expense, sacrifiee and labor. But
his present appearance.”
'(¢) Others think
this is not God's plam.- The question is not

that Mary was about to throw herself at his

intrigue

ing is self-contradictory.

utes an article to the October Bvangelist on
make an extract. After stating that the union can
bardly be anything else than that indicated

give

all the

antagonistic forces of nature, should arise
to balance each other and thus preserve
harmony and symmetry,
Unionism with regard to church-build-

Prof. Dunn, of Hillsdale Co Jege, contrib.

above, he proceeds to

any ecclesiastical body

invention, different

tbe the gardener, saith unto hjm, Sir, if
thon have berne him hence, tell me where this subject, from which we

na, wife of Chusa, went early, Monday
morning, while it was yet dark,”to the sepulchre, not expecting the resurrection, expecting only to embalm the body of Jesus.

12. ANGELS SEEN.

lorms

.

soul Yas winged its way to
seat

Crease “with the increase of knowledge and to, believe on the Tord Jesus Christ, and to

Text : —* Now when Jesus Then.too, Jesus no dohbt wished to have the getting more division than union, is what
Goin
was risen early the first day of the week, "revelation of himselfto her, asin case of the every sincere person would like to see.
he appeared first to. Mary Magdalene. » disciples at Emmaus not too abruptly made. But that it can ever become anything but a
Mark 16 :9.
15,
16. Jesus RrCcOGNizED.
*‘ Jesus union in effort and aspiration, and not in
sail

“JHE

BR]

The first teacher -of Christian |}
morals ever known in Europe commenced |
his labors at Philippi. “He was jnvited to |
give instiuction by night to a jailer and to |
all who were in his house.
What was for

accidental,but, prov idential, fthat

as the means for

Christian unity is a theme of growing
other explanations of a perceived resem- interest among all sects. ~ That it may he
blance to the lost one “sooner than that secured in its best possible form, without
which requires a resurrection of thé dead. violating conscientious convictions or be-

John 20:11—18.

WISER,

follows it.

the

religious forces of a country without -de| stroying personal “and "veligiong liberty.

dawn} the idea of seving the dead alive is
so foreign to the mind that it accepts all

JESUS AND MARY.

that

can be so constituted as to embrace

BY PROF. R. DUNN.

dusky

2 A. “1875.

v

Communications,

says Alford,

“not expecting him,and wus pre-oceupied.”
He ¢ltes a German commentator who says, |
“ Her tears wove a veil which concealed |
Him who stood befor2 her.” ‘Jesus was nol

STAR,

L]

870

;

Lord loveth he chasteweth, end scouvgeth

every son whom ‘he 'receiveth.”

Abrabani’

knew what trial was. Elijah and Danigl bad

keen sufferings, but they
ed they. became ‘exninént
the graces of the Christian
Luther had storms of

were' do improv.’
in faith’ and ‘all
character.
distress. Kings,

it is God that #ivath,
oT
; coy
] princes, popes, cardinals and coungils.
were

The Uncertainty of Life.

all at war, with him,

But he was

led 1e.

Jive, more and more by faith, He girded the!
Christian armor more c'osely about bim and”
BY ANONYMOUS.
(adil
rl
sh | defied opposition, while in words that shook
As we Jouphvy on through life, and see’ the world he rung. out, the glorious truth,
our relatives, friends andrneighbors one by “Salvation by faith.” Chrysostom, Hnss,
one die, some in the strength of their mav- Bunyan, Knox and a hosti¢f others were
hood or womanhood, some in their old age, in storms of sorrow because of the wickdo we ever thick that it might be ourselves edness and’ petdecutions of others, but
next ? . The majority do not once give it a while outward
dependénces failed ' théy
thought. They struggle on and work for a leaned more fully ‘onthe arm of the Lord.’
competency in their old age, speculate They took hold of God's stréngth and puflwhat they will do with their riches (when ed down the ‘strongholds off Satan.

We may glory in tribulation, because it
they get them), what deeds of charity they
will do, and,after living to a green old age; may, if improved, work for' our ‘hi esl
descend into,the grave amidst the tears and good.
Faith needsa ‘rial ‘apd it isn nore’
regrets of the community, perhaps of the precious than gold thut perisheth. ‘Lazarus
civil and personal’ liberty, whenever ve en probably without a, suspicion, that if ‘nation. Thus they po on, building castles in his life-time had his e
, in pHraligious influence has been concentrated’ in: the second part, of the statement were trie, in the air, never heeding the warnings giv. dise he was ‘comforted.’ If we suffer with’
& | asingle ecelesinstical body. + No: matter the first, must be false.
én them, day
ay, even im their own Christ, we/shall veigh with him.
t is tosave that young man, if he circle of friends,
They watch the clock,
hie exer, Wy Husband hasn't Tasted" 4 how good ot pire: any social, ‘civil or res
Christian, faint not in the day of adverdrop Wr these sixteen: » weeks.) He ‘brings: ligious society may be, | as isoon as it bes|
“ceader, from the injury of that false- waiting for it to denote the hour for leaving sity :*“Endare’ as seeing him who is jn- °
‘home now what he earns. We are getting’ comes popular the ambitiosg “and selfish: Inthe that the question is asked which or going to work, or to a theater or dance,
visible.” ‘Stand the storm, it won't be
all our things back from the pawnshop, and

cad the fo hore 71] fame
t

if Noon gs

rush in, seize the reins of control - and di- heads this article.
If he is a perfectly mor- or, perchance, to ghurch ; they hear its tickwe shall get to a place of worship on Sunday, og have all our children
fit for rect its forces for selfish ends. The world al person, then fruth does not require the ing, but do they ever give a thought, or
may be challenged for a single fact in all | addition of the “but,” or of anything that know, that with every tick of that clock a
school.”"—N. ¥. Advocate.
.

by

reason, Mary did not know
~~
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long.”

There

is a crown

yonder,

but the

Tn this life there is much
trial, but in the next eternal felicity.
cross cones first,

A

i

THE

-

ie

—

Borrowing sinner, Weep no moye,.
Christ is Standing at the doo;
Ha 3 bo had on
8 ierced fect
y

sel

heart's

hath

TA

our fellow-men, come to but tew of us:
and tothose whom they visit, they come
but seldom, If one be called, in some great
hourof trial, to bear witness: to the truth
by going to the martyr's stake, itis but
once in his earthly life-time, It 1s seldom
that we can give up all that is fair and
pieasant to us iu lite to secure the happiness of another.
:
)

All thy sibs I bear
for thoes?

:

a

ng:

ILA ll,
liNGvOR hoo thy huppy i
e

[1

ar side 3

a

+ Lot the
venly
Guest depart;
He is with
thee,
Hs Bid
thee,
Ever, evermore, abide,
he

of

most conspicuous

and conspicuous opportunities Of serving

seen the bended knee

hake

the

things. However long the journey, itis
taken step by step. However long the
story, it is written chapter by chapter and
scene by scene. Grand occasions of action,

pe hath heard thy contrite plea;
Not in vain thy soul bath wept,
Not mn ind
i.

truly as in

| affairs of life. Life is made up of little

¢ will love thee
And wii leave thee nevermore.

He

ma)

religious duty, "We love to think that religious life means the growth of the facul-

The spirit that roles in a Christian's Religion no more cramps a man than wings
heart is the spirit of Christ. And the spit- do
a bird, or fins do a fish. Piety is not a
it of Christ is a self-sacrificing and self- ship at anchor on a level sea; it is a ship
devoted spirit. And this spirit will show in. motion, with eyery sail set and swelling
itself in little things and on humble ocea- with wind and the waters aroand it erested
sions as

oblation sweet; %»

Will Jove thee)

NOVEMB

ties, aid not a slow strangilation of them,

Pardoned.

nlf
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The Litt'e Things.

Selections.
—

MORNI N

with white.

tive,

=8. 8. Times.

dred and frignds.

to forego

+. The Joy of. Christ.

And if we have the heart

our own choices

the sake of puighienin

the

und

hopes tor

way of a com-

vibrant,

tense.

Great

injury

has

been done religion by teaching people to
regard it as a mild form of slavery, m
which people consent to be tied up that

have received

*‘The

Dispensary
Buffalo,
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R24, 1875.

‘From the Philadelphia Presbyterian.
From the World's
Office and Bindery,
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. Printing
-N. Y., we

People’s. . Common

F. B. Register, 1876. Yreewill Baptist

The Freewill Baptist Register for 1876 13 now
ready for delivery. In addition to the usual astronomicul and statistical information, the
present vol
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Sense Medical Adviser,
iti plain English; ume gontains an alphabetical list of ministers, Will
or, Medicine Simplified,” by R. V. Pierce, not pastors take special pains to introduce the
M, D., Counselor-in-chief of the Board of Register in their Songregations? No additional

Physicians and Surgeons at the World's
Dispensary. Whoever helps humapiiy in

its struggle with its inherent weaknesses
and diseases, to bear or cure, ‘is its benefactor, 1 oranceis not only of 'itsella

The Morning Star

charge is made for the additional table of ministers,
and we offer the book at the old price, as follows: * |
A single
Yas swseanasennsnsnsnssns
gh copy, by fe one

its fifieth volume.

10 CONGO,
; a

*

is a large religious paper
of eight pages, now in
It is able, literary and progress

‘ive. The principle offices are
to be in Boston, bu
one for the WESTERN
been opened

DEPARTMENT has recently
and the manager there

in Chicago,

disease and mortality, but it is the
not hurt themselves or others. cause of
enemy of every effort (0 cure or mitigate
But there is no such. religion as this, at Nothing
will so speedity remove this cause
least in the New Testament. The gospel as knowledge
(an elementary one at least)

Including postage, when ordered to be tent by
mail:
:
ONG. COPY, s05nsnssssassnnsssnsnsnassi i2 CONES,
A dozen copies,...
20
Abun@red. ©. vu.ivarvssenndens L900; Hr

gives his entire
time to the work,

the diseases to which we are heir, as
a stimulant to man’s energies, not a nar- ofwell
as those superinduced by

We have
to pay two cents postage
on every
pooh
Ah 1; this should be en

with no commission paid:
:
One old and one new subscriber,
$4.50
Clubs’
of g1x or more, one-third new sub-

they may

Christ taught, is'a gospel of liberty.

It is

our gun imDr. Pierce has rendered, in our

cotie. It makes him a doer and not a hedrrudence.
ou by Why stand ye here all the day ‘judgment,
a benelactor’s service,
©

*

diagnosis of the diseases treated of, and. in

the presentation of the. philosophic -principles involyed in their cause

If we could carry ourselves back to those
days, and were to approach a New En-

gland village about nine o'clock on Sunday
morning, we should hear some one beating
a drum, or

sounding

a horn,

both to
profession, in his

the afflicted and to the

Church mm Olden Time.

But the whole long. day, and every day,

is full of opportunities to make sacrifices
for the comfort and advantage of our kin-

Christianity makes a man ac-

ER
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or

blowing a

and

removal.

Heis sparing of remedies, and usually pre-

soribes such as are sate in unskilled “hauds.
As a book merely of abstract knowledge,
it is exceedingly readable and interesting,
especially the following subjects :—Cerebral Physiology,
Human
Temperaments,

ge

ou
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are, Sabbath ‘School ‘papers, printed alternate’
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated,

Both papers are of the same size, but the IATTLE

STAR 18 for an older cass of readers than the MyYRTLE.
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:

Terms: single copy, each,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each,
.

Kept constantly on hand, Can furnish almost any
size or weight called for, at a day’s notice. It is all

30 cents.
;

25 cents.
pasion, and
waking his life sweeter and couch-shel!, oudgsibly ringing a bell, to
—
——
hi
Payment always in advance, and no commission
appier, it 8 as much a triumph of the call people to worship, As we came near- Pseudo-Hygiene, the Nursing of the Sick, Se
Ct =
allowed on money sent.
Eo
"a
The last chapters of St. Jobn—in particspirit as though we consented to be er still, we should see a flag waving
In' one
{rom Sleep, ' Food, Ventilation, '&
ular the 13th, 14th, 16h, 16th and 17th— martyr
Sample copies sent free.
bound and scourged rather than be falseto a log-buile charch, or * meetingthouse,” chapteron another subject, so” delicateiu
are worthy, more than any thing else in (he our faith and our vows.
and works better than other kinds of paper. Let us
i
Entering'the village,we should see a strong its nature that it is shut up beyond the dos
sacred writings, of the designation which
a
| of the International
heay:
from you when you wish either.
Series, Tor adules;
W180; 10
You are busy with your own thoughts or fence of stakes around this meeting-house, malo of warning to all but physicians, so
children, are issued every month. 100 copies to one
has been given them, “The
Heart of Jesus.” pursuits, and one in the family circle calls
accursed in its results in modern society,
be
and
a
sentinel
in
armor
standing
pear
it;
1h Y. 48 (he language of the most ietimate your name; the call’ breaks in upon your and we
address,
$9.00
per
year;
50
or
more,
atthe
sam
should see some of the men, as is most explicit, and alike true to God, to
love, to the most Intimate friends, in view musing or your working with an unwélrate. Any number less than 50, 12 cents for each
virtue,
to
life,
and
to
society,
shews
the
copy per year.
Payment in advance.
Sample
of the great¢st and most inconceivable of come earnestness, Now you can turn a they went in, legying their muskets in his truth as presented in the teachings of Scriptcopies sent free.
human sorrows, For, though the disciples deal ear to that call, or a fretful and petu- care. ‘We should, perhaps, see a cannon ure,—that life begins with conception,—
or two planted nesr the meeting-house;
The Register
~poor, humble, simple men-- were dazed, lant face ; or you can yield it a cheerful at- and
we should also see some strange wood-: with great foree, to which is added faithful
confused,
and misty up to the very moment tention, glving interested audience, and sus- en frames not far off, these being. the “warnings.
has
le its annual appearance for more than
forty years, and contains, in addition to the usua
Whey
were eaterining
upon ihe great- peading your own planning and doing to stocks and pillory put there to punish ofPrice of the Medical Adviser, $1.50, sent CLAREMONT,
N.H. Calendar, the names of all Freewid Baptist
est
sorrow of their life,
Master who was gratily and serye your comrade, -Which
church Jostiaid,
Address
the
anthor;
at
Buffalo,
fenders. Looking at this church, we should
lending them saw it all with perfect clear- p
es, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and
ure will
love
and
self-sacrifice see that it had very few glass windows
ness, |
saw
perfeetly not only the un- prompt? Can you doubt?
Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names o
and that these had very thick, and small
|
— AGENTS. — Something all
ministers and their post-office addresses,
speakable humiliation "and anguish that
8
Ww
i
new and useful. Good pay.
You
start
out
for
a
walk
with
a
friend.
panes,
diamond
shaped,
and
set
in
leaden
were before himself, but the disappoint- He wishes to go in one direction,and you in
State rights for sal» For terms and sample enclose of our benevolent societies, an account of rw
frames.
We
should
observe
that
the
winary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers
ment, the terror, the dismay, the utter another. Give up your own choice for his,
25 cents, and address.
had oiled puper instead of glass; and
‘&¢., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a dozen; $7 a
darkness and despair that was Just before without letting bim. know tha: you have dows
hundred. Postage, 2 cents per copy.
these poor, simple friends who had invest- suffered any disappointment, That is love's we'should see between the windows the i87ei876.
1876.
heads of wolves that had been killed and
The Psalmody
ed all their Jove and bgpe in him.
victory over selfishness. The morning pa- displayed there during the past year.
When we thik of this, it will seem all per comes in with the fresh story of all
ie the denominational Hymn Book, extensively
1f we were fo look inside the little church,
the more strange, the more unworldly and Jestonday's life. You take it eagerly in
used, printed on both white and tinted paper. Large
we
should
not
see
families
siting
together
divine
to find that in’ these very chapters
book, in Sheep, $1.00 ; Morocco, $1.10; Morocee Gilt,
and, and just then you catch the gliuce
1,50; Turkey Gilt, 2.00. -Postage, 16 cents each.
our Lord speaks more often and” with more of another eager eye fastened hungrily up- as now; but they would: be distributed acEighteen hundréd and seventy-six, our
Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7 cents,
emphasis of joy than in any other part of on the unread columes. Forego your own cording to age, sex, or rank. In those days,
The Sacred Melody
the old men sat together in one place in
Book-keeping
without
a Master,
by
the New Testament.
nation’s centennial, will also be the
craving curiosity to put the sheet into the
is a small book of 226 hymns and several tunes
In the 15th, he says,‘ These things have hands of this impatient spirit, and you have the church, the young men in another.
Single and Double Entry, for Common
The boys all sat .on the pulpit stairs and |
selected especially for prayer meetings. Itis an oxSEMI-CENTENNIAL ~
I spoken unto you that my joy might we- acted out once move the Christian spirit.
Schools
and
Academies.
cellent
book; bound both in paper-board and cloth
galiery, with constables to. guard them.
main in you, and that your joy might be
There is a favorite seat in the fawily. Each of these constables had a wand, with of the Morning Star. “After fifty years of
covers. 35 cents; postage, 4 cts.
full” And again, iu bis prayer for them, sitting-room, to which you are making your
a hare’s foot on one end and a hare's tail efficient service, the Star will enter upon It is Easy,
The Choralist
he says, ** And now come 1 to thee, and
way,wearied with your walk or your work,
It is Practical,
on
the other.
These were to keep the peothese things I speak io the world that they when it occurs to you that ano her as lanis a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
If any woman went to sleep, its second Half Century with an experience
It
is
Progressive,
Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
might have my joy fulfilledin themselves.” guid as you are was, perhaps, moving to- ple awake.
though sometimes used for congregational singe speaks’ of his joy as a treasure he ward the same destination. Turn off from the constable touched her on the forehead full of promise, and a purpose full of hope.
It is Inductive,
ing. 50 cts ; postage, 11 cts.
longed to impait,as something which over- your road without betraying your change with the hares tail ; bat if a small boy nodThe WESTERN DEPARTMENT Will be vonded, he was rapped with the other end, rot
It is Philosophical. The Book of Worship
flowed his own soul, sad ought to cqual- of purpose, and drop into another seat, and quite
so gently. No doubt the wand was tinued in charge of Rev. A. H. HuLiNg,
It
is
needed
to supply the demand
ize itselfby flowing into the souls of his vou have honored the example and copied
is still larger than the Choralist, contains more
long experiened
be
olen used, for the services were sometimes
than 600 hymns and 250 different tunes.
Itis well
friends. He was notonly full of joy, but the spirit of Jesus,
the
best’
educators.
.
'
but
with
such
changes
as
will
unify
and
three or four hours long, the sexton turning
adapted to either social or public worship,with conhe had fulluess of joy to give away.
In respect to all the conveniences of the hour glass before the minister at the end strengthen the paper.
Retail price of books, $1.10 ; blanks, $1.00 gregational singing.
We have a few copies left
This joy of Christ in the approach of ex- home, —the favorite book, the most cheer- of every hour. The only music consisted of
Introduction price *¢ 75 cts.;
¢¢
TO cts. all gilt edge.
Those bound in Moroceo,
$1.60 per
copy.
Turkey
binding,
$1.25, and no discount by
tremest earthly anguish and sorrow is one ful fireside corner, the fairest fruit, the {en- singing by the congregation, from a met- * Editorial assistance will: be ample and
Single Copies ol’ the book sent by mail, postage
paid, to teachers and school officers, for examination, the dozen; postage, 18 eents.
of the beautiful mysteries of our faith. It deresl ** cut,” * the most agrecable compan- rieal version of the psalms, called *¢ The competent, with the following persons as
with view to introduction, 75 cts.
The Tribute of Praise
is a holy. night-flower, opening only in ionsbip,—give anoth¥r the preference and Bay Psalm Boek.” The whole number of
Books and blanks may be obtained of the publisher,
darkness, and shedding,in the very shadow deny your own desire, and the Master will tunes known to the congregation did not
is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for no one
or of Thompson, Brown & Co, 25—29 Cornhill,
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Publisher,
of death, light and perfume. Itis like the crown you as one in whom his spirit has exceed ten, and few congregations could
denomination, and is well adapted to social wor
New Hampton, N. H. ship or congregational singing. Price $1.00 per
John Fullonton, J. J. Butler, Thomas | ¢
solemn splendor of the starsto be seen on- won
its difficult
victories.—Rev. 4. L. go beyond five. This was the Puritan form
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Stone, D. 0., in Pacific.
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taken. Postage, 16 cents.
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J. L. Phillips, W. H. Bowen, R. S. James,
In the repr
tions made of our Lord
allowed to stay at home from it; for men, H. Buotterworth, O. E. Baker, R. L.. HowButler's Theology
as a man of sorrows, we are too ap: to forDivine Impartiality.
called
tithing-men, we e sent about the
ard and C. A. Bickford.
;
get the solemn emphasis with which he asdiscusses briefly, but clearly all the questions o
town, to look for those that were absent.
serts this fullness of joy. But let us leok
doctrinal theology, and the author’s views ar
Men
were
fined
for
every
unnecessary
We
shall
aim
to
have
correspondence
It is sometimes almost impossible for us
at his position on the mere buman side.
those generally accepted by the denomination. $1.60
absence; and, if they stayed away a month
postage, 23 cents.
At that hour when he thus spoke he knew to comprehend the impartiality of God. together, they mightbe put in the stocks, fresh and timely. This will include letters
that so far as the salvation of his nation was -Qur own natures are so prone to be govButler's Commentary
from the prineipal centers in this country,
or
into
a
wooden
cage,
~—Higginson's
Hisconcerned, his life-work had been a failure. erned in their likes and dislikes by the tory.
by the same author,—Prof. J. J, Butler, now o
:
and
from
foreign
lands.
We
shall
have
a
His own
people had rejected him and had benutiful ur unpleasing qualities of our felHillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
bargained
with a member of his own family low-men, that it is hard to sweep away,evtwo volumes, one on the Gospels, and the other on
special correspondent in Washington during
Christianity Misrepresented.
to betray him, He kuew the exact details en in imagination, the outwiurd semblance,
Acts, Rom. and Cor.
It is an excellent help for
the approaching session of Congress, and
Sabbath schools and family reading. $1.00; post——
of the scourging, the scoffing, the taunuts, and see the loveliness thut lies hidden someHow
age, 20 cents.
in Philadelphia r.ext summer to picture the
the torwure, the crucifixion ; and, to a sen- where in even the vilest of mankind.
A small, mean man can not represent
sitive soul, the hour of approach to a great, often we say to ourselves, ** How can God Christianity, any more than can a liar or great Centennial Exhibition.
The Treatise
untried agony is often the hour of bitterest love these coarse, ignorant men, in whose a drunkard. Christianity is affectionally
contains a brief statement of the doctrines held
As the denominational organ, the Star
triul. It is when we foresee a great trou. natures are only the baser-instinets,the cru- large, generous and sympathetic; openby the denomination, and our general usages in
ble in the dimness of to-morrow that our elties; the wanton weaknesses and ruthle ss handed and courteous; and no man can will aim to be the fair and impartial chamchurch-building. It 18 published by authority of the
General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 2 cents.
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faith
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through
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But hé who bad long foreseen—who had
The History of the Freewill Baptists
ities in him. No cunning is so contempticounted in advance—every humiliation, ev- or the luxuries of ease and refinement, pre- ble as cunning in a church member.
No without being, dogmatic, lo give the latest
covers the first half century of our existence
cry sorrow, and every pain, spoke at the serve their purity and simple dignity of slander is so vile. asa clerical slanderer.
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable.deoodness?” The one class low, evil, un- No envy is so pitiable as pulpit envy. Un- news from all the churches, and also to insame time of bis joy as an overflowing fulltail, the early events of our denominatipnal his.
ness. Ile spoke of his peace as something thinking, never rising to a point of admiraregenerate men, seeing such exhibitions of clude whatever may be of current interest
tory. 75 cents;*postage, 18 cents.
which he bad a divine power to give away. tion even of the mightiest works of his smallness. and sly trickery in professe
among all. denominations.
The Memorials of the Free Baptists
hand, with impulses but littie bigher than
The world saw that night a new sight—a
Christians, ave wont to. say, * If that is
sufferer who had touched the extreme of the brute, with pleasures a delicate soul religion, I want nothing to do with it.”
give. the rise and progress of this body of Chris
Liberal Offers.
tians in New York, tid the time of their union. with
alk@rthly loss and sorrow, who yet stood would abhor,incapable of appreciating, and Well, iriend, you are: righi; stick to your
We offer the following inducements to
the Freewill Baptists.
$1.25.
like a God offering to give peace and joy— probably never thinking ol the Father as fu. judgment.
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of our Lord, have

been

recorded,

Suppose

because

it helps us to feel that he was not peaceful
because he was passionless—that his joy
and peace did not come from the serenity

of &

fiature incdpable of sorrow

gles likeours,

There are

experience of such saints as
that seew

Madame Guyon

Jike tbe unnatural

souls exceptionally
stances.

and stru

passages in

the

exaltations of

indifferent

Nothing wakes

any

to circum-

difference.

elevated

one

She has lost by death her

time the poor, debased and ignorant man
is sitting beside the death-bed of his firstborn, . He watches the last breath escape
from bis boy's lips, and falling

sobs aloud in agony.

Shall God

on his face,

be partial

then? Shall he not pour on the head of that

good, as another. . But

sorrowful parent a love as tender, a sympa-

in the experience of

Jesus, we sce our

vive 10. the heart-broken lady, the gifted
one? Are not their needs equal? And shall
God's answer be partial? He sees what circamstances hive done for the two. He.
knows that had both been bor of gifted
parents, both liberally educated, both tenderly reared, they might have been peers
in all that renders the one beautiful in our
eyes. Seeing Loth cause and effect,
he gives
his love as he gives everything else—justly.
Can we not Jo the same? Is” there not that

own

tvepelleucies.

We

see that there were sufférings thathe dreaded with hisiwhole soul; sorrows which he
felt.to be beyond even his power of endur-

ance; and so when

he said,** Not my will,

but thy will,” he said.it with

what

fu'l vision

of

he was accepting ; and in that unshak-

en, that immovable oneness of will with the

Father lay the secret of his joy and victory.
It is. a greatand solemn thing for us to
think of (his joy, of Christ in sorrow. Jt is
something that we can know only in and by
SOITOW.

ut sorrows

are

so

many

in this

world of ours! Grief, sickness, disappointment, want, death, so beset our footsteps
that it is a thing worth thinking of that
there is. a joy that Christ can give: that is
brightest as the hour grows darkest.

Itisa

any human reasonings, or the

exer-.

gitt, It is not in.us. We can not get it by
cise of man

mere

will but we ean get it as a

free ‘gift froni Jesus Christ.

ular new juvenile magazine),..

darling child, She bends. over the slecper
inanguish too deep for tears, Au the same

One thing is just as

most Shrinking human

thy as sweet, a balm as healing

as

he shall

in us which can look deeper than the
face, that can see the shadows that

surhave

darkened, the evils that have crushed, and
extend to that class who labor under the inevitable burdens of unhappy

surroundings,

Individual Responsibility.
I.

nt

:

Religion not a Restraint.

:

%

God deals with us singly, and we must
denl with God singly.
¢ have little concern with what others do, but everything
with what we do ourselves. Let us live and
think and speak and act as if we. and God
were alone, and as if the whole weight and
responsibility
of his work upon earth lu
upon us, as lie upon us it does, to the full
reach of our power to bear it. ‘We are re-

sponsible for our own
souls of others.

very

different

souls,

and

for

[constantly feel in

state

the

church

what a

and

the

a Christian had his heart on firé with divine
love, and, like the

Christians

of

apostolie

days, went everywhere preaching the word.
I do not mean the speaking in public to
many, which must ever be the gift and calling of a few, but I mean the frank, candid,
spontaneous, unaffected speech, with which
one who loves Christ may tell another of

the

beauty

of his Master.

Christian thus to act,

what

Were

#n

every

enormous

work, and an
in its hands all
of) our | vast so=

| cial life! What a blessing might be expected

from above, if every man

might do for Christ!

did

what

"he
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a
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‘New England Far-

Mery’?

¢¢

the

world would be, if every man who is called

that. sympathy, charity, and
penetrufive power would be set to
Judgment which shall lift us, neaver to ihe agency which holds at once
1
Golden Rule. | thy avenues and influenges
?—
svel of God's fuir estimates

vel ol

¢

a

$4.00

ceeeeieieiiienanniianss

4.75

Will -noti pastors, and all interested in
Christian work, exert themselves in'extending the circulation of the Morning Star? It
is a helper that can not well be dispensed
with, and we appeal to you, servants of the

Master, to introduce the paper wherever it
is not taken.
Let us all make one grand rally at the
opening of the semi-centennial volume, and
induce every Freewill Baptist to take, the
Star

In doing

subscriber

more

so;

than

use the’ phrase 'ad- And we may commend

we

shail

any

benefit

other

the

person.

it with confidence
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Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
pub.
lished by the, Freewill Baptigt Printing Kstablish
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de
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Prize Series.
A
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,
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25 cis;

is an experience and an argume at, in which the
folly of close communion is clearly and ably ex.
posed. A bookot 175 pages, by, a Bapust clergy
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readingit.
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Close

TO.

Superintendents of

by

is a reprint; of 130 pages from an English edition, and considers the responsibility of man in re.
lation
to his thoughts;
the government
of the
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Send
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If, in the how
and suffering, he
away, how minh
alted at the right

ol

the fine, delicate,

were a mother.
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:
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rr

|
\
that is not practically Christian. { eral” reputation for turbulence and worthIt would. be | lessness of character is“well known and of
There would be a real gain.
converting dross to gold.
1t would be re- long standing. Still, it is said that many:
dgeming the rags of sin with tthe pure of them ave willing to work, if the govern-

ground,

God has greatly blessed this country during the past year.
He has perbaps blessed
“it'as much in restraining evil, as in bestowing good. A great mavy wicked schemes
have gone astray. Bad mea have p'anned

of whose
feared

ery worker,

planning and

Buried

only knows that he has not beew/hit.

The

best and

that

which is felt for

is often’

grave.

that one ‘sees have been mercifully kept
away. Thatis the expression of a really
grateful spirit.
May our readers miss
neither its office nor its blessing.
been

conspiring

cause

act-

tation, but

over

and

with the society was the reading and discussing at its meetings of such. books as
D’Aubigne’s ** History of the Reformation,”
which, of* course, from

public

bonds

of

mulgation of the ban, of courSe he could n’t
be allowed burial in a consecrated Catholic
cemetery.
»
This at once precipitated matters,
Mem-

in-

seems to have regarded it as a grave matter, for it took them four or five years to

determine where the grave should be. And
then they: did n’t determine so clearly but
that, when the embalmed remains were
taken from their tomb, a few weeks ago,
for the desired burial, the Montreal civil

of our thankfulness.
But our conduct at
nome may still better indicate i; and our
conduct towards that part of the eommuni-

authorities withheld adequate police protection, which allowed the zealous defend-

ty whose joys are few and whose fare is
hard may indicate it the best of all.
No

ers of the church,—who in this ease were a
mere rabble of exeited and balf-drunken
Canadian Frenchmen,—to
rally in force,

acecepta-

enter, and peace become

like a river.

al have been active and earnest, and. when’

the final attempt

bord’s coffin, lest it touch the dust
mother who is burie1 beneath him.

Christian

their need.
;
. Here is an opportunity for every Chris
tian in the city to lend a hand as well asa
prayer. In order for the revival to be real-

illness

we

to be a case of severe

nervous

A.

56

Vice-

That leaves

men-

Department.

H.

Huling,

Madison

Notes

on

St.,

Chicago,

Current

Ill.

Events,

sarcastic utterance

ertson, reflecting severely ahd unfairly on
Baptists, for holding the Scriptural view of
baptism. We noticed that the papers of
our good Methodist brethren also very generally made room for the paragraph, in a
conspicuous place and type. All this led
i
of this city, to ** make a few
remarks,” among which was the following

to

ex-

press our wish along with thousands of
others, that long life and usefulness may be
still in store for him.
~~=-SPAIN. AND THE UNITED STATES.

It appears

that the

cently addressed by this country

to

Carlos being

especially

nervous

re-

while,

seen

others, notably

to treat the

matier

the

in the hearts of those who regularly attend divine worship, there is n’t goinfl to be

any large increase of moral force in the
city. To effect this, there must be an ingathering from (he streets, love put in the
place of hate, temperance in the place of

represent the majority of their constituen-

regularity and durability, hence the wheels
and bearings for the journals are made ot
hard brass, and all the pinions of steel finely polished. It will require winding up
every eighth day, the operation occupying
about ten minutes.
** The whole weight will be about one
thousand pounds. - As seen by the illustra.

tion, the clock is on a strong cast iron bed,
supported by four legs, and will be placed
upon the floor in an elevated apartment
in the clock tower of the college build:

desires of the men constituting the majority
of the Board) they are too shrewd to invite
such a storm of indignation

itably sweep
public sight.

them

like

*“ The striking apparatus of the Hills
dale College clock is to be connected with
pound bell, made by Octavius
a 2,600

an avalanche from

Denominational News and Notes

Jones,

associate

Mission Station among the Indians:
It appears that, after all of the opposition

by the politicians to Commissioner Smith

and the President's ** Peace policy,” the new
Secretary

by

‘AN

INHUMAN

friends.”

‘OFFICIAL.

Nexi.
If other proof

were wanting, the faets bought to light recently by a committee appointed to investigale the Stale Reform school of lowa would
furnish abundant. illustration of the adage
that “‘iruth is stranger than fiction.” No

On the other hand, Spain

picture drawn by the master hand of Dickens to portray the wrongs of the helpless

there is

good reason for taking present reports with
allowance. The affair bas brought a letter

inmates.

of English

charitable

institutions,

Chandler,

thus in a certain sense: they become responsible for the character. and good conduct of

figures

the agent.

?

The Department bas kindly given to our
denomination the agency at Leech Lake,
Miuon., and appointed Bro. Henry J. King,
agent, a gentleman well known by the
Freewill Baptists iu the West, and one who
will never disgrace the brotherhood, the

Goverument, or himself by

follow-

any dishonest

act. The tollowing is the notice of his appointment :
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
WASHINGTON,

Oect, 21, 1875,

§

REV. A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec. F.B,. H, M.
Society:—DEAR Sik: I have to inform you that
the special agency for the Pillager Indians at
Leech Lake, in Minnesota, has been assigned to
the missionary care and supervision of the Free-

will Baptist

Home

Mission

Society,

under the

Indian policy of the President.
In accordance
with the recommendation edntained in your letter of Sept. 20, 1876, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and by him presented to the Department, Mr. Henry J, King, of Hillsdale, Mich,
has to-day been appointed to the. agency referred to.
Very respectfully,

B. BR. CowaN, Acting

Secretary.

Mr. King starts immediatély for bis field

During the period in question the editorials
took a somewhat wider range than had been

of labor, from»
frequently.

the case during the former period, and perhaps may be said to have had a character not
so exclusively religious, but more general as
and

Mr.

control of some religious denomination, and

ing notice © ** The writers were chosen 18
months since, and the figures affixed to their
pieces, according to the ages of their authors.
Thus, number 1 was affixed to the writings of

moral,

Interior,

tian aod lover of humanity heartily endorses. The Indian agencies are under the

with a view to make the readers any wiser for

to

the

question as heretofore, which every Chris-

These figures were used, it was

of Nov. 4th, 1833, by the

of

and President Grant, will continue the same
humane policy in managing the Indian

editors in chief, in-

whicli were designated

the number

pounds.”

es. and weight 2,661

PERIOD.

deed of any editors at all. The editorial columns - were supplied by articles from four
from 1 to 4.

made

Superior

Lake

India Malacea tin, and
Its diameter is fifty inch

copper and East
cost over $1,000,

tended to the time when the lamented Wm.
Burr took formal charge, as “ Editor and Publishing Agent,” (or as he was sometimes after| wards denominated, * Resident Editor,") in
Dec., 1839, embracing some five years and a
half. This period was a sort of inter-regnum,
during which there was no public recognition

writers,

is

k2ll

This

N.Y.

of Troy,

of the finest brands of new

‘Editorial Management of the Star.

of an editor, or

:

lag.

as would inev-

velation of the significance of these mysteriSo it ous characters. This demand was met in

very practical one—and the
the side of ‘‘much water.”

byterian ministerial

is known to be rash, and newspaper corres-

war. ]

inmates. In addition to the semi-starvation
state to which the boys were reduced, they
were kicked and cuffed, rawhided and
yunded promiscuously, at the caprice of
THE
CENTENNIAL.
the department of this .bratal Superintendent, as.-many as a
in the Centennial hundred lashes being administered at one
further facts in -ve- time. It is claimed that some of the poor

wp pro

-—EDUCATION AND
Persons interested in
Education and Science
exhibition may obtain

:

the headquarters, 26 Pemberton square,
Boston, for circular No. 2." This circular
relates especially to the preparation of articles for this department, and gives various
practical suggestions as to the time and
manner of forwarding them.
Judging
from the efforts already made, and the interest taken in this department, it is believed it will be the most attractive and important part of the exhibition. No other certainly will be studied by intelligent foreigners with greater thoroughness, or will give
to them a better idea of the real progress
of the country in the elements which lie at
the foundation of national life.
For this

Our

Bil

Indian

Mission,

Mr. Philbrick

at

reason the board of education appeals to
local committees, institutions public and
By reference to a communication in an- private, and individuals who have anything
other column, it will be seen that the Pilla- of value to offer, to make the fact known at
ger tribe of Indians, near Leech Lake, Min- the proper headquurters.
—

put in place of what is bad and destructive.

A revival that doesn’t accomplish that
liasn't gone half way towards the goal. In
other words, a revival that doesn’t take

nesota, has been assigned to the care of the
Freewill Baptist Home Missionary Society,

way from the reprasontative forces of evil

and Me. Henry J. King, of Hillsdale, Mich.,

to the volume of true living
add them

has been

, hasn't been any great

ways. ‘One way is ir the

reflects

mechanism, and

superior piece of

credit on the maker. It is one of the largest size, having four dials, each eight feet
in'diameter. The hour figures and dial

editor of the latter paper, in the last issue, Eld, A. Caverno; namber 2 to the pieces writexplicitly details three different instances "ten by Eld. D. Marks; number 3 to those of
coming under his own observation, giving Br. P. S. Burbank ; and number 4 to those furnames, with uncomfortable candor, each nished by Br. J. J. Butler.” At this time,
showing a case where infants in a dying also,the name of Enoch Mack was added to the
condition were sprinkled by Presbyterian number of the writers, with the signature 5.
In the early autumn of 1839 my own name
ministers.
The Standard humbly hopes
the Christian at Work is satisfied, and adds: appeared as one appointed to furnish editorial
«If not, we advise him to consult his Pres- articles, with 6 as a signature.

ought to be friendly ‘to the same spirit
wherever it appears. Au the same time the
utmost raoderation and forbearance should

case, for, although the clergy have lately
pretended to take no part in the matter, and
warned their parishioners to do the same,

olutely opposing them.

excess, industry for idleness, and whatever
is good and helpful in the activities of life

be workersin Boston feel this.‘It shows

** G. M. Stevens, of 90 Sudbury street,
Boston, Mass., bas just completed a new
tower clock of handsome design for Hills.
dale College, Hillsdale, Mich., which is a

Interior,

as.a joke.

ard’s assertion referred to, facetiously calls
for a ¢* bill of particulars,” and gets it. The

the

gard to it by sending to

forces in the opposition.
We ought, of course, to accord the Catholies the privilege of maintaining the rules
and discipline of their church,so far as they
are matters of conscience and do mot violate personal rights or civil laws. But their
disposition to go beyond those limits is so
strong that there is little danger of too res-

If
those who are outside of the churches.
.jt is confined to the vestry,snd operates on-

society.
to ent
or improvem

ei

can Artisan:

in the
week,
ten ro
Board

them.
In process of time, however, there was
a demand on the part -ef subscribers for a re-

have

The Christian at Work, quoting the Stand-

island more than we: have yet paid her.
We represen the spirit. of “ liberty, which

pondents to be unreliable, so that.

of Rev. Dr. Stuart Rob-

‘‘ We

turns out, a
laugh all on

matter. Tt is perhaps to much too say that
nqthing will come of the affair. So far as

direet all action.

fogs restoration to jis former place
regulyy
exercises, were acted on last
and tH
requests refused by a vote of
three. Doubtless the majority of the

said, for convenience at the office, rather than

triegl

Spain,

over

An engraving, and the following aecount of the clock, is given in the dmeri-

policy of the

Presbyterian

| tion,

News

letter

The

ministers sprinkle eying infants, evidently
as a regenerating process.” Some of the
aforesaid exchanges (ried to deny the asser-

assertion:

from Spain is of an interesting character,as
possibly affecting the peace of the two

countries.

Pouricy,

The Hillsdaté College Clock.

Buzzell, which occurred in May,1834, and ex-

reminding us all of his great public service,

and

SETTLED

just as though they had done it.—a. ¥.

|

The second period of which [ am to speak,
commenced soon after the resignation of Eld.

of his integrity,of his zeal as a reformer,
and of his high moral character.
But few
public men are more widely . respected and

of his recovery,

A

SECOND

UNCOMFORTABLY EXPLICIT. Some time’
since, our Presbyterian exchanges quoted
with evident satisfaction and approval, a

prostration,

with occasional unnatural mental activity.
The possibility that he-may not recover is

es the chances

places, and the fir and pine timber valuable.
It only needs the hand of civilized industry
to settle the Black Hills problem,

Manager.

“It seems

come oul very clearly in the progress of the

they have, nevertheless,been the conspiring

ly beneticial,it onght to reach and influence

arious

winter.

Gui-

the Church and the State in opposition,
and

truth, and arouse the careless to a sense of

ging

the

Spanish press as indicating - the desperate
of his condition of that insurrectionist, and fore- tee, the eleven hundred and fifty odd dollars
drawn from the State treasury by the Su-

the State has won.
Butit has to = preserve
its triumph by a species of tireless vigilance, for an armed force is watching the
grave day and night lest the remains be removed.
The spirit that animates the church has

life and work, or the purely social and revival meetings. A spirit of harmony seems
to prevail, and the main desire appears to
be to glorify God, magnify his love and

en

Rev.

—

President, whose sudden

while on the hills grass is abundant in many

whom
.

we

expect to hear
A. H. CHase.

Ministers and Churches.
Ta

even secular’ or eemi-secular

name of Rev. J. W.

Joy,

of

the

New

questions. The subject of missions had been Durham Q. M., was left out of the Register by
¥
introduced before, and so had temperance in a mistake.
slight degree. Now the discussions on theso
WE are glad to learn that considerable intertopics become extended
and
intensified.
Peace and moral reform found not unfrequent. est has recently been manifested in the church
4
advocacy in the editorial columns. Indeed,as at West Waterville, Me.
to subjects and manner of treatment, there
Rev. N. L. RowsLy, of Biddeford, Me., has
was, a8 might have been expected from so

large a number of writers, a marked diversity.

received a call to the F. B. church in New York
city, and has already presented his resignation

Nearly all of them wrote freely, and some of to the Biddeford church. We do not know that
telling his speedy downfall.
Perhaps that
perintendent, McCarty by name, on ficti- them quite constantly. “Among this number
‘will prove to be the most interesting feat
he has formally accepted the call to New York.
of the important subjects now before Cathtious names reporied, was a light crime also appeared, so far as I know, the only poet, He is an active Christian worker, and a success are of the case.—[Spain's official reply to
olicdom. It has, in a certain sense,brought the American note has dispelled all fear of compared {o the inhuman treatment of the whose flow of genius of that kind has as yet ful pastor wherever he is.

as: favorable as could be expected. The
method of conducting the meetings is to
hold union gatherings in different churches,
alternating among the various evangelical
denominations, the serviees consisting of

high

Western

tioned-last week, rallies slowly.

haps more opposed the agitation of the subject,
more practical vulue to the country, ‘viz. : and a few, at least, maintained
silence or opThat for pasture and tillage, portions of the position, almost to
the last, but contrived
entire country are well adapted.” Along the somehow to be in at the death,
and: as is perstreams, and in the valleys, the soil fs rich ; fectly natural, shouted the loudest of
any,

The matter, as ridiculots
as it is, is one

sinners, has been in operation a week or
more in Boston, and the results,thuz far,are

"ly

illness

just the dimensions to include it. More- ‘from Don Carlos to the King, offering as- excels in coloring the real facts of ‘the case
over, he is careful not (o J¢t the corse sink sistance, which is hailed by some of the dn the Towa “Reform”. school. According
to the report of the investigating commit-

a half inch below the bottom of Mr.

on

of

But both Pope and Bishop unite in declaring that the ground shall not remain
blessed, —that is, the few square feet oceupied by the grave, for so nice and éxact is
the church in its cursing that the Bishop
bas got jost the length, breadth and depth
of the grave, and makes his malediction of

——

addresses

Tuesday,

zations, so-over-awed the mob that no violence was attempted, and the coffin was deposited in blessed ground.
‘

Work in Boston.

preaching,

was ‘made,

last week, the whole police force of the city,

A series of religious meetings, for the revival of the churches and the conversion of

either

ad-

The

tained a long and studied silence, while per-

is of

ing his clerks who have not proved their ‘loyal. ly.
[It may be as well to remember, howty” by a straight vote, or by paying the assess- ever, that the numerical minority may, in
ment made for political purposes, he ought to be this matter, be the rightful majority.
The
at once dropped. out of the confidence of every wealth, intellect, and moral worth of a comgood citizen,
~munity may be defeated for a time, but are
Dg. BickersTrTH refuses to allow the inscrip« apt to triumph in the end.
It has been
tion ¢ Requiescat in pace”
to be placed ona gravely stated that the Board contemplate
tombstone in a churchyard in "his diocese, because a revision of the singing bodks used in the
he says it amounts to a prayer for the dead, schools, so as to exclude all mention of God
whichis useless, for their condition” is fixed at or Christ.
We do not credit such a rudeath.
mor, however,
for, whatever may
be ‘the

armed with sixteen-shooter bréech-loading: fhe Cuban question enters into it, it is fair
rifles, and sevéral armed military organi- to ask if we do not' owe that struggling

To

every baffled spirit, to every struggling
soul,to every aspiring affection or purpose,
we pray that victory may come and abide.
Thus let us all be thankful,—soberly, as
those who feel the ‘meaning and mission of
life ; joyously, as those who count on the
well done that already awaits the faithful.
And then we may by and by give thanks
in His ptesence whose infinite goodness
maketh the years to praise him.

Religious

of letters

complaining of the arrest, detention and
general treatment of American citizens by
dnd, by the use of charagteristic weapons, that government, asking for explanations
to scatter the funeral procession and give and apology, and the observance of the
the hearse-driver but the barest chanceto treaty which has thereby been broken, is
escape with'his ebarge.
taken by Spain as a preliminary to war beSince that timé préparations for the buri- tween the two countries, Alfonso and Don

ble indicator. of it anywhere, unless God
sees that the heart is in the service.
For the manifold mercies of the year, we
personally express our gratitude,
To all
thg homes where-an unbroken circle shall
gather to-morrow we extend cordial greeting. To all the homes whence loved ones
have gone, and to all the hearts whence
hope has faded, we pray resignation may

(Ames's)

There was no poet present on the cecasion,
unless Walt Whitman may be classed as
such. The lateness of erecting the monument shows how we are apt to neglect our
men of genius.
For Poe was certainly
that, however degraded he may have become before he died.
He will always remain our weird poet. And not only his
IN Scribner's for December, there is a short
poetry but his prose give him that distinepaper by the late Hon. Amasa Walker—perhaps
tion. Who but him would have conceived
the last article ever written by him for the press
* The Murders in the Rue Morgue,” or,
—showing the comparative strength of * French
‘* The Descent into a Maelstrom,” not to pand American Currencies,” and according great
mention niany other prose pieces nor any praise to the superior management of French fiof his weird, unreal, and mysterious poems? nances,
His brilliant, imaginative genius must be
+
A
lee
recognized and admired, however severely
we may condemn the indolence and prof: % Lo
ligacy of his career.
VICE-PRESIDENT:

«Prof,

cy, the people, il’ numbers alone be consid- bands are gilded upon a black ground.
entertained,
ered. We fear that the Tribune is right The pendulum is a compensated one, nine
Ir it is true, as reported,—and it must be when it says that, were the question of Bi- feet in length, and had
weight of one hun.
owned that it tallies very well with his general ble reading in the schools submitted to a dred pounds.
:
:
reputation,—that Secretary Chandler is dismiss- popular vote, it would be decided adverse“ Every pains has béen taken to insure

dress on the literary character of the poet.

~—THE

which

newspaper readers with one less chance of being

from Bryant, Holmes, Whittier, Longfellow,
Aldrich, Saxe, Margaret J. Preston, Dr.
an

CremmER

correspondent the coming

chuvchThe oc-

was

:

past summer,it is said, will prevent her from
performing her usual duties as a Washington

—~—A MoxUMENT T0 PoE.
The monument to the poet Poe, the project of erect
ing which was first launched eight years

Holland and others, and there

capital,

that

However that paper may suc»

ployment,
Mrs. MARY

ot

casion was graced by the reading

{

reports

Chicago Board of Education is unquestionceed in supplying his place,it is not likely that a ably to adhere to its first decision, dispensThe pegentleman of his journalistic ability and, person ing with the Bible in the schools.
al worth wiil be likely to remain long out of em- titions numerously sent in of late, asking
Christian Union.

Current Topics

ago, was unveiled in. Westminster
yard, Baltimore, last Wednesday.

ah

Bur for the personal interests of fifty thousand Federal office-holders, we should doubtless
hear less about a ‘‘ third term,”
Ir is announced that Oliver Johnson ds about
to retire from the managing editorship of the

bers of the society petitioned the Montreal
courts for leave and authority to bury, and trasted than be, and there are few who
the Montreal courts, properly regarding it just now would be so reluctantly given up
as a grave matter, referred it to England to from public service ashe. Itis a pleasure
the Queen’s council, which latter body also to state that each day that he lives increas-

of the sanctuary.
Our presence and conduct there will fairly indicate the liveliness

any

Catholic view.
extreme.
This

and similar conduct put the society under
the ban of the
church, and as Mr. Guibord
:
happened to die about the time of the pro-

and gratefully in the Thanksgiving services

will be

the

point, are heretical in the

iquity, God will not be likely to think much
of our thanks, especially if our neighbor
had been industrious, and prudent, and of a
teachable zpirit.
So it will become us to engage devoutly

external performance

has always been rather free and

chief occasion of official church interference

tical application of our gratitnde.
If we
thank him for two coats while onr neighbor
has none, or for two loaves while our
neighbor is hungry, or for pardoned sins
the

the trouble,

authorities in classing it with secret socie-

Let us make a prac-

while our neighbor is.in

The man who has been

ties, and a secret society is what that
church does n’c countenance at all. But the

and social blessings have been dispensed
with a liberal hand.
For all these things, and more, let us
thank God. And let us not be content

simply to thank him.

constant

It finally seemed to warrant the Catholic

has been sig-

us,

been in

liberal in handling C:tholic dogmas.

nally promoted ; pestileneethat threatened
to devastate sections of thy
country has
been providentiully stayed(] labor has been
fairly rewarded; commercial and industrial enterprises have been measurably successful ; the autumnal harvest has been
reasonably abundant;
grace, mercy and

peace have brooded

bave

—that is, il the dead know nothing “at all,
—was, at the time of his death, in 1868, a
member of the Canadian Institute, a society
something like our lyceum organizations,
but more completein its arrangements and
details.
lt is a professedly Catholic insti-

agaihst truth and

purity ; the temperance

they

several respects.

tended to us; education has closed none of
her avenues; peace reigns in all our borders; failure and defeat have attended wick-

in

at Last.

the unconscious oceasion of all

ually bestowed merit quite as much gratitude. Civil and religious liberty is still ex-

ed wen

see his

fear of riot and blood
during the month
or two that the corps®
has been lately trying
to pass the gauntlet of Catholic rage, outlawry and superstition.
The history of the case is interesting in

calamities that didn’t be-

favors that have

and

And so ought the inhabitants of

Montreal, for

fall ope, or misfortunes that didn’t overtake one, or afflictions, of whatever bature,

But the many

sinners,

Guibord's remains ought to rest now, for
they have been seven years getting to their

might be coming

gratitude

reprove

——

upon us,—as when one sees the flash of a
highwayman's pistol in the darkness, and
highest

God

widows.

altars set up in many hearts and homes,

failares we have witnessed, while in other
cages we have only missed the presence of

the evil that we

desire’ that

sota, and have given the: Stale authorities a

good deal of trouble.
But we have no
doubt that Mr. King will help to improve
this behavior. The tribe has lutterly shown
a disposition to yield to mild, but firm and

Tt judicious management, and that is the kind
is conducted soberly and thoughtfully, and, that they may expect from their new agent.
we believe, with its main thought and long- We wish him the best success in the responing resting on those who especially need sible duties that await him.
its blessing. May the Holy Spirit direct eva

ee

and failed, some

prayerful

ment will assist them, They have had part
in frequent raids, massacres, &c., in Minne-

MR. VarLEy is referred to. in England as a
man of ¢ exalted mystical experiences.”
“Tug English Baptists have established an annuity fund for retiring ministers aiid ministers’

would both direct and crown the work,

Thanksgiving.
#

and

tl
@

however,

“

appointed

to the agemcy.

Mr,

THE annual report of the Foreign Mission Society is presented under the pres-

| the same

city.’ He is now a trustee of the

col liege, a deacon in the church at Hillsdale,

loyal Freewill Baptist and a thorough
He had executive
Christian gentleman.

Ability, a kind but firm nature, and we shall

of | expect bim to succeedin his agency.
+ The Pillager Indians are a part of the

Ojibway or Chippewa nation, and their gen-

.It

presents a brief but adequate account of the
Society's work dring the year, and makes
suggestions and appeals in behalf of still

the editorial columns of the Star,
several have written more or less poetThe New Years’ address of Jan. 4,
was a poem of some 3 columns in
written by Enoch Mack.

It was also during this period

that the Star

editorially took its stand on the subject
man rights, and to which it maintained
more properly dungeons, from three to four swerving fidelity, till slavery, the
feet in width and fourteen feet long, with abomination of the land, went down in
fellows were shut

up in

dark cellac rooms,

no ventilation or light, and fed on the poor-

est food for days at a time. One boy was
thus ‘‘punished” for twenty-one days, for
the “crime” of secretly putting on two pairs
of pants in very cold weather!
If the monstrous developments in this case serve to
awaken a too indifferent public to the importance of insisting on a frequent and rigid
examination by the State authorities of all
reformatory

and

charitable

institutions,

something will have been gained. It is
only this criminal neglect that makes such
cruelty possible.
DE

Tue Truta Aout IT. Prof. Jenny, of
the Black - Hills exploring expedition, has
made his report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and it is no doubt reliable.
After spending months in the Black Hills

couniry, with évery means

for exploration]

at his command, he ought certainly to unThe gold region he
.
sure of hard times, financially, but its tone} derstand the situation.

King was formerly treasurer of Hillsdale
College, and after that cashier of a bank in is generally hopefnl and courageous.

graced
though
ically.
1837,
length,

limits mainly to two districts: one called Harney's Peak gold field, in Dacotab, wholly,and

of huan uncrying

|

Conroocoox, N. H There is more than usual interest in our church; the spirit of Chris.

tian laboris prevailing more extensively among
the brethren.

The

indications are

a spiritual outpouring in our midst.

pray for us.

Brethren,

J.C. 0.

CuarLesTowN, Mass, The Charlestown Mission church is enjoying a good degree of pros-

manifested

a desire

to become

Christians, and

number of May 11th, 1836. It was a stricture some have given evidence of conversion.
upon the proposition, broached somewhere in
J. Rano,
the country, that the infant of a slave mother
might be baptized on the faith of her Chris- | Tus Greenwich St. F, B. church, Providence
tian master ! . It was with terrible effect, that has lately held a three days fair, and the paper
the writer portrayed the infinitely farcial scene published on the occasion shows more than the
of the baptism of a “piece of property,” a average excellence of such sheets.—The same
thing of merchandise,on the faith of a traficker remarks would apply to the Washington Street
in human blood and sinews! That article, church in Dover.
and a few that followed soon after on the
Tre debt which came near overwhelming the
general subject, had their effect. For in June
following, the Legislature of New Hampshire Apalachin (N. Y.)church has been canceled,and
The
refused, by “an overwhelming majority,” a hope and ceurage have taken its place.
third reading of an act for the incorporation of church is nowin a promising condition. Rev,
the Trustees of our Printing Establishment. A.M. Richardson has been largely instrumental
in bringing about this state of things.
The reason for this strange transaction, as
given by the Dover Gazette of that day, was,
T'wo persons were lately admitted by baptism
because ‘‘the conductors of their paper (the
to the Plymouth (N. Y.) church, which is supMorning Star) had for the Inst few months plied with preaching half the time by Sister Ann
dipped deeply inti th troubled waters of ‘abAnderson, Rev, 8, R, Evens recently adminis- ,
olitionism, “polluting its columns, &e.”

That

the other Bear Lodge gold field, wholly in the Star did not editorially cower before this
Wyoming.
The former embraces about formidable rebuke of a State Legislature, may
eight
hundred
gquare miles, and the laiter be seen by a scathing article in reply, by the
larger service, Those who have ‘not alis about fifty miles square. The gold de- same figure 5.
:
#h §
ready received the report can get it gra:
But few papers, even religious papers, took
tis by applyingto the Secretary, Rey. C. O. | posits in the last named field are scarce and
Libby, Dover,N, H. The earliest appli- difficult of access, while-the Harney's Peak sides with the poor slave, and his bleeding
field, in a few jlocatides, promises fairly cause, as early as that, Indeed many maincants will be the most likely to get it.

tered the ordinance of communion at this church
whose membership

is

full of

hope

and

cour-

age.
Woopsrock, Ont. God has been visiting the
South Zorra F. B, church with a precious revi.
val,

Numbers who

had become strong

have yielded to be saved by grace.
4

i

favorable for

blood. perity. Our Sabbath school ie increasing in
The first article of any considerable signifi-. numbers and interest, and some revival has been
cance on this subject, I have been able to manifest recently in our meetings, several having
find, was published over the signature 5, in the

by

a All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the Editor, and all
letters on business, vemittances of money, &e.,
" should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

Jenuy,

™

———

|’

.

‘| well for skilled miners with

Notes,

ee

Editor.

*rore

Brief

ea

MOSHER,

rt ro

on

G. F.

specie of truth, And it is only as souls are
furnished with this, that they can either get
or give anything worth having.
On the whole, we like the way the work
has been, begun in Boston.
It is undertaken only after careful examination of the
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Spirit of the
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Clerk.

church for forty-five years.

The German Young Men’s Christian

- Next session with the church at Franklin, Dee.

Boynton, led two happy converts down into the 18,19.
baptismal waters. Other additions are expected. o'clock.
'
A.E.B,

Conference,

Friday

preceding, at. 2

4

R. J. RusseLy,

Van Buren (Iowa) Q. M.—Held its Sept.
term with the. Agency
City church,
December term will be held with the Lockvestries of the Mt, Vernon ‘church, Lowell, | ridge church, commencing on Friday before the
usiness conference at
Oct, 28, at which addresies ‘Were madeby Rev. first Sabbath in Dee.
Smith Baker, of Lowell, and Rev. Dr, Cheney, three o'clock, », M., on Friday.
:
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk,
President of Bates College.
Select readings,
singing, and social exercises filled upa very|
Uxion (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session
pleasant evening, This church has raised, dur- with the Potter church, Sept. 10—12, is A plats.
ing the past six months, over $1600, in addition ant season
was eijoyed. We were fa
with
labors of Rev. A. J. Wood
to the support
of the regular services.
A new the presence and

LowerL, Mass. We learn that a dedication
supper and social gathering were held in the new

and beautiful vestry has
costof about $1,200.

been

completed ata

The pastor

and

are praying for the outpouring of the Spiritupon
their labors.

J. W.

commencing Nov, 5, convened with them, and
we had a good season. The writer was with them
Sunday and Monday evenings. Sunday evening

and

Rev. A, H

Monday

evening eight more.
I was to havebeen with
them again Thursday evening but the bad weather and traveling prevented.
They had a meeting

Gravvinig,

Pa,

Rev. C.

Dodge, the

the Turner

articles of incorpora-

the securing

and on

the

last of

pastor,

earnest solicitation, Rev. A. H.

August,

Morrell,

by

who was

at Minnequa Springs, four miles distant, for the
recovery of his health, joined him in extra meetings, Thirty or more professed to find the Savjour,and in the prayer meetings there is occasionally a new inquirer for the way of life. By
collection, private contribution, and a good-bye
gathering at the church on Wednesday evening,
Sept, 22,

eighty

dollars

or

more

Bro. Morrell. Good wishes are to
in the form of help for the mission.
On Sept, 24, the

Troy

Q,

M.

was

son.

Unity, Elder H.

follow him

Small ; to

Isaac Deering,
Next session with the
church, Dec. 24—26,

with

Weare

Belfast

Q. M.—Held

the South

the meeting, and within about two weeks follow
ing, started in the Christian life.
Bro. Tompkins, the pastor, has faithfully labored. Now
he gathers to the fold. Prayer is earnestly sothat her former

Ellsworth,

of

Newbury

pros-

G.

M, Park

A.H.

bronchial difficulties.

others.

to $26.77.

The
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ASTHMA

thatin his new fleld at Lansing,

and that four have been received as

PYLE'S

Poestenkill

to

churches, reported,
ressed for the

Theresult has been a

LECTURES
DR.

Buch

sympathy hy

pastor. of the

Pror. Downy, of Millsdale, Mich,, visited us
some weeks since, and preached a number of exceNent sermons which were well received by all

zeal

protracted meetings

soon and hope to have more that will be of interest to the readers of the Star.
J. B, Lasn.

were recently

baptized in the Union church and one in the
Broadway church. Rev. J. F. Inskeep, whose
services have been of great value to this (Harmony) Q. M.,is quite sick, Fears are entertained that his work on earth is nearly done, Prayers
are asked for him that the Great Master may re-

+ store him to health again,

k
B.F.

;
NAD

Zguvr.

WESTERN R. I.

a AR

Q. M.—Held its Sept.

with the York church,

session

Meetings were well at<

tended and a good interest was manifested.

protracted effort was made with

A

the assistance

of Rev, E. A, Howe, which has resulted in a
glorious revival, and we hope and pray
that the
good work may continue and extend
to other
churches in the Q. M.
' Nex session with the Bovina church, Dec, 17

-19,

ait
H. H, WirniNoTox, Clerk.

hols)

its

the 1st Madison church.

Sept. session

preaching was

were spiritual,

good,

and

the

social

The

meetings

A desire for a more entire

secration toGlod and his service was
expressed.

with

The meeting was well

attended, and
a good season was enjoyed.

con-

generally

The matter of mission work

in our

own Q. M, awakened considerable interest ; and
r

Trowbridge, Edward
Dr. I, L. Aayes. Geo.
Rebecca Harding Da-

NOT

p d

and Louise Chandler

sivas

Fifty years ago the Ohio
vention was formed

Baptist
at

sat down

;

the war) the churches

increased

TION, remember

that

pd

cent,

wy

Chica

has

8,717 officers
ship of 88,468
loss than the
in the public

schools, manned

1564 Sunday

number

are on their way

to found
they intend

to

About

20,000

a colony.

Parrons and other

ors will Je present,
24

committee room,

In Knoxville,

be destitute of the Holy Scriptures.
Sixty Mormon missionavies have

Post

con-

H. M.

left Utah to
of
in

101-2, A. M.
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«a peifect
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SALT RHEUM,
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money in all cases of failure. None for
H. D. FOWLE, Chemist,
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$1 a bottle.
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Edition,
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Sabbath School 8
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Literary Reviews,
News Summary, &c., &e.
It is under the direction and patronage
of the Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is taken

village of eighty houses I have taken sixty-five ocders; have canvassed in all about twelve days (in
village and country), and have taken orders for one
hundred and six copies.
.
Full particulars free. Address
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($5.50) containing over one hundred full-page quarto
plates, is the cheapest and most elegant publication
in America, and the BEST TO SELL. Criti¢s vie
with each other in praising it. and the masses buy it.

& CO., Publishers,
1 Bromfield street, Boston.
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Clubs of 1x or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly
in advance, there being no arrearage on the part of
old subscribers.

Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
$1.50, strictly in advance.
[a
Pastors are requested to act

As agents

for

the Es-

proper that the siibscribers

should

tablishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.; and when they do
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then it is

pay the commission, if any is desired.
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in
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in works of the kind.
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PUBLISHED
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Book

Boston,
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newspaper

regularly.

from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until pa ment is made, and oollect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
the office or not.

3. The com ta have decided that refusing to take

The subscriber offers at very low rates (from $300
to $65 per lot) lots 50x190, fronting streets 80 and

100 feet wide; also, lots with buildings all belonging
to the estate of Rev, A. K. Moulton, deceased, ani
situated about one mile from the city limits of
Cleveland, O., and ten mioutes walk from a station
where improvements are being made and rents are
in demand: and the subscriber fully believes that
at the above rates—the lowest ever offered—they
will prove a safe and profitable investment.
“»
A
MOt LTON, Adm’r,
is the best dant pa e paper in the world. Tells how
A.M
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Samples free.
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I pronounce
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forward a copy of Smith’s Bible Dictionary free.
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the sec-

for
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hourly

recipe free on
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The fuct that a Hebrew congregation in San
Francisco have a fine synagogue, erected at a
cost of about $170,000, suggests a curious reflec.
tion. This congregation, representing the most

was
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There will be a inseting of the sub-committee of
the executive board of
the H. M. Society, at the
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ancient race in the civilized world,
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win, Dr.

and teachers and a total memberThis is only about 2000
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where
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all remedies having failed, accident led to a discovery whereby Dr. H James cured his only child with
a
preparation of Cannabis Indica. He now gives
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Atthe late session of the Presbyterian Synod
of the Pacific, an interesting account was given
of the work of the mission ameng the degraded
Chinese women who are brought to California,
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and has branch societies in fourteen churches.
An industrial school was started last April, in
which sixty-five Chinese women and twentyfour children have been taught,
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V.

Ia Concord,N. H., Nov. 6, by Rev. F. L. Wiley,
Mr. Lorimer W.James and
Miss Jennie T. Ray,
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Remember that Gems of English Song, (as in fact
any other of our books), will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the retail price. Try this m thod
once, and you will be convinced of its perfect couvenience. Also for sale by prominent music deal:

both of Novi.

N. H., a Dentist of

than

and

on application to
+ Co., Chicago,

Adams, Blackmer, &

75 Songs, 239 Large Pages.

Boards,
,

In West Waterville, Me., Oct. 26, by Kev. E. Man-

Lectures on Dental Surgery to Schools, Lyceums,&e.
The lecture has L.een given to the Medical School of

Dartmouth College, and was

Moore

son, Mr. Augustus McPherson and
Bickford, both of W.W.
Nov. 18,

ad-

Specimen Copy sent

1o

universally conceded to be edual or sugprior to an;
ever i

ory up to the
esting.

more than thirty years experience, gives Illustrated

is better to take care of the teeth,

firstec Poouhoil
e| , an,ahy other1 iTizekins

i

Marshall H. White, of Bowdoinham, and Miss Genie A. Wilton,of B. In Woolwich, Me., Oct. 2C,”
ir. John A. Purinton, of Bowdoin,
and Miss Emma P. Walker, of W.

DENTISTRY.

of Portsmouth,

MAGAZINE,

my hay. It is more
he
] . &¥ Hp
|people » in their

contains almost everything

8. B. YOUNG, Clerk.
fora fumber of weeks, and unable to attend the
conference, though now gradually improving,
CONFERENCE ‘will
MINISTERS’
.
Baar
Next session with the Stephentown &
Nas30, J 1, P.M. The
at Gilford oi
convéne
Durgin —exegeM.
,
J
sau church. Rev. E. B. Collins to preach the assignments are as follows:
Ministers’ Trials;
opening sermon
\ sis of 1st Tim, 6:16;werBE. Maxfield,—
from on High, and how ob-

Tas religious interest'in the Union church, |

in

BAKER,

ON

:
HOME

out in anticipation of the Holiday Season
Brought
now approaching, this new and superior Book of
Bound Music is attracting much attenfion, and ‘is

Miller, of Norridgewock,and Miss Vesta A. Mooers,
of W.W.
In Farmington, N. H., Nov. 17, by Rev. D. H. Ad-

Langley’s

TA.

FPLPUR

of America.”

apt]

In Bowdbin,Me , Oet. 12, by Rev. E. G. Page, Mr.

specific for

ac-

general awakening and several conversions.

to engage

Cook,

the

Sonetions

which

Rev. W. 4. Phen Arle

to assist Rev. W. M. Jenkins in extra meetings

Iexpror

SALERATUS.—

18.00
91.04

Treas.

"

W.

Adapted for

New Music Books.

and Miss Nellie Freeman, of Gaines. Nov. 7, Mr.
Edward Warren Vandyne and Miss Mary Ann

Universally

Rev,

its Sept.

church,

number of additions
quarter, and. an.

WE learn that Rev. A. H. Chase has recent
ly been laboring with his accustomed earnestness

heard him, He seems to retain his
and energy in the Master's cause.

of

knowledged the best in ase. Each pound bears
name of James Pyle. None genuine without it.

well attended, especially on the Sabbath,
Business in conference was done in harmony.
Revival interest reported by the Stratton and Stephentown & Nassau churches,or,at least, a good

can-

Iowa, continues,
and three were baptized

DIETETIC

L. A. DEMERITTE,

Morris

Augus

mostly.”

LiANTmNS.
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~ GEMSOF ENGLISH SONG,

Mrs AP

In Poestenkill, N. Y., Nov. 13, at the F. B.

are an effectual cough remedy.

Dr.

y

age, by Rev. W. H. Fonerden, Mr.8tephen

Drops cure in one minute.

CATARRH.—See

20.00

ton and Miss Lucinda Horton, both of Sand Lake.
In Waterville, Me., Oct. 26, by, Rev. S. Bowden,
Mr. John Hersom, of Rome, and Miss Hannah F.
Turner, of W.
At Wixom, Mich,, Oct, 6, by Rev. E. M. Corey,
Mr. Jacob Ling, of W., and’ Miss Hattie L. Libby,
of Novi.
At
Raymond, at the
residence of the
bride’s father, Oct. 19, Mr. Williath
John McAdams
and Miss Rebecca M. West. both of Raymond.
At
Wix m, Oct. 23, Mr. Charles Woodhull, of Flint,

vertisement.

It was an interesting and,

RensseLAgr Q. M.—Held
with the

didates for baptism,
Also, that Rev, B. F. Kelley recently baptized several at Freedom, part
uniting with the Freedom
and part with the
Janesville church.

at Girand Ledge, Mich,

AND

Mr.

J.C, Oseoop, Ass't Clerk.

Mich,, there are many encouraging tokens and
that his health is steadily improving.
Rev. 8. A. Stow writes from Mapleton, Minn,
that some revival interest has been enjoyed the
past summer there,under the labors of Rev. Wm.
Leigh,

national

H,per

Woodman, both of Raymond.

Coughs and colds are often overlooked. , A continuance for any length of time causes irritation of
the lungs or some chronic throat disease. ‘‘Brown’s

we trust, a profitable session. A protracted efRev, O, 8, Haroixe, of Grant City, Mo., has fort followed, and the fervent prayers of the
accepted the urgent call of theHarmony F. Bap- brethren have been answered and still the work
Wanderers are being reclaimed and
tist church at St. Joseph, and commences his la- goes on.
bers at once. He succeeds Rev. James Hum- sinners are finding a sin-pardoning Saviour.
More than twenty, we trust, have found Christ.
mer who has labored for some time diligently South Newbury church has reason .to rejoice.
with the church.
Brethren, pray that the work continue,
Next session at Wilmot Flat,
Tug many friends of Rev. John Malvern will
be glad to learn

It is the

pulmonary diseases.
Pike's Toothache

Clerk.

by

Wood,

The whole people, as with one voice, proclaim

.
Swanville
>

followed

now

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar the sovereign
and infallible remedy for Coughs, Colds, and all

Conference was

remarks,

Morrell and

amounted

WESTERN,

led in

minis«

Association

Society.

MARRIED

California. Ove of them is at Reno, Nevada;
the others are in California. The total amount
of contributions last year was $157,602.05.

called to order by Rev. F, Moody,
Delegates
from the several churches discharged their duties
promptly.
Most of the churches were reported.
Some brought the gladdening intelligence of
God's reviving spirit and the conversion of precious souls. Others report steadfastness and
hope for a glorious revival of God's grace. One
half day was devoted to the Sabbath school, Rev,

perity may return and that her latter glory may
exceed the former,
0.C. Hips.
Wellsboro, Pa.

the General

:

&CO.,

.

logues sent on receipt of stamp.
WM. Y. MCALLISTER,
728 CHESTNUT 8T.,

given in every
number, Terms, $2.50 a year; 3
copies for, $4.60; 6 copies, and one to getier up of
club, $18: postagéd free. Specimen numbers 15 cents,
in currency or P.O. stamps.
ed
T. 8. ART
& SON, 1129 Chestnut St., Palla, og

At the residence of the bride’s father, in Berwick, Me., Nov. 10, by Rev. A. D, Jones, Mr, Henry
Hill, of Boston, Mass., and Lydia F. Guptill, of B.
In Rochester, N, H., Nov. 18, by Rev. KE C. Cook,
Mr. Byron G. Baile , of Westbrook, Me., and Miss
Emmy L. Coolbroth, of Standish,
Me
In Manchester, N. H.$ Nov, 15, by Rev. H. F.

There are seventy-one Congregational ch urch-

its Oct. session with

church,

h

Jndicial Committee of the

es connected with

Mission

Soe., Asi land, N

Dover, N. H. |

free.

gout Ai Tantern ’ aapecaly

10.00 | the country. For the CENTENNTAL TEAR ft wil

do Greenwich St ch, Providence, R I, per Mrs
- J M Fenner, $1.25 of this infant department,

religiods-acknowledge-

title of ‘‘ Reverend,”

Magazine

ILLOST RATED

Of
00

Cheney L M,

Reform

whether a Dissenting

to the

|

8166 |

Hon re Cheney, Manchester, N H, to con, Mrs A
eney
.00
Mrs F 8 Mosher, Dover, N H, to con. herself L M,
20,00
Mrs
EW Page New York,
2.00
Part of col. at Roger Williams ch, Providence, R I, 4.04
per Mrs £ 8 Burlingame
Miss,

3

ARTHUR'S
Household

i

0 B Cheney, D D, Lewiston, Me, to con, Mrs OB

ana,

terms

:
3
MAGIC

Her prosperity is now cers

patterns for Ladies’ and Children’s dresses,

Privy Council, will be discussed at the next sitting of the Court.
Mr. Brooks, the Proctor tor
Mr. Keet, described as ** The Reverend Henry
Keet, Wesleyan Minister,” has lodged the appeal, and a final decision will be given qn the
question,

Brother

&

question

on appeal before the

Prayer

J. N. RosErTsoN,

ful mothers for sons prevailed, and about ten at

M.

The

ter 1s entitled

meetings interesting, and preaching spiritual,
We were favored with the labors of a number of
ministers from other Q. M’s, which added much
to the interest of the meetings.
Chose Cor. Mes,
as follows: To Montville, Elder Wm. Ford; to

the Fox & McIntyre church,
Bro's Morrell,
Dodge and others attended, the prayers of faith-

livited for the Troy Q.

few

Business meetings harmonious.

y

Woman's

and

aine,

8.00 | be richer fn illustration
‘gnd in all of the varied de8.30
'wo new serial stories will
artments than ever.
Pe given
FAGLESCLIFFE, by Mrs, Julia C. R.
163.96 Dor, author of © Sybil Huntington ;» and MIRIAM,
€. 0. L18BY, Treas,
and “ The Life Laid Down,” by T. 8. Arthur. Both
{
2
will commence in Jaaunary.
BUTTRICK’S newest

Dover, N, H,

ments in all new State Constitutions, were expressly recognized as among the objects of the
society.
.

Prospect Q. M.—Held jts Sept, session with
the 1
onroe church, and enjoyed a good sea-

paid to

convened

But

of suitable

saat

Friend of Mine Barc! in,
Belknap.Q M, N H, per J G Munsey,
1st Pittsfield, Me, per A I, Gerrish,

Association, The maintenance of Sabbath Laws,
the retention of the Bible ‘in the common
schools, the defense of the Judicial oath and
other Christian features of the government, and

the
by
M.,
orthat
Rev,

“The

5 orin
8, Pagevile,
y Vi, 0,70

to the Constitution

tid i-under—the=tame of, the National

ever to see.

Biddefore Me, per N L Rowell,
35 Takes
rank with
River Raisin § M. Mich. per
E N Eldred, Wm
34.00 ie Suling, woat
om. Mids,
Williamstown,
Vt, for Mrs Smith, 5.00 | pop
“at
rT P 80,
Eaton,
Treas
Most influéntial

F. B. Woman's

A DAY at home. Agents wanted. Outfit

Ay

Lawrence, Mass.

Foreign Mission.

one

9th, took steps to secure

its last session with

Hebron,

employ

annual, meeting, Nov,

the churches were reported or represented by
delegates. Severalof the ministers were absent,
but the Master was present with us by his Spirit,
making the meeting one of the best that we have
enjoyed for along time, We trust that it will
awaken anew the interest already somewhat revived in that church, and our prayers are that a
glorious work of grace may be the result,
Next session at East Otisfield,
A.P, WuirNgy, Clerk.

baptized twenty-one on Thursday, Sept. 23, fifteenof whom united with the church.
Eor the
last year and a half the pastor has faithfully
sown the seed

church, East

amendment

H H Wallace, 47 Pacific,

$1

*

1st F Baptist ch, New York, per H G Elliot,

.}

to

‘NET.

a Collections throughout the 'Weet a specialty. ;

BE

of the United States at its

bh

Q, M,—Held

soon

CENT.

tain. Send
for particulars. References in eve
.| State in the
Union. J.B. WATKINS & CO, Law:
t
rence, Kansas.
Ba

¥Y.
yd 8 R Evans, Oxford,
othrop & Co, Boston, Mass.

AN

Uuiversity

The National. Association in béhalf of the pro- |
posed religious

Morrell, from Harper's Ferry Q. M.

OrisrigLp

ty

some of her converts.

notwithstanding, and the Lord was with them, J. B, Higgins, fourteen more have been added.
seven more coming to'the altar, making eighteen Any church wishing for the next Q. M. can reseckers after Christ. The church at Concord quest it through the clerk.
J. G, Munsey, Clerk.
has been very weak and it seemed as ifits light
would go out altogether ; but if the interest now
manifested among them continues, we will yet
have a stronggghurch.
Pray for them that the
work go on:
E. P.M.

and
infis

missionary, Mr. Westrup is the missionary
whom Miss Rankin accuses of having stolen

Clerk.

oan resents and presented the claims of
F
en's Mission, and was responded to
pledges and cash to theamountof $58.42, Q.
collection $13.60:
This little church was
ganized last June,numbering eleven. Since
time, through the faithful labors of its pastor,

hopes

sas is hkely

~~

EXPRESS.

The Rev. Thomas M. Westrup
reports that a
Mexican Baptist. Mission Society/bas been organized at Monterey, It has sixty members, and
held its first anniversary September 21st,
It
wants movey, and

PER’

rsd M Fenner, 43 Cranston St, Providence, R I.

He holds that the Catholic church in

this land is a dangerous element.

Berk’ Ap Q. M.—Held its last session with
Canterbury Center, Nov,
the new church at
9-11, The occasion was one of interest, and,
we trust, of profit. Preaching good and timely,

Christ. The lastsession of the Lisbon Q, M.,]

prayers,

education.

—

ing a precious revival and sinners are coming to

K M Corey, Wixom, Mich.
Fred A Palmer, Atkinson, Me. (2)
A ¥ Whitney, Harrison, Me. . |

lefL that church on account of the tyranny of its,
rulers, and now is lecturing in an able mapner
upon the attitude of the church towards public

Russell,

Brown,

Michigan

le

Yor

NY.

1J Hoag, Odessa, N'Y,

is a young Cutholic priest,M. J, Forhan,who bas

The collection of the

10—12, Opening sermon by Rev. Wm.
on Friday, at 2 o'clock, ». M.

Conconn, Vr, The church at Concord is hav-

three came forward for

In the law school of the

Sabbath amounted to $13.16, which was appropriated to the F
Mission cause.
Next session with the Middlesex church, Dec.

church

* WH Founerden, E Poestenkill,

Associa-

versary of the Convention, 287 Associations
6,000members. Not all the Germans are
dels.
}

~

from the Freedom Q. M.

|

BE

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon Bonds
Guaranteed. We loan not to exceed one-third of
the value ascertained by personal inspection. In
many years’ business have Dever lost & dollar. We
e Literest promptly, semi-annually,in New
No’ customer of ours ever waited a day for
intétest, not even during the hardest time that
Kan-

* 8 Bowder, W Waterville, Me.
“'L Sargent, Jyaterhurg Center, Vt.
W
Barr, Otselie, N'Y.
* W Walker, E Hamlin, N Y.

tion, of this country, reports at the first anni-

Clerk,

10

5 1 Lash, Bloomville, ¢

“They are both spok-

Ct

FPR

“BT Zell, E Liberty 0.

service in

en of us men of uncommon ability, ‘wisdom and |
force of character,
y
lath

;

\
Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Ll

24, 1875.

Rev ] M Crandall, Poland, N Y,
.. ® AJ Dutton, Corinth, Vt.

the church for fifty.five years, His predecessor
was his father, who had ministered to the «ame

Master was

i

Books

It was on oceasion of the resignation of Rev.
Thomas Toller—a Congreational minister,-at the

with his people. ~The Word was preached to
good acceptance by Rev, D, 8. Frost, and oth-

The

Rev,

third day of October, the pastor,

The

cel-

ebrated a féw days ugo in Kettering, Englahd,

Enossuro Q. M,—Held its last
session with
the church at Bolton, P. Q., under very favor-

joying & very good religious interest, and we are

his work,

interesting centennial

age of eighty-nine, aiter a continuous

The Newfield aly

praying that God will’ revive

That was a rarely

et

|

WrwrigLp, Me,

1. F. Maxim,

1.1%.

:

Yr

-

ONLY BY SUBS

assist Bro. Batesin revival effort.

as-

20 em

MORNING STAR. NOVEMBER

measures were taken to put a ‘missionary into
the field some portion of the time,
Next session at Portland Falls, Dee, 11, 12.

Y., to

he goes at once to Fabius, N.

sisting, and

Hg

been

tab ta

Sod for 32-pags Civedar

Rev, H. Perry, of Attica, N, Y., has

mr

SOLD

THE
otill inquiring the way to their Father's house.
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“THE BENEFACTOR”
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newspapers an periodicals from the post-office, or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is
facie évidence of intentional fraud.
S. 8. PAPERS,
Two Sabbath school papers
The Little Star and
Myrtle, are published alter
‘weeks, and Lesson
© International Series for both adults
Papers of
and children.
.

Sample copies of any
Address,

paper sent free.
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:

I. D.STRWART,
DOVER, N. H.
A. H. HULING, 56 Madison 8t.,Chieago, Ill.
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Poctrp,

mained to comfort

A Lost Day.
pn

fav

-

@

"Tis gone away,

Nor left a trace
In any place,
If I could only find

TREE

By wandof deed or word=— ©
And for my day so grieve and grieve.

Weekiy.

-

Thanksgiving.
—

rolls round ifs circle,

The seasons come and go,

The harvest-days ure ended,

And chilly noxth. winds blow ;

Orchards have lent their treasures,

Once more in festive gladness,

The light within shines brightly,
Thanksgiving comes again.

From rich and costly mansions,
Where full abundance dwells;
From lone and scattered cottages,
Amid the mountain dells;
From fisher’s hut and hamlet,
Beside the sounding sea;
From vales, where lordly rivers

:

Go flowing full and free;

The old and glad refrain,
The year has filled its circuit,
Thanksgiving comes again.

dreams of his future,

air-castles,

his.

not why, a longer

And heed their lesson well;
On through the coming ages,
(As seasons wax and wane.

was

ing herself short

BY AUNT MILLY.

with

its

broad green fields, its giant oaks, its fruit
ful orchards, its inviting groves, its murmuring-riils, its picturesque pond,

and its

appropri-

ate name.
the cottage was old, and

ouf

of

style, yet we loved its very’ yenerablenéss,

and cherished fondly the old and oft-quoted
:
like

home,”

life,

or

their

lights in the window”

would now and then shut

in

as

should so deal with us, or even

a

he knew

upon

It was hard for usto understand

them,

why
to

God

see

the

bow in the ¢loud which he had hung fo
our benefit, but'we had been taught by our
parents that. God did everything for the
best, and that we must be content, and
submit to his will,
The seasons eame and went, one after

went

ts toils and

rests, its trials and blessings, and with (he
felt that now

we,t00,
Were called upon to act in the great
os

dra’

of

life."

AE

“hig

4

id

shadow

lowed upon her breast, he sobbing

like a

child and begging forgiveness, she stroking
his hair and assuring him the dis 1greeable
past should be forgotten in {he joyful present that had dawned aol the; 50 we
were forced to admit the truth, and advane-

his income, not that he

concerning

as to us.
very

They knew nothing of his

using

was

théy both

and that

a favorite

among

loved und “respected

him. He was successful, too, in his work.
His employers were well pleased with his

he

was

second mate, and in
firsl mate had several
But strange as'it may
money —that evil that

for his industry

again

promoted

to

the absence of the
times filled his place.
appear, the love of
has ruined so many

thousands—beghiled him to barter

success,

friends and all for larger pay in another
line of steamers. And now the fickle god,
dess of change had obtained such a power
over his weak nature that he finally declared himself tired of the sea, and was resolyed to try something elge for a livelihood.
Thus he was blindly led, first to one thing,
then to another, until at last he found himself

without

means,

without

work,

and

friends.

Then

for the

first

time in years, his heart

yearned for

home,

and uttering the language of the prodigal,
“I will arise and go to my father,” be re-

W

i

soon as possible, and with .these
solves we leave him for .the

we reluits, with
sel

: t. . /
Dhaka

fit

wise

present

other! ov

celebrate Thanksgiving at +

worthy, being now-a comfor{ing staff for his

parents to lean upon io their declining years,

the matter,
them

He

the favor and confidencéiof the, home cirele,
and thus far has proved hhisslt every way

pri-

to

seldom.

earnings

how he had walked day after day on nothing but a dry crust of bread; how he had
been compelied to sleep in barns, sheds, out
of doors—anywhere but in a decent bed,
and how the lesson he had learned
in
those tedious days of syffering, though
severe, he hoped would prove a lasting
good.
It is needless to add ‘that he was forgiven,
and, like the prodigal, received again -into

remain-

any beverage stronger than beer,

his

home,a distance of some hundreds of miles 3

but
the
his

were

spent

in riotous living. but foolishly, and extravagantly, he scarcely knew how; how that
tie last firm he worked for had failed and
he had lost his labor and wages ; how three
weeks before he had startedon foot to reach

sister,

changeswe advanced ‘from childhood to solved to re(urnto the old homestead as
youth, from youth to more respohsible manhood and woménkidod,
and

emaciated, ragged, travel worn

clined to think mother was mistaken and
was being basely imposed upon by some
tramp. She however seemed satisfied as
to his identity, for she sat with his head pil-

to. him,

but he was as much of a mystery

offer- with but few

the other, each bringing ils cheerful
ings, its eaves, and pleasures,

A

His comrades

vately questioned

ing'in favor,

that

in fultilling

guide through
the thick darkness

i

to our ideal Charles, and we were half in-

the

he was placed in a larger steamer, with a
more important office to fill. Still continu-

mother, and eight children,
God sent. for
two little buds, and bad them transplanted
in his own garden above, either. because
they were too frail and delicate to with

mission, have

not

asked around the home cirele, but

conduct, and as a reward

all,—father,

of

poor,

by quitea little sam. Could he be a miser,
hoarding greedily every copper he became
the possessor of? Was he extravagant and
a spendthrift, or, worse than all, was he
lavishing it upon Bacchus and bis associates, thus ruining both. soul und : body.
Theserand many ‘other like queries were

themall,

there’s no place

storms

bad

forthcoming.
of means,

great majestic: lake, ard Se we ‘called it ed unanswered.

might,

Wife,

of a min, bearing not the least resemblance

earnings? We knew he received the highest wages, and as be worked well and faithfully, we saw no reason for his not laying

Prodigal’s Thanksgiving,

severe

fire.

deed returned.
We all burried out to give
him a welcome, but were certainly not prepared for the sight that met our gaze, A

be-

and with tears in her eyes asked help,
with the same result. Then came
question, What can he do with

The Family Circle.

the

here by the

famished.”

once, just getting through school, and find-

Thanksgiving comes again!

stand

*Tambody’s out doors

le-

elapse

and consequently

mouey never

Let the glad words be sounded, —

those left behind

three

hurry and get the man a bité to eat,he looks

means, but he would get the desired sum,
and send it. We soon learned that this
was only.a polite way of refusing, for the

May children’s children hear them,

in

reigned. = Little

for the loan of a few dollars, but though he | ing gave our prodigal a hearty greeting.
Thanksgiving morning, baving been reurged the matter ever so strongly, he was
‘| always refased on some slight excuses freshed by nourishing food, clean clothes,
Frequently it would be, that he had not and a good night's sleep, he told us his
How he bad always lived beyond
received any pay from his employers for story.
;

** Edenside” for want of a mare

si'ence

creature, sit down

express it, and then he would go 10 Charles

To unborn generations

place,

wil]

The door closed, a short silence followed,
not then we heard the words * Charles!”
him, “ Mother !” and knew that Charles had in-

had

Wc could

would

you

re-

hile

guests,

to

Edenside.”

rah)

It is the eve before Thanksgiving. A
eddy | quiet, happy company is seated,in the cheer-

go.

All my

shipmates on

board

their sides was a black

¥ No, sir.”

board ?"

:

of vou.”

The boy dropped on one knee and

kissed

the captain’s hand, welting it with his tears.

sick,

and

paid great attention to him,

the

The

Captain

wate

of

the vessel was also sick in the cabin, and
the captain was kept pretiy busy. By. and
by, the mate grew worse and died, greatly
to poor little Donald's grief and terror, for
death seemed to be following him every:

where,

5

Pifiieo Qn

the

eds
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In a city .at the equator, where the sun
at noon shines directly overhead and all the
shadow a man has is what comes from his

Uroad-brimmed hat, which falls like a round

cloud upon the ground, the yellow fever
was very severe, and a great many people

died of it.

Ships that arrived there would

lose a large part of their crews, ahd one
ship from England was so unfortunate as to

the favor with which it was first
received,
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water rises until it reaches ‘that line,
and in

~

Donald was

that

** Oh! that is the uide-mark,” she replied.
‘ Every day, when: the tide comes in, the

* ** Well, then, you stop here in the cabin
with me, be a good boy, and I'll take care.

Little

line

rocks? I asked my friend.

Ihave a Mother in Glasgow, sir,”
*

of our vational literature,

enlarged form is sureto k

bas lod

‘“ What makes that black mark on’ the promises that
snd of |
enriched not ‘only hi issidion
earth but our ever

* Donald Stewart, sir,” replied he; * and

* Did anybody see you come on

y

ind
hardly dry, though it was far above the wa: appearance in this form. A devout contfoyr
empla.
tion
of
the
mind
and words of the Saviour
ter.
as
aS
they appeinarthe record
of his life,

* What is your name P” inquired the captain.

asked the captain.
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previous
ared, each in a
grim above the water; but high up on all volume, The lyfuvoappe
r with which the

of her

died, sir.”
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a great

many

years it_has worn ‘the stone

lasting ‘possess

ize the first. portions of the hook ions, charaeters
,
ter is given to thirty-one. separate while the Jateach morning and evening of the 1eadings for
month, based
on'n'pas

suge of Scripture, and calculated
(o aig
devotion. They might be used ‘wit
h good
effect
in the fumily. Asid

until the mark is cut in the rock.”
e
m
purely a
“ORD thought 1, * that is all, is it? and devotional chatactefro
r of the book
Well, I have seen a great many people that ical features_ are quite: ‘attractive, , Itsits mechan,
tasteful

amented covers, its red-lined pegs and ly
Right in dru
gilt
edged leaves, help

carry lide-marks on their faces.

front of me wus’a pretty line girl, with del
icate features and pleasant blue eyes. But
she had some queer little marks on
her
forehead; and 1 wondered how they came

to make avolume ‘that’ is
quitess beautiful as itis valuable. (81.
50.)
ey

the sun shines right in baby’s face.”

iical sketch of some person that the
public is more
or less interested in, besides a comp
lete record
of home arts and leisure, Che sket
oh of Joaquin
Miller, in the November number,
which gives
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The Magazines, &o.

The Cottage Hearth is proving
its meritof
to be there, until presentl y her mother
said : patronage. Its selected articles are alwuys good,
i Draw down the blind, now, Carrie; but these: make by no means its best feat
ure,

“I want to look out,” said Cairie, in a

very peevish voice,

Each number contains an illustrated
biograph

:
The mate was buried in the sea on a
Bat her mother insisted ; and Carrie
drew
lovely day. There was not a breath of air | the
blind, and turiied her face away from an adequate acceant of some of the thrillin
g exstirring and the vessel did not move in the the windo
w.
Oh, dear me! what a face it periences in his life, is quite readable. Boston :
water at all, but lay rolling about like a was!
Mill
iken
&
Spencer.
The blue eyes were full of frowns,
log. This was a severe trial to Donald’s
instead of smiles; the pleasant lips were
The December Lippincott's contains
the gece
nerves, who looked over the side of the ves- drawn
up in an ugly pout, and the queer ond illustrated paper descriptive of the English

sel, as if he were

thinking

that his torn . marks on her forehe

ad had deepened ino
might come next. For two days the vessel
From some impulse or other, mother folactual wrinkles.
was becaimed, and at thie close of the seclowed him in time to hear a low voice ask,
* Poor little - girl I”
thought. ‘* How
* Will you please keep me for the night? 1 oud day little Donald, with a very hopeful badly you will feel, when you grow
up, to
face, said to the captain :
am both tired and hangry. Have tasted
| have your face marked ill over with the
** Please, sir, they say in Scotland that if
nothing for two days, and feel that I must
tide-marks of passion! for these ever ill
you stick a knife into the foremast it will
die if I do not soon get rest and nouris
tempers leave their marks just as surely as
h- break up a calm.
Shall I, sir?”
ment,”
the ocean does; and I have seen many a
‘“ Indeed I” said the captain, smiling.
*Certzinly,come right in,”was the reply ;
face stamped so deeply with self-will and
‘the house is about full now, but we'll ** Well, Donald, you may; but be careful
covetousuess, that it must carry the marks
manage to get you a bed somewhere. Poor and not stick the knife in too far, because to the grave.”
0
Lar
”
you might raise a hurric

tween his letters, until finally it was not a
rare thing for months to pass ere we heard
from hita. Though pained at this neglect,
still our loving hearts would willingly have
‘framed any reasonable excuse for it, had
that been the only source of our unhappiness concerning him. Sometimes our futher—as farmers often are—would tind
himself iv a ** hard place,” as he used to

some time,

3

time

dead

ment, exclaiming,

of farm-life—but

he

suppose

and we's awful’ fraid. Daapa tam.”
A loud rap now ran ‘hrough the stillness
of the kitchen as father rose, saying, as he
left the room,
¢* Mary and her family, I
suppose ;” referring to his youngest sister.

could be

:

I

year old Willie toddled through the hall intothe sitting room breathless with excite-

fathom him, we could not understand
and indeed we could find out nothing con:
cerning Himself or his course in life.
For nearly a year he wrote frequently,
and often expressad his fondness for home
and its loved ones; but gradually, we knew

Tell of the early Pilgrims,
Those noble men and free,
‘Who kept the first Thanksgiving
In Plymouth by the sea;
Tell of the humble heroes,
1n many a battle slain,
Crown them with living garlands,—
Thanksgiving comes aguin.

of us

and a

moment

success

come u dark mystery to us.

Come, gather round the fireside,
And wateh the dreamy blaze ;
Call up the ancient memories,
The tales of olden days;
Tell the ancestral stories,
The legends that remain
Of grandsires brave and sturdy,—
Thanksgiving comes again.

ten

ob-

bright

a

of our absent son and brother,

On wall and window-pane,
The vanished forms come trooping,
The dead return again.

were

dreaming

never for

tie to break the monotony

And as the firelidt flickers

There

and

*‘and

laugh atame, but I bave felt.all: day that 1
should either hear from him or see him before many days. Just think of three months
of long, anxious snspense as to his where:
abouts, for you know, wé have not heard
from him'in that time.»
At this moment the noisy game of Blindmun’s-bufl™ suddenly ceased in the kitchen,

in those years, instead of realizing the fond
hopes and bright dreams we once cherished

day to age how sacred!
O’er the long-buried past—
O’er friendships death has broken,
A holy spell is cast;

humble,

ed our mother,

The years giided on with compa: atively
few changes in our midst—there.is but lit-

O

so

that his

occupation
for
did" on reaching

admitting that aught but

O day to childhood sacred!
When dreamy visions rise,
And a new hight is kindled
In eager, happy eyes;
What though the clouds hung gloomy,
And drop dewn snow or rain?
‘What matters it to childhood ?
*
Thanksgiving comes again.

it ever

Anxious

but we comforted ourselves by rearing glit-

tering

These ancient legends tell;

!

sitting room the conversation naturally
turned to the subject which occupied all

We felt our loneliness more torcibly than
ever, now that Charles was really gone,

Far, far abroad is ringing

* Be

with

home alone.

From clustering villages that hear
The clatter of the mills,
And where the well-kept farm-house
Stands silent on the hills;

4

dwell

fluential man, owner of &line of steamers,
and for whom Charles had been named—
our father having been in his employmeut
himself when a young man.
‘The gentleman seeted pleased with his namesake,and
on learning what occupation he would prefer placed him in one of his steamers, with
every opportunity of working himself up
to the highest office if be -proved himself
worthy the promotion. So the matter was
satisfactorily settled, and father returned

Ju shadows o'er the plain,

lines,

to

the city was tq introduce Charles io an in-

What though the night falls darkly,

Though

than

taining some honorable
him. The firs thing he

A genial warmth is shed 3

It was a cosy, home-like

and

own

city, and see what he could do towards

"¢ I'see the bunquet spread,
While from the glowing hearth-stone

The

their

fos-

sou should have every advantage, our
father resolved to accompany him to the

50 open wide the door-way,
Thanksgiving comes again.

N

homestead aiid

He did mgt 20 alone.

And fields thelr yellow grain,

~

old
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to meet at
Thé captain looked severely at him; but there
than to be gogd on a visit. But the
seemed to seeing what a poor little chap he ‘was
and daughter is the silver clasp of
the family
more. To- that he was trembling very violen
tly, he circle, and she should never
forget that it is
him, und said, in a kind tone: ‘“ How
came you here, her privilege to look pretty
, as well as her
back again my little min?
;
:
-duty.— Christian at Work.
ingratitude
“Got on’ board in port, sir, and hid
awuy,” was the reply,
The younger ones re sent out’ into the
Tide-marks.
* Why P" asked the caplain.
large, old-fashioned kitchen, with_a bounti*‘ Because, sir,” said he, bursting into
"It was low tide when we went to Bristol
ful supply of apples and nats, to enjoy them- tears,
;
‘‘ they wanted to send me home in
and the great gray rocks stood up bare and
selves as only children cin, While in the the
fever ship * Greenock,’ and I couldn't

their thoughts.
ed his retreating figure as it passed up the’ “It does not seem possible,” said
ue, “that
lave, through the gate, down ** Cedar six years have passed
since we last greeted
Hill,” and was then Jost to onv view. We Charles at Thanksgiving
,
Poor fellow, I
never fully realiged till then how dear he wonder where he is to-night? 1
suppose he
was to us, or how we shonld miss his mer- has changedso much in (nree
years that,
ry laugh and teasing ways, and we found ‘should we meet him, we would scarcel
y
| ourselves wishing that he might be unsuc- recognize him as our brother 1”
cessful in finding bis desired employment,
** I flatter myself | should know him any
so that we might have him with us again.
' where, no matter how changed,” remark
-

I should not stand at shadowy eve,
—Christian

had
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A SARAS

permittéd by a kind Providence
this season, and, each year they
miss the absent one more und
mght their hearts warm toward
gladly would they welcome him
into the family fold, despite his
and neglect:

contentment in the rural cottage he called
home, and orf present convenience we
wilt:call him Cifrles Smith.
How vividly we recall the day be left us.
How, through our blinding tears, ‘we watch-

Some spirit-waters stirred

The year

lighten

thereby bringing sunshine

battle with life alone,

ik

Its footfall in some mind—

X

aud

But leaving the family to its quiet happiness, we will trace the footsteps of the
sen and brother who had chosen rather to

Ee)

Tu

heart,

MORNING

lives as well.

‘Who's seen my day?

‘,

the

the burdens of the dear ones who
tered them,

joy to the
oh

THE

FATA

ane.”

Donald profnised to be careful

and

Take

forward.
A few moments afterward he returned; and in a. very
short
time, sure

enough, the wind began to blow, just as if
what he had dune had broken the calm, and
the vessel moved on, arriving at New York
in a few days. The sailors were much
pleased with Donald, and told every one
how he raised a breeze tor then when becalmed; and the caplain, though he didn’t
believe this, felt a warm
litle fellow.

attachment fog-the
:

He was going to Liverpool in his vessel
the next voyage, and so he took Donald to
his home, to stay with him till he should be

ready. In the meantime the “ Greenock
returned to England with a new crew, who

reported all the first “crew

dead; and

nald’s mother, who was a widow,

Do-

was terri-

bly grieved at the loss of her httle son.
In about a mouth after this the American
brig** Hesper,” Captain Simpson, was reported at Liverpool, and the good captain,
taking tickets for himself and Donald in a

steam-car set

out

for Glasgow.

It was

something of a long ride; but they at
reached it, and Donald and his friend,

care, “little

folks,

and

whenever

went | You give way to bad temper
, remember the

iast
the

* tide-marks."— London

Christian's Friend.

A Child’s Beautiful Faith,
k

——

ee

Birdie was only tour yeass old, bat she
bad already been taught that God loved her,
und always took care of her. Que day there
was a very heavy thuuder-storm, and Bird-

ie’s sisters. and mamma even laid by their
sewing, aud drew their chairs into the mid-

dle of the room, pale and trembling with
fear. But Birdie stood close by the window,
watching the storm with bright eyes,
* O mamma ! a'n’t that bu'fu!” she cried,
clapping her hands with delight, as a vivid
flash of lightning burst from the black

clouds, and the thuuder Pealed and rattled
over their heads.

and her own voice trembled,

from behind the captain, and was clasped in
his mother’s arms.
That widow's house was the happiest in
(Glasgow, and the captain felt that it was
Fone of the grandest moments of his’ life.—

Independent.

Good

:

Enough

for Home.

Whaen.I met Mattie Simmons at
iu’s in Philadelphia, last winter, I
her one of the ‘neatest, prettiest,
girls I bad ever seen. She would

her cousthought
brightest
come in-

students

amd

cities

of

coun: cted with

and many travelers

oe

it. Biblical

will be

interested

i1 an illustrated article entitled * Subara,”
which
wus evidently prepared by some one scqua
inted
with that desert. A noticeable article is oou~
tributed by Frances Anne Kemble,

dealing with

the churucters of Queen Katharine and Cardi
nal
Wolsey as they appear in Shakespeare's play of
Henry eighth. She finds that both are types
of
pride, but of a

widely

differeat

character,

the

Queen representing pride of birth, and’ the
Cardinal that of power.

** Medical

Education in the

United States” is the subject of a paper by Dr,
H. C. Wood, in which the generully low charac
.

ter

of that

education,

and

the

not

very

high

standing of the profession in. this country are
compared with their status in others. The department of fiction is well furnished, and
the
magazine closes its sixteenth

itably,

volume

very cred-

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippineott

The December

Galaxy

opens

Co,

with

the first

four chapters'of a story by Miss Annie T. Howells, sister of the accomplished editor of
the Atlantic, and who displays - much of his grace
and

culture in writing. It is entitled, “Reuben Dale,
and

promites to be a bright, fresh

and truthful

picture of American life.
The caprices, freaks,
travels und other experiences of Walter Savage

Landor, are described in an entertaining

paper

by A. H. Guernsey, while George Cary Egglestou, a southerner by birth, contributes an inter

esting negro character skeich, under the title,
** My Friend Phil.” Albert Rhodes discusses

upper class, ad of the reason of it, and proposes

‘ He talks velly loud, don't he, mamma?

S’pose it’s so as deaf Betsey can hear, and
the other deaf folks,”
Ew
“0 Birdie ! dear,come straight away from
that window,” said one of her sisters, whose

Literary Review.

Aud the boy darted out

buildings

portions of history

the marriage question, and after dealing with
its
physiological und psychological features
aks
of the fulling off in marriages especially in the

“It is God's voice, Birdie,” said mamma,

cheeks were blanched with fear.
caplain, went at once to the widows.
** What for 7” asked Birdie.
The door was closed, and the eaptain
‘Oh! because the lightning is so sharp,
gave a loud knock, putting Donald behind
und it thunders so loud.”
A
him. A pleasant-looking lady opened ‘he
But Birdie ‘shook her head, and looking
door and asked the stranger in.
over ner shoulder with a happy smile on
‘“ Are you the mother of little Donald
‘ber face, lisped out :
Stewart, of the Greenock ?" he asked.
“If it funders, let it funder! "Tis God
“I am, sir,” replied she, sadly; “or I
makes it funder, and he'll take care of me.
was. But he died abroad.” .
Fal
‘I knew him, madame,” said the cap- 1 a’n’t a bit afraid to hear God talk, Maizy.”
—8. 8. Times.
tain, *‘Bui I dide’t know he was dead.
“|
A—
He wasn’t when I saw him last.”
| ¢ Tell me, sir,’’ cried she
almost wildly,
‘“ when did you see him?”
* Why," said he, with a choking in bis
CYCLOPEDIA
OF AMERICAN LITERATURE. From
throat, ‘1 saw him—tiwo days—I mean
the earliest yeriod to the present day.
By Evert A. and
i
:
,
two months ago. Hang it, madame, I cant
M Laird Simons Se ane
Tope
by
hold ont any longer. Here; Donald, tell
Zell. 1874. quarto. Parts 31—36.
:
4

your own story.”

Thames and its scenery, includin

notable

The benefit which the Duyckinek brothers bestowed upon American letters, in this encyclo-

a remedy in

work for

women and less

extravae

gant habits, Richard Grant White writes whut
he calls an egoistical dissertation coucerning
dogs’ tails,which we'should call a very appropri-

ate subject for

him.

‘The

the magazine ure well

usual

departments of

sustained.

Sheldon & Co.

The Nursery was never

New York:

better than it is now.

Its whole make-up shows that both the editor

and publisher appreciate the tastes aud fancies
of children and aim to afford them all whole.
some gratificativn.
Its mechanical features are
excellent,so thut it in truets the eye us well as
furnishes the mind. Aw outline drawing lesson
is now a good feature of the magazine.
Boston:
John L. Shorey,
* The Conquest of Europe” is in the

form of a

poem, and is called such by its author, who is
not named. [It consists of fourteen short cantos,

and foretells in

rhyme

that China

is by

aud by

to devastate Europe, at which catastrophe ail the

surviving inhabitants of the stricken countries
will flee to the United States. , We do not know

where it is published,so we can not direct the

reuder where to purchase, which is
as well.

He

~

i

rhups Just

oaghal

DR
Gt
a
Literary Notes.

th es diterature, bus pot. been equaled by | Roy. Alexander, Clarkof Pittsbuighy

bead)

wri [ane
wil 3 vad

8uy other writers,
Gentlemen of fine culture, | fore his new book,“ Starting Out,” for
correct taste, and disciplined . appreciation of

Pa aie

00. The

Chicago Inter-Ocean pronounces it superior to
:
the * Hoosier Schoolmaster.”

what was excellent or charzeteristicin American
literary expression, and also gequainted with the
historyof American authorship from its earliest
date, they were enabled to underwke the work
under the best auspices. Besides these qualiti~
-cations, they had been trained in a literary at.
mosphere : their father was a well-known New

Parke Godwin some time ago resumed (be editorship of the Evening Post.
One of the sumptuous. holiday
land {at a guinea

and a halt) will

books in Bng‘be

"Works, both of sculpture and modeling,

Canova’s

There

York publisher during the first of the, present, will be 150 plates engraved in outline und printed:
wist
century, so thut American letters, became as it on tint, with descriptive le ter-press. |, I

were, early ingrained in the minds
They bestowed great and patient

of the sons.
labor dn this.

Mr. John G. Whittier, it is said, finds the early

morning hours the best tine to compose

poetry,

their representative ‘work, and on its original He has also a habit «f composing aloud, The
lutter fact so seriously interfered with the slumto the breakfast-room in a nicely-fitting publication; iu 1856, It at once took the high rank bers of
a sailor,
occupied a room adjoining
lose all; except a little Seaton: Wabin “boy, | dress, a jaunty white apron with pockets in thatit deserved. ‘Other works since then bave Mr. Whittier's utwho
a hotel, thathe applied for oth+
“supplemente
d;
but
wot
by
any
means
superseded
about twelve years old, Who was very sick, it, und a primrose tie, with a smiling face
er quarters *‘ out of the hearing of Whittier.”
it. 'Itis' comprehensive, including biographical
Usually after the larger history comes the
but recovered,
ARE
to set them off, ‘Whenever you met her, sketches of all the authors mentioned, with char*He could not be coaxed to live on board: her toilel was comme il fuut, and her -man- acteristic quotutions from their writings, and abridgment. This is not so in the case of
‘* Green’s History of the English People.”
This
of the ship; and sohe went on sliore, “and ners were lovely.
some estimate of their place and rank in litera
B
is to be enlurged,and published in three volumes
ture,
thus
making
the
work
a
complete
exposition
was kept (by ‘bedevolent ‘people -until- the
But lately I paid a visit at Mattie’s own
octavo.
'
di
ship should be supplied with a crew, when home. Whut witch-work had wrought a of the subject with which ‘it'deals.
A marvel of mediseval culigraphy and writing
That was what it was then.
None of these bas
been recently sentto Paris by an Roglish
they thought to put him on board and send change in my darling ? She wore ithe: most
featuresor qualities have been allowed to drop
him home.
slipshod shoes, the dingiest wrappers, and out fn the republication. It still retains its old bookseller, who bought it for 86,000. francs,
He got a hint of their plan; but the idea the most soiled and twisted collars. She form, along with steel engravings of about fifty and desires a purchaser at 43,000 francs, It
of going on board that ship again was hor- hardly took the trouble to say good morn- distinguished American literary gentlemen and is a psalter from the Monastery ot St. Hubert, in
Ardennes: (Luxembourg) and i known as the
rible to him. He could not agree to the ing when she came down stairs.
ladies, bébides minor portraits and autographs of
Psalter ot Louis the Good.” It is ‘written in
**
a still greater number.
Sketches of the lives gold, unciuls,
plan at all, and, being a shrewd little feland contains verses in honor of the
‘‘ Hag there been a fire P11 inquired.
und
writings
of
over
eight
hundred
of
the
most
low, he was continually eontriving some
King to whomiit was presentech - The binding 's
“No!” was the astonished reply.
illustrious American authors are thus brought
on one side of ivory. admiiably chiseled, on the
way by which he econld escape, He said
‘ Has Mattie’s trunk been lost, or have
together, making it a whole library of American
other of wrought silver, representing the king
nothing, however, like the owly but kept burglars got into her closet?”
Belles- Lettres,
"
In republishing it the gentleman
!
up a good deal of thinking, Ay
who has undertaken it seems determined to who owned the manuseript.
* Why certainly not.
William W, Story hus Written a drama enti
make
it
worthy
An American vessel came into the place
of continued favor, Its present tled
‘“ Then, Mattie dear, where are all your
“ Nero ; an Histovieal Plog.»
|
bi
editor is amply fitted for his task, and the 480
about this time, and, having i5Charged her pretty clothes gone"? | «fv
There werein 1873, s:uys the“ Pall Mall Gio
V0 Slr
quarto
pages
which
he
has
added,
devoted
to. the zette,” 400 periodicals published
cargo, prepared for hewvettiru,s Ta about a
{i Russi,22 of |
“Oh, they are all inthe house. I think
of the present day, take their places nat- which were supported by
fortnight she was réady,
md after waiting old things are good enough for home, Aunt authors
the
govesamen
t. ! ‘The, 4’
urally and gracefully along with the older
several days for a faip wind, she spread herd
sails and went to sea.
The wind was fresh
and the sea smooth, and the vessel went on

very nicely.

When

she was

about

four

Marjory.”

srg

fomifiphehll

A great many young ladies are of Mattie’s

‘opinion.

They consider anything fit for

fath
andier
mother {o sed.

They

take no

tions of the work.

dowh 10 1878,

The

0

i

record is thus brought

Ee

The forin of the present publication is already

Tamillar to our readers.

The work is issued in

days out of port, early one morning, one of ‘pains to be beautiful aid’ tractive ‘in_ the partsof about 40 pages excl, at 50 cents a name
the sailors can (o/the eapiain, holding by household , “And then they are. surprised ber,to ‘be completed in fifty-two numbers, all
.
ver that to be furnished free.
is printed on
the arm a sickly little boy..
.
when thei brothers think other boys’ sisters: ‘highly icalendered paper; 4nd will Itmake
two vol+
Whom:
‘“ Holloa I" cried the captain.
nicer than themslvds,
ov
umes of over 1000 pages each.' It is to He
sold
have you got there, Jack?”
A'girl’s dreds dnd d, girl's, behavior au only by subseription, but specimen numbers
“ mh
+
down inthe rap, sin, spd
will
be
furnis
hed
for: 25 cents. It will be seen
home ean Hardly be tb carefully deffgned.
Jack. *
ko
howe he ‘came there, There is a brasque candor about home-folks, that the work is now well ulong, there being only about fifteen more numbers fo come.
gir.”
Che
too often, that mwkes it

harder to be good

New Englund agent,Mr. Horace King,of Thomp
-

number of hooks published {n 1812 wus 3,082, os...

clusive of religious works.

Of these, 1,176, ap...

06 per cent., appeared ut St. Petersburg;

568, ox

27 per cent, ut Moscow ; and 838, or 17. per cent.’
|i n the provinces,

v0

Mr. Bernard Quuritehy thé London bookseller
bias become the possessor of

a manuseript

trance

/

lation into English of the New Testament, made,

by. Jolin Wycliffe, in 4890.

Of the. seventeen

| ¢ opies known to exist, fourteen. ave; in publies
| libraries, the fifteenth belongs to’ Lord Ashhurns»
ham, and the sixteenth to Sir Thomas Phillips)"
Only: three copies were made provious to 1400,
| a nud of these only this one, known as the Bannis .

ter manuscript, isperfect.

*
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Dress ‘in’ the Last Century.

ably when young, and

by

not being

(o impossible

Who, does' not

cor-

to abolish

know the familiar

«1 say” as the preface to every remark?
—and the still ‘more famailiar¢ You

know” as the middle

term

of every

sen-

tence ? Who, too, in these later times,
has not suffered from the infliction of * aw-

ful” and ** jolly” ?—milestones

in the path

of speech interspersed with even uglier and
more obtrusive signs of folly and

pc

ered all fay with

dered and enviched with sintilar ornaments.

diction—milestones that sre forever turning of Hog
re the
up, showing the successive distances to
which good taste and true refinement have
receded
in this hideous race after slang to
which ou youth is given. teh hire re
peeple

who

perpetrate

ejaculations;

who say ‘‘Goodness Pas u mark, of sur-

ptise, ani *‘ Good
rise i¢

a little

gracious!”

mixed

when

sur-

with re

tion ;

ower in the social scale it is ‘‘ My word!”
* Patience!" “Did I ever!” and indifferently to all stations, ‘“ You don’t say so!”
or in a voice of deprecation, * No!” and

+“ Borely

not!”

To ‘judge

by voice and

word, these ejacu'atory people are always
in a state of surprise.
They go through
the world in unending
astonishment ; and
their appeals to their
Goodness aud t at in-

determinate quantity called Good Gracious
are incessant, In the generation that « died

with the Fourth George,
the favorite ''‘éjacn-

re
night.

the room

oaths

that

hearers,

but

by

the powerful

©

with

Hoping

eled routes.

There is, again, the trick of repetition—

the last two or three words of the speech
always said twice ; perhaps if the disease is
severe, more than

twice.

‘Ile

is going

down to-day— going down to-day,” says
the repeater, not meaning any special emphasis. * When do Jou talk of leaving—
when do you talk of leaving P”
“I'm off

to Germany

to-morrow—off to Germany

to-morrow.” This frick has a variation,
which we may call the variation of emphasis. ‘I'm very sorry to hear it—very
sorry indeed.” *‘It was such a lovely sight
such a very lovely sight.”
“I am much
obliged to you —so much obliged.”
Aud
30 on; the emphatic addendum pronounced
in ialics, and always with more effusiveness than the
n demands. Twin sister to this silliness is that of perpetually
asking the same question. For the most part
that question relates to your health, which
is faultless. ‘* Are you quite well?” says
your friend, with amiable and

sympathy.

unnecessary

* Quite well, thank you,”

you

reply, as you have replied at any time these

last forty years or

more.

versation drifts on

the

Then

the

con-

weather,

and

you

discuss its ups and downs, past bearing
and future aspects—how it affected the hay
and what it will do for the wheal, and
whether the rain came too early or continued too long, or whether on the contrary it

came Loo late and

did vol continue

long

enough to do any good. In short, you discuss the weather thoroughly, and then you
come to a full stop.

last

task was over, and

it was,

sation of the visitors.

the toilet was
of which was
es—a point of
made of black

.of the precipices

one

animated

The

converof

finished, the most important
the arrangement of the patchgreat interest.
These were
silk, gnmmed and cul into

toilet—so indispensable,

at

that

when

conclave was

in

his—but

you

zo through the drama from end to end, and

From

the

better.

‘hat you have aleo

twice

thanked him

Method

that

Marie

at

monotonous,

of

full

fist of which he-laqofres.
= HHBSpve
ls wy a.
Ee

ra
) 88

7

of
of

»dane’
how you like ted,your
vr

}

on

afora

had

al

1

hey.

wilderness,

ks 1a gad 1 Oa

»

Fron

wd

hp-

of the

Monumentto

proveof her choice. Has ' your boy “pone
to India, you have to
t that fact,
and

give the'naméof bis

ion J

0)

3 gen

up.

shuts

Some

people

and

boré GH)

sun-

trick

the

temper

* wars?

now

feel very

‘called

the

are. covered by

one word, **

oe, HAT 1%

and be held by
Ww,

ense,

bald, unvarnished

same ‘oder,

taught in the
substi- known, or unpracticed in
of manners,
der
W
usual ¢'M" or noticed that a well-bred
*
ab
a 4 in : Jha | hears'an impertinent .or a
enianted ‘with J! litendss, A kind of discreet deafness

SirJohn Franklin.

please, Mr. Smith, another slice ;" Mv. 1

mith, Mr: Smith, nothing

but

Mr.

Smith,

till. you are, half frantio.—
Zhe Queens iy.»

right-hand: door

This

last door

“Nightingale,”

Ii is

from

the

Goo

or,I bal

habits
LS,

fe
dl
AOLDAE,

i
110

ah.
youn,

generdlly gh with, ug thronghylife. ~~ -

from

that

she

After her
with

fellowship,

Franklin.”

her

and

’

AG

{

Moulton.

Rev, Mr.

‘N.C. L.

1875, aged 74 years.
He moved with his parents
into A., when but 12 yeans‘dld, being among the
first settlers. He expeérienced religion at the
age of nineteen, was baptized 1 Rev, Mr. Farewell, and united with the First F. Baptist chareh
of A,
His life has testifind that there was a reality and a saving power in the religion of Jesus.

Hé was a mani of few words and a strong mind ;
a kind temperament, 4nd ‘always réaly to vindi-

I'cate the right and: shave in the burdens of the
chureb, until: three years ago, when his mind began to fail, Since that time, his mind and all-his

faculties have been gradually folliog, until he
fell asleep in the loving arths of hi§ Saviovr. The
church; af which he was a worthy member, feel

their Joss. The: community in which he bas so
long moved, can buf say a good and upright man
has fallen. He leaves an aged companion, two
sons und ‘one daughter, with their companions,
with a large concourse of friends: to mourn their

loss, which is bis gain.

!

IDA FLORENCE,

F, L. PALMER.

daughter of Seth T, and

was very highly respected

Jen-

by the entire com

nity, and loved by her associates to whom sh
had endeared herself by her kind disposition and

Heroic sailor-soul,

passing on thine hgPpier voyage now,

Toward no earthly

Funeral services by

nie’B. Hartford, died at Alton, N. H., Sent. 16,
1876, aged 16 years, 8 months and 25 duys,

“ Not here : the white North has thy hones;
and thou,
is
’
Art

G. CORLISS.

consistent Christian life. She made ‘a public profesgion of religion during a series of union meetings last winter; since which time she has borne

pole.”

n sweet'and increasingly interesting testimonyof
‘her love to Jesus, July 4, 1875, Ida, with others,

|

followed the Saviour in’'the ordinabee of baptismy and united with: the Second Freewill Bap-

tist church at Alton.

She was, a constant at-

tendant at prayer meetin
and never failed to
witness for her Shviotr; exerting by her faithfulness agood influence upon ‘her young associ-

with him in completing {h discovery of the
Northwest Passage.”
On
legend runs: ‘‘ This monument was erected

ates

Hes profession

but in

was net in name merely,

¢ home circle as well as

all bear witness that 1da was a

prayer

meeting.

Christian,

Her

i
sufferings, though brief, were most ‘intense. A
by Jane, his ‘widow, who, after jong, wait- few:
hours before she died she called her parents

ing ‘and ‘sending ‘many in search’
of him,
herself departed to find him ‘it'the realtns

of life, «July:i8th, 1875, aged 88' years:

-

London

Times.

. +

joined

amoung them

i

in

singing

** Jesus paid

in the church,

and among

it ai.”

tunes,

Tdais missed

hep associates, but

heaven,”

E. W.R.

nt

i

|

0

a

A

.

to

-

Ww

SONS, Seo.”

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.~The next term
and year ofdhis Institution will commenes
Dee. 1, 1875, with a Board of twent; poriments ad
nstructors.

are

1

courses of study. There are five well suatai
erary Societies, with libraries. The College

Library

Theological Library.
' “The location is e

1

contains four thousand volumes.

i
i

wl

er
xpenses

ever

EW

ng
Coaches, and pleasant lounging
The Sal Me all equipped with

There is also a

,

:

seily_ oy IIaRTowomOn 8
from $120 to $150 per year.
h

:

x

HAMPTON

and, smoking
the celebrated

INSTITUTION. | A.

MESERVEY,

Principal, with eight as-

Six
v lar courses for both sexes.
ten wee s each.

cars.
x

i

CALENDAR:

J

#senger trains. All trains are runby telegraph.
n a word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
smoothest track, and the most elegaht and gomipet- a
i
able equipment of any road 1mm the West, an.
competitor in the country. It is eminently the favorite route with Chicagoans traveling west, north |

or north-west; and

ing

is acknowledged

by

the

travel '}

public to be the popular: line for all points in

Northern Illinois, Wisconsin,

Minnesota,

the

cago

way leave CHICAGO

an

Northern

th-Western

BE poner

For Council Bluffs, Omaha

A

Winter Term sloses ro
an. or, 1876.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Jan. 31,1876.
Spring Term closes Friday, April’ 7, 1876. *
v

:

and California,

WARREN

1

AFRAM

Miss

Winter Term closgs March 7, 1876.
Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877,

further particulars
Scituate, R. I.

Winter Term begins November 8, 1875.
Spring Term begins Feb. 7,1876,
Summer Term begins April 24, 1876.

KINuSBURY

BaTCHRLDER:

Miss

Miss

LINDA

C.

ELLA

C. HURD,

SEMINARY —
General Examigations, June
Anniversary, June 17.

im

clubs

SEMINARY

This School was never in better condition for doing

thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction,
With three carefully arranged
courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and
English Course. “We are prepared to fit students for
any college in the land, or to give d'thoraugh English
and Scientific preparation for the active duties of
life. For full catalogue, address the Principal.
TRVING. B. SMITH.

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,— FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important and
peeuliar advantages. For particular information.
send for a Circular to
Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

at

CILLIES’

~ CRUSHED COFFEE.
JAVA
Always

WRIGHT
: GILLIES

2625
A

$5to $20
Co., Portland, Maine.

June

WINTER
|=

the

Iustitution is one of the largest

I

state.

Terms moderate.

Send

for

J. 8. GARDNER,

gpd best

Catalogue.

Principal.

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1876.

Augusta, Me.

picture

sent

ARRANGEMENT,

1876

DOVER

at

P.M.

5.51, 7.55, and
FOR

10.65,

i

A.

M.

and’

DOVER.

\

Leave Boston at 7.30, 8.30, A. M., and 12.30, 3.80, and

5.00,

P. m1.

Leave Portland at 6.15, 0.00, A. My and 8.10,andP.M.400

Leave

Alton Bay at 6.35, A M.,and 12.30,

PM

TRAINS

FOR

PORTLAND.

Leave BOSTON at 7.30 8.30, A. M., and
8.30 P. M rs

12.30 and

v
mh
JAMES T. FURBER, @én. Supt.

Leave DOVER at 11.15, A. M.. and 8.08, 6.18,P. M.

|

EASTERN '& MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Trains for Dover leave Boston 8.80 AM
Leave Portsmouth for'Pover 9.00,

8 Eid

,

Fe Neave Boston for Portland 8.30 A, 12:30, 8.30 8.00

P.M,
.
wi
Leave Boston for Bangor 8.30 A. M., 8.00 P. M, ,
:
a
CH
Beato
17
Pullman Slee ng Oar
Trains
for
Portsmon
oston Now
)
10. y A, 440,
i8além,a Lyna, |ar leave Diver toto,
‘
] $0
(or %
PoMy yf

Yeur,
|

Costa

ERY & CO.,

per day at home.
‘Samples
worth $1, free. Stinson &
nod7-1y

TRAINS

of

close

% 11.

Female

Particulars

P.M.
|
Ldn
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 12.30, 4.00, P.M «
Leave

SEMINARY.—CALEN-

Spring Perm opens Maroh 21, 1876,

he

P.O.

and

locality.

tr oi;

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.00, A. M., and 8.10

|’

\

Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Winter Term opens
wbler 6, 1875,

Male

their

TRAINS FOR BOSTON.

Tho Summer Term will open Jung 15th, and close
September 2d.
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close
November 25th.
For Catalogue, address the Secr
.
ED,
WM.
»..
A
;
'
Ridgeville, Ind.

‘DAR for the 86th Academical

to

"BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD

10, 1875.

HITESTOWN

to

in,

Prize

Sprivg
and

:

York

free. An ingenious
OLL-GATE!
The
gem! 5© objects to find, Address, with stamp, 8.
CU. ABBEY, Buffalo N. Y.

both sexes.

2, 1875,

ER, New

77 A WEEK to Male and Femalé Agents, in
2
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it,
& CO.; AugusParticulars FREE. "P. 0. VICKERY
va
’
ta, Maine.

SpringTerm, of 11 weeks, begins Feb. 2d.
Summer -of 10 weeks, begins April 27th,
For particulars, address
ELIHU HAYES, Seé. Trust: es.
W. Lebanon.
March

WEEK

FREE.

septl-dy

PULSI-

COLLEGE.—The

.

Whele.

)

2.00 and 5.16,
Four regular courses for

& BI

Agents,

The Fall Term of the Theological Schoo connect:
uesday, August 2ith,
ed with Bates College begins
For further information address the President, O, B,
Cheney, D. D.,or Proféssor John Fullonton, Lewise
ton, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Seo,
E.

Economical,

NOTHING

ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL~FALL TERM, 1875.

with full board

QUALITY.

Uniform,

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

,—NORTH:
fi A

.—W,

14,15, 18.

Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.

;

Term will open

4

CALENDAR, . ..,
Spring Term opens M-.rch 18, 1875.

for circulars to

{{ IRGEVILLE

Music.

For furthor particulars, address the Secretary,
C. A. FARWELL. Pittsfield; Me

Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences March 14th,
1876.
;
For circulars write to the Presiden., Rev. O. E.
BAKER, or to the Principal.
angld

teachers.

Preceptress, French,

from $1.50 to $2.00 per week.
Board in families, in
cluding rooms, etc., from $2.50 to $3.20 per week:
°

FUTION. | PIKE
INSTITUT

families;

ACADEMY

VICKERY,

Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, E glish studies.
Board for clubs, either for ladies or: gentlemen,

competent
assistants.
of séndy:— Classical,

FER, B. A. Principal,

of

Geometry and Botany.
Miss LOVEINA H, HAYNES, Normal classes.

Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

EBANON

A.M. Principal

Latin. Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M
Yrivcipal of Normal Department, German, Didatics, Mental and Moral
Science.
g

tent. Assistants.
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.
Winter Term of14 weeks, commences November

I

Principal,
tin!

ical, scie nnfic. Terms, ten weeks.
Fa!l Term begins August23, 1875.

"TILTON COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.
.
WILTON, MUSCATINE
CO., IOWA..—
REV. G. 8, B
)LEY, A, M. Principal; MRS. G.
S. BRADLEY,
Preceptress, with several compe-

‘A4

i

the

AINECENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD,
ME.—Courses
of
study
for both sexes, College
@reparatory, Normal, Class-

F. L, EVANS,
A. B.,
Principal.
Wmter Term of [PRI
ones Wednesday, December 1.
'
pring Term of eleyen
weeks, commences Wed:
nesday, Fébraary 4, 1%.
Fox further
particulars address the Principal, or E.
Tasker, Secre!
.

30th, 1875.

address

N

H.8. COWELL, A. B., Principal.

3

SCIT-

Hatfle Arnold.

GROVE SEMINARY .--WEARE,

Northwood

—NORTH

Winter Term begins Dee. 8, 1875.

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
For full particulars in regard to the School send
for catalogue.
I. W. SANBOKN, Sec’y. Board
of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875.
sl

NeOBIawoebh
woop, N, H,

INSTITUTE

“" CALENDAR,

TERM began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.

H.—Send

Seorgbary:

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 1875.
Fall Term closes Nov. 23, 1875.

WINTER TERM begins Tuesaay,
November 30, 1875.
SPRING TERM begins Tuesday. March 8, 1876,
Ba~Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at res

N.

F088,

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
W. S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS. A.T. Sally: A.B.

Scientifie, and -Ladies” course. ‘School first class
in every particular;
Library
and Reading Room
ee to students. School Building new and commoous.
School year, three terms of thirteen weeks, ch

angi

Sat

dies’ Collegiate course of study.

LILLIAN 8, ABBOTT, Precepiress.
S. ALMA PENDEXTER, dssvciate,
LELIA E. 'FOLRBOW, Teachr’r of Music.
SANFORDA. GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship,

{ron

a

UATE, R. L.—This Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and La-

:

duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

i. § LEWIS. Sec ony

For further information .address the Principal or,

J. 8S. BROWN, A: M.; Principal.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE) AJM. Assdciate.

FALL

"

N. H., Jifly 20, 1875.

Center Strafford, November 12, 1875.

W.H.STENNEIT,

With a fall complement of
Three
complete
courses

Tins

of the patrons.

For Rockford, Sterling, Kenosha, Jamesville, and other points, you can have from two to
ten trans daily.

MiSs
Miss
Mi8S
Mi.

(1

WINTER TERM of 1575 begins November 30.
Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting
instruction in a thorough and practical manner, by the use of the best
text-books, and by careful attention to the wants o
scholars, hope to deserve the continued approbation

For Lake Geneva, Four trains daily.

‘Faculty

teks;

USTIN ACADEMY .—CENTER STRAF| FORD,N.H.
~
rim
HI
0%
;
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal,
and Pro
fessor of Latin and Greek. Competent teachers assist. Rooms for self-boarding ‘and board in private
families ‘at reasonable rates, Board in clubs $3.
Apply early.
Aw Free tuition to students who have the ministry

For Sioux City and Yankton, Twotrains
daily. Pullman Cars to Missouri Valley Junction.

ARY

tito

in view.

For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached,
and running through to Marquette.
:
For Milwaukee, Four through trains daily
Pullman Cars on nightgrains.
For Winona and "points in Minnesota,
One
through train daily.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two through
trains daily, with Pallman Cars on night train,
For Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton,
Two through trains daily, with Pullman Cars on
night train.

LYNDON CENTER, V.I.

Yagation

P

Two through trains daily, with Pullman Palace
Drawing
Room and Sleeping Cars threugh to
Council
Bluffs.
For
St. Paul
and
Minneapolis,
Two
through trains daily, with Poliman Palace Cars attached on both trains.

OT

Winter nter T Te; yom
egins a abeck
a, Nov. ov. 15, 187i.

New Hampton,

Rail-

Js

st
28,1876.
busta toil

Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday, June 29, 1876.For further particulars
ly to the Principal,

‘|

Michigan, Dakota, Western Iowa, Nebraska, Wyoming, Celorado, Utah, Montana, Idaho, Nevada,
California, and the Pacific Slope.
a
He arrival rie trains fom She Fast or South,
e trainsof

Four terms of
bes
:

:

Fall Term begins
Monday,
Fall Term closes Ped for

She also

familiar

most in her home, where she was tenderly loved.
| Will parents, brothers, sisters, uncle and
aunts,
ever
remember the dying request? “ Meet we in
The abst’ secret nets df'gooduess are, seen

suddenly find themselves outside of me,
Judicigus teachers and indalgent parents “and approved 'by the ATmighty.

|s

‘with others

1 work of

Lewiston, Me. ’ : fe (end

cD

aa

and other friends to her bedside and desired each

to promise to meet her in he-yen.

IS

Hil, TH,

prepare students
for col oge, and evi
to do this in as thorough a’
Expenses
oderate,
a

f

BRO. JOHN HART, died in Atkinson, Sept. 28,

Under is a marble

'

H.

passed on before.

The éye then rests upon these lines:

leading to the heart, and

which

church.

to Mercer,

Ndson, assisted by Rev. Mr.

‘memorials’ of people who

forever.”

saves one from

“fanity, vulgarity, wisehief-making,

the Calvinist Baptist

mond, died at Berwick, May 8th, aged 28 years.
She was always an amiable and lovely girl, beloved by all who'knew her. She was a beautiful
singer, and many times: her voice has helped in
the praises of the sanctuary.
At the age of 15,
she
became awakened in regard to her spiritual
condition, and expressed her desire to be a Christian ; but she never made an’ spen and public
profession.
Her last sickness, which was of six
weeks’ duration, was borne with patience, and
while everything was dove to restore her, she
rapidly sank to the grave.
During her sickuess,
she experienced a'saving hope in Christ, and invited all her friends, and especially her busband,,
to meet ber in heaven.
We feel that she died a
Christian.
8he leaves a husband and two children to mourn their loss ;but the greatest mourner
is the widowed mother, ‘who, in this sevére be,reavement, was called to.bury her only surviving
child, two of whom, with a - father, baye already

society. I have
woman: never |
vulgar remark.

receives all “ugliness,

converted

NETTIE, daugbter of Thomas and Olive Ham-

means un-

“a broad and steep
a left-hand” door, with
‘passage, leading out''iito the open air.

tory course. . The

buildings. “In

Filty years ago he was

speaketh.”

widow ,who

Bless ve the Lord; praise Him and magnify Him

it is **' Whatdo you say, please P” This"i& many, insults, from much blame, from not
ich: repeats BL
name, | a little apparent connivance in dishonorathe order, too
Yds,
Smith ;” ble convérsation.
"
‘“ No, Mr. 8
§ 14
‘“ Thank you, Mx. Smith, no more;”. ** If} There ara two doors ‘inside my ears, a

ou

some

band and nine ¢hildren, ourn their loss, which
is her gain. May her last words sink deep into
the hearts of her family, and they each seek salvation, thut they may make ap unbroken family
in‘the kingdom of heaven.
* She being dead yet

«(ye frost and cold, O'ye
ice and Snow i

what your chil- |,

by no

i

30, 1875,

Ald is rendered
students preparing for the Christian
ni
3
For catalognes or other information, address D.
W. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS, Seoretary. and Treasurer, Rillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875. ,

years, 6 months and 24 days.
She experienced
religion when quite yqung, ang uudfed with the
F. B. church, in Which" she remained a memb 'r
until death.
She died like a ehild of God; giving

picture of a ship bound in the ice of the
Arctie regions, bearing above it the words:

hors say about your children; what your
rivals say about your business, or dress.
This art of not. hearing, thongh mot
schools, is

theological school, affords many, ady:
are very important to stadents dor!

«Fulton
WD, Gra

Iu March, 1802, he

”

monument in which death is depicted as
having issued from a cellar, and in the act

haye slammed. (he
dren say after they
all probability oun friend will'answer you door; what a beggar says whom you have
quite , reasonably, dorgeling vhisy trick” of rejected from your door; what your neigh-

him.as an insult, and, an Won

othe

4,
in

discretion.—
sweet counsel and advice to all who came to see
Ty .| her. Many f¥iends and relatives, with a hus-

chiael, and St. John the Evangelist.

is elaborated, and ‘1 beg your pardon!” accord, so the ears should be (rained to an
said interrogatively,.tarns your back on automatic ‘dullness of ‘hearing! It -is ‘aot
‘yourself and 'folcés you'td répéat what you worth while to hear what your servants

simulated hardness of hearing or dullness
of comprehension, either. of which, ; if ‘acs
make him seriously angry,
cused of, would

NEVADA,

River.

Fayette, Nov.
He was bora

for exam-

three chapels, those of St. Andrew, St. Mi-

house generally, as. to bring

say when they afe angry;

X0n
Rapids Marsh

1875,"

Nov.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL~FRITZ W.
N. BALDWIN, A. M., Principal,
with three
Assistants.
The location of this school, near the'tollegd’ and .

Educational,

tion of the heroic, discoverer whom she
loved with unselfish devotion, the memorial
is now made to tell the story of that neverfailing affection, while presenting a ficking
picture of the Arctic explorer’s life und
death. Tpe sculptured picture stands in
what is now, knownns the Nightingale
Chapel—a place formerly screened off into

of -asking'

havesalready said. If | you ‘are’ surly ‘and
sullen and keep silence, not repeating, in

TE
Bubeyond. ld

country

i

fortheér information address Rev. Ly Sat

Tumense Success! 40,000 6rthe Grevuine | For
North
IFE AND LABORS OF

marble,
on my bed a bushel of net- termed a stataary bust,” in Carrara
wearing his medals and
tles, or setting loosé a swarm of mosqui- of the explorer,breast.
His face has a firm
orders on his
toes in ‘my chamber, or raising a pungent and
kindly expression. - The bust: beats the

dust in yoy

i

Sie wasiwara! fron Chicago a

MARVIN HUGHITT,

asking’ you to repeat your { for emplying

bas

died in
months,

erected

husband withdrew

has lately departed hence, to remind a na-

upon me all the tattle of careless or spiteful
people. If you would ‘be happy when
what you have said hefore he begins his re- among good men, open your ears; when
ply. “Sorietimes it is badly * What P's, | among bad, shut them. And as the throat
sometimes: a softer and more ' muffled has a muscular arrangement by which it
the) trick takes care ‘of the air-passuges of ils own
“MP with glosedTips § ‘At times
liearing ; but he

and

father.

with

a

simply,

words is also one that tries the
gad breeding of the sufferer. Your eompanion is not
in the: smallest’ degree deaf—perhaps, ‘iitdeed, He has an exceptionally entelsense of

eska,

or

ter
Waterbury
Center, Vt, or the Principal,

It runs through the‘Garden of Illinois and Towi, and

E. NUGENT.

oo"

The trick of

For

throvgn

OALIFORNIA and the PACIFIO COAST.

He took a deep interest in the cause of Christ,

anxious to hear everything that will vex are otherwise forgotten. The spot whero
and #nwoy them, It itis hinted that any ' Franklin's, memorial stands was occupied by
to slip under thie’ Ba
ope hagspoken ill of - ther, they set about
you
ari} and Yo are’ yEACRAN a searching the matter, and. finding it out. If one to Admiral Totty, who died of fever in
your friend's trick of boreddm
Ch!
the petty things said of one by heeqless 1802. "THis has been slightiy moved to al
for overhyliuts Vout own’ guste meth- orall M-nplored
idlers were to be brought ‘low the’ mohumentof a brother sailor to
ods,
and of
disédeding those ‘ofd
‘rags and _home to him, he would become a mere stafidin company. The pew monument is
iags of your speech,
which maybe try the walking pincushion; stuck full of sharp re- by Noble, from designs by Sir Gilbert Scott,
patience
of your
hearels,,. .
uo
ol mdtks, 1 should as soon thank a man ‘Beneath dn elaborate canopy is what is
patiénée under

ANA,

History.

Intended By the faithful, loving

is kept, an ipstuntly close the door.
Does a gddding, mischiel-making fellow
begin 0 inform me what people are saying
about me, down drops the portcallis of my
ear, and he can not get in, any farther.
tively

an

CODENIAL # Aorta‘and togthe pioneer
oe over,
orianiling
AH, Sky ed

and united with the Freewill Baptist church, in
Chesterville, and in later yeurs became a member of the Freewill Baptist church in Fayette.-

of his employment as often as if you were
Bones answering Tambourine. It is all 8. Does the collector of a neighborhood scan- | of casting his dart at the figure of a'dying
trick, you know that;. but manners nbt dal task my ear as a warehouse, it. instine- | girl. To the left is: the monument of the
stately Mts. Siddons, and the walls about
allowing ‘your to say - tartly, © Why, YOR
politeness teaching
asked me before,” an

(3

Lake

for. NEmRARKA, COLORADO,

and beloved pastor of the Baptist ehureh, in this
town.
He was a kind neighbor, a good husband

A

more.

below, where my

Winter Term of 12 weeks opens

daughters married Rev. L. C. Stevens, a former

A memorial in marble to Sir John Franklin has been placed in Westminster Abbey.

If a man falls into a violent passion and
calls me’ all plannerof names, the first

in the magazine

it runs

;

Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 20, 1876.
Hxpenses moderate.

tion, Missouri Valley Junction, to Council Bluffs and

his farm sixty years.
July 4, 1855, his wife died,
since which time he has lived with his daughter,
the wite of A. J. Sturtevant. They had eight

engaged, principal generals, principalibat-

caught in one of those domestic whirlwinds
of scolding; I shut my ears, as a sailor
would furl his sails, and, making all tight,
scud befo ¢ the gale. If a hot and restless
man begins to inflame my feelings, T consider what mischief these sparks might do

|

W. H. CUTTING.

ensington, N. H., in 1780.

tint.—4ppletons’

tles, result, treaty, &c.,.at his
Educational Journal.

bis. sympathelio. inquiry. df-it=is mot of [7 i, ny quict voyage of life, I find myself
fest o [ whic b he

Elroy,

Principal; with four ase

yan

CALENDAR:
‘Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug. 31,

, and ihe

j

came to Fayette and made a clearing in the then

with-

from

thio
bia

ple, the pupil is reques‘ed to read: carefully
BETSEY D., wife of Thomas Jackson, died ‘in
the various accounts given,aud then classity | North Underhill, Vt., Oct. 26ta, 187, aged 49 |

tivated ear, for which so much ‘mon¢y and
time aré expénded. There are §0 many
things whieh. it is ‘painful
rto hear, many

no

pushes

sistants,

,

spring

could,

Teaching

concerning any

—

and I hear

it

i

IVINGSTONE

The art of not-hiearing should be’ taught
every well-regulated family, It is full

word shuts my ears,

ranch

united with the Freewill Baptists, of which
church this mother in Israel has been a cousistent and wortby member for more than fifty
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Passenger Agent.
| years. The Morning Star has been a welcome 1
”
20teow
household guest in her family since its first issue.
The deceused was the mother of eleven children,
seven of whom survive her. To them she was
ey
—
a motber indeed, whose loving deeds, Christian
counsel, and beautiful life, can never be effaced
History is the only branch in the study from their hearts. Our mother’s death was like
of which we do not insist upon uniformity unto hex life, Of failing health for the past few
of text-books. ' The pupils are encouraged, years, and for several months previous to her
rather, to have among them works by dil death a constant sufferer, yet no word of mur-. already sold, and demand increasing. Theonly new
life of the great HERO
ferent authors, or what is better still, each muring or impatience passed her lips. Gentle,
unobtrusive, loving, she passed trustfully down
- Full of
pupil is recommended to have several dif- into the dark valley. fearing no evil, for the thrilling interest and spirited EXPLORER.
illustrations of thirty
terent works. This may create skepticism Lord was wit her. Her funeral discourse was years Siting adventures, also the CURIOSITIES
and WONDERS of a MARVELOUS
country; the
in the learner,on account of his discovering preached by the Rev. Mr. Edgecombe, of Mount milHone
are ‘eager to
get it, and more
good agents
many instances’ in which the authors differ, Vernon, who spoke of the Christian’s comfort are needed avonee: PROFITS are SPLENDID. For
life and in the hour,of trial, and feel=
particulars and psoof, address HUBBARD BROS,,
but this very skepticisin is turned fo ‘ac- through
ingly alluded to the many years of Christian
Pubs. 31 Hawley St., Boston, Mass.
ly
count in leading hit into the most excel- friendship be had enjoyed with the departed
A MONTH — Agents
wanjed every:
lent habit of ‘research 'and of * hanting saint. Loving hands robed her for her last restwhere. Business honorable and first
down authorities.” © In assigning lessons ing place, and ‘loving héarts lingered long, as if
class, Particnl®®s sent free. Address
to leave the cherished torm ih the bosom
and hearing recitations
the ** topic” method ofreluetant
J. WORTH
& GO. >t. Lows, Mo,
the cold earch; ; But this thought came to com86637
is used, written classifications being re- fort the Stricken hearts:
* Though. the loved
quired in all possible: eases, and informa- form we cherished has passed from our sight, yet
tion bearing on the topic’ accepted from our dear mother was ‘one of’ those blessed spirits
any source.. In the preparation of lessons, who receive abundant:entrance into heaven.”

are.

for

i

JEREMIAH TUCK
aged 43 years and 8

brows

in several places

light, is almost ereamy in

in time eome rto a’ fll stp’ therd’ too. which we ought not to ‘hear, "very, many
“ And how afe you? Quite well?” says “which, if, heard, will disturb the temper,
your friend, ready to offer any amount of corrupt: simplicity - and modesty, detract
consolation ii required, without the sthall
from contentment and
happiness,—that
perception that you have never known
every one should be educated to take in or
shut” out sounds, according to his pleasyears Ie v, £00:
ory
J hessthat forty
day's
scious illness
existences
you L have
lol!
+
ACCOTHIE, RR, MSR
fo id h

no

one

ebarge of duty. ‘He loved Christ and bis church, is the Rest, 8 fost, shortest, and quickest route for
LINCOLN, and other
ts in N
H
und sought the highest good of all the communi- INOMAHA,
and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALT LAKE ny
ty. He leaves a wife and five children to mourn, . VIRGINIA
CITY,
CARSON,
SACRAMENTO,
SAN
FRANwhile we trust he. is with Christ which is far Sisco; and all other points west of the Missouri

slope of

between

from

stops not, until

asses
ig

Jolned the chureh there, and soon after was apinted to the, office of Deacon, which’ office he

domestic happiness as.a ouls (| “their, knpwiledge thus obtained ‘under 'such
to ant
actors new play-"t yg import
all the -pooh
—_tunni
\1 Z—perhapsng,pooh
you except
your own specjal
headings as cause, time, territory, parties
Hol, and perhaps he excepts

Hi wal

ereof; wi

lig
ubugne,
an
line runs almost

liy-

to a mile in width, and

Journal.

of Not-hearing.
Ln

He formerly

marriage and removal

Pa

Art

apd

the

varying

Versailles. on the subject, followed by a
format ordér from the king to put if on—
a command which she had no alternative
but to obey.—~London Society.

The

at

the rocks is

to the

held

and 6 months.

28;

he

Antoinette came over to France to marry
Louis XV, and begged to dispense with
wearing it, a family

Wil

ates

reached’ io line starte from Chi io wd runs
through Elgin and Rockford So Freeport,
and, via

died ‘in Wes

of Sept,

out real danger, scale those seemingly impassable barriers.
The general color of

artist, had usually

eH

westward

.

find a dozen places where

a tiny looking-glass inserted within the lid
to help her to repair the accident.
Nor
was the rogue-pot forgotten, rogue

Ov

and:

Winona, Owatonna St. Peter, Mankato, New

.nadmissi-

children, all of whom are living except the oldest
son, who died in the West in 1843. One of the

midway

bluish-gray to an ochre, that, in

forehead, and

time being an indispensable

are

MRS. PHEBE F., widow of the late Nathaniel
Jones, died in Mercer, Me., Oct. 10, aged 83
years.
She was born in Mount Vernon, in the
year 1792, and early in life connected herself

the temple. A lady of the world would
wear seven or eight, and each bad its
special designation. She never went without a Lox of patches to replace any that
might accidentally fall off; and these little
boxes, generally of Battersea enamel, finely
painted by some eminent

un

in Meredith, where, he was converted some
forty Jeals ago, received baptism at the hands
of Rev. B. 8. Manson, united with the chureh
there, and in 1842 he moved to West Campton,

climb in or out of the valley; and a wan,
sure-footed, cool-headed, and strong, may

with a view to show off the whiteness of
the complexion, but they were never worn
by women of dark skins.
Great was the
artin placing these patches near the eye,
the corner of the mouth, the

owns

throne, pre
Eddi
(Oshkosh, und d
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Ni aune Png
: »

was liberal—counscientious—true to his convictions and a lover of the good of all denominaraing Star from the
ty and magnificence. surpassing anything tions. He took the
time it was first. published.
A good example
known in mountain seenery.
for others.
He was also deeply interested in all
The valley-botiom is like a floor, the the affairs of the country, watching with great
Merced river taking up much room as. it solicitude all the events of i past history and
wanders from side to side, apparently in no rejoiced whenit became in fact, as well us’ ‘in
haste to leave. 'Thére'dre broad tracts of name, the land of the free. for all races and
nations. He voied at every Presidential election
natural meadow, radiant in spring-time sinc?
21 vears.
After so long and useful
with a wonderful carpeting of flowers. a life heand wasas he
was about to départ, like Jacob
These meadows are separated by belts of of old, he called his family, all: that could De
trees, park-like groves of pines’ and cedars, | gathered, and gave them his last benediction,
black-oak and live-oak almost without un- exhorting them to serve the Lord with all their
hearts.
He then assured them that he was soon
‘dergrowtb,and through which one may ride to
join his loved ones and bis dear Redeemer
unimpeded in all directions. The walls are where is fullness of joy and pleasure forever=
ol granite, with an average hight of about more. A large gathering ol his neighbors and
three thousand feet; in some places nearly friends (especially the older citizens) assembled
vertical, and with very little - debris at the: at the Baptist church, Nov. 7, where an appropriate sermon was preached from the words in
base; in others, a pine-covered slope leads Gen,
49:20
So the end of earth’s relaup to gigantic towers, spires, or sharp-cut tionships camé though long delayed, and this
peaks.
There are now no fewer than five aged saint was gathered to his people. Truly,
trails over which a beasl of” burden may blessed are the dead who die in the Lord.

of

remainder

the morning

age of 87 years

streams of water, which in seasons of.vains
and melting snows, from cataracts "of. beau~

stars, crescents, and other forms.
Patches
had originated in France under Louis XV,

un-

necessary sympathy. ** Yes, quite well,
thank you,” you reply. On this you fall
foul of the theaters, abuse all the plays now
:

weary

though enlivened by the

*“ And you are quite

well?” says your friend, still, with his.

a

Verses

its

Sierra Nevada,

and quiet vale beneath,

raised

birds, and feathers introtluced—the

now

it Roaches Hucine, Konoha,

Str, who do

1808,he returned to N. H., and was married
Feb. 11, to Ruth Woodman, of Candia,N, H.
He then returned to Fayette, where he lived on

It is on the western

length, from a half

she 'was' submitted, for the first time in the
day, to the hands of her bair-dresser; for
usually she dressed four or five times a
day. Her hair, dragged off her face, covered with powder, plastered with poma-

the most preposterous hight of, it is recorded, about a yard. After an hour's
plastering and frizzing, the hair-dresser’s

of

part no more than
** Patience !” of the

Campton,on

enclosed in frowning granite walls, rising
with almost unbroken and perpendicular
faces to the dizzy hight of fro m three thousand
to six tkPusand feet above the green

her friends, while with her hair disheveled,

was

If yon keep, gous garden

eastern and western base, and’ in the center of the State, measuring north and south.
It is a narrow gorge, about eight miles. in

lady arranged herself in-a muslin peignoir,
or wrapper, and had a regular reception of

speech,

a trick

the

yet

by means of gauze, feathers, and flowers,
into an edifice ‘often equal to her hight.
Four eils of gauze have been contained in
some of these erections, with butterflies,

meaning for the most
the *“ Goodness I" and
wilder folly.

shuts them.

Yosemite Valley, of which the world had
heard so much, is situated on the Merced
River, in the southern portion ot the county of Mariposa, one hundred and forty
miles a little southeast from San Francisco,
but nearly two hundred and fifty miles
from that city by any of the msually trav-

of fashion passed her day: At
how a lady
ten, afler her * dish of Bohea,” as it wus
“called, generally taken before vising, the

tum, and frizzled in stiff curls,

great corporation

over two Fo Brel miles of road,

Pergons wishing obit-

:
ti
i
aba ith 0
"DEA. INCREASE BATCHELDER

—————

0-

time,

This

honored
as long as he lived, by a faithfal dis-

a
leaving

‘of the

manners

Sin Te

88 LIZZIE COLLEY,

ble.

Yosemite Val ly.

Cards-and

looks of despair.

to any single obituary.

gate shut, your, flowers and fruit will be
safe. If you keep your doors closed no
thief will run off with your silver; and if

there is no doubt but that society at this
period had taken up the vanity, freedom,
and unprofitable mode of existence of the
Regency and Louis XV.
.
.. The ‘toilet was the great sum and business of life, the adjustment of the bair the
principal employment. Take, for instance,

were simply ticks of speech caught by the
speakers. So indeed'is the habit of swearing and using bad words generally.
It is
emphatically. a habit,

tery,

Y husband! has carelessly
p

;

harshness, or hatred, or: vulgarity, or flat-

‘: Haftingo a hu Mode

show
<hopyan
The old faithful stewar

1

of love, open fly’ my ears ! But temper, or

penci

her,

iy

Chicago,
£8 Nope Western | Grn pea mar =

sertion, Brevity is specially -imporfant. Not
move than a single square can well. be afforded

IT there are sounds of kindness, of mirth,

Should we

wife is,yawning over

picture ofrthe

lusty Squires, who re-

were not meant to offend the

ignorant,

that this and Its sad final is an exaggerate

joiced in ** Odsbediking !” and ‘’Swounds !”

with other strange and uncouth

h

i, “while

lations
were ‘“ By
Jove! ‘and ‘ By
George!" with excursions into the regions
of #* Gad !” and * By Jingo!” Before then

we héid the bluff and

vice about my own affairs; nor those who
talk largéls about. things of which they are.

seek further to inquire into the wedded
life of Iie fahioushie gouple, ve find i

portrayed

NOTICE!

uaries publishedin the Morning

you keep your ears shut, your heart will
Jose neither its'flowers nor its treasures.—
ra.
ko cinta
: “A
srt

A sword, with richly Gut steel hill; lace ruffles and shirt frill, with diamond: buckled

infully

PARTICULAR

1875.

nor those who talk evil of those who are ab- “not patronize it, ‘must accompany them an"with
f= . quite; with another line it passes through Madison,
sert; nor those who give me unasgked ad: cash equal (a ten cents a linewg, fore
Iroy. and for St. Paul and Minneapolis ir
hing

in colored silks, and hightened with spangles, gold or silver, and paste buttons’; the

corrupt

|

bawling
my name at the top of his voice;

white’ satin waistcoat elaborately ‘embroi-

“2 4,

© Obituaries.

Rg

unsafe borrowers are importuna‘e. I never
hear a man who ring after me in the street

“flowers

shoes, completed Bis atfire.

o

often are extremely hard of hearing, when

a fly cap of lace, the latest mode from
France, and a coronet of diamonds on her
brow. Her dress was of white satin: bro-

of

FS

convenient deafness, Bankers and brokers

chronicles: On her powdered hair she wore

bo

(0 acquire, nothing

Nothing is easier

1

world of trouble by a
save young ‘urchains

more difficult to lose, than
a trick of speec
gold, her stomacher covered
and manner ; and nothing is more univer- caded w
long, violet, velvey
sal. dt we look round among our friends with” didmonds:
and nequaintances, we
shall find scarcely train, « looped; to her. shoulders
one who bas not his favorite word, his 'per- bunches of pearls, wag borne by ten brides.
potualtformula, bis automatic action, bis made. ape pa
the, bridegroous Jasor
ot . velvet
est richness—a coat
unmeaning gesture—all tricks runght prob of

the

. NOVEMBER

EE
Bl

The dress of Queen Charlotte, the bride.
of the period, is thus described. by the

Tricks of Speech.
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MORNING

States

United

20,000,000 clay

imported

pipes, mostly from Glasgow, last year.
~The, legislature

plant

Jaw which allows every citizen who will

—

for each tree so plant-

tion from his taxes ofPh
ed,

The

Alabama

ratification of the

The majority for

may

eonstitution will not be less than’ 50,0078

reach 60,000.
about
A passenger train was telescoped
twenty-five miles distant from Augusta, Ga,
on Wednesday night, and although many sustained bruises, but one person was killed. « By
a collision neur Dennison, Ohio, Friday, three

Graphic

says that the hand-

York

Times, is New

of the Cincinnati

the Messrs. Chickering have paid $20,000 for

The average for the

are put down

exclusively
during his

York

to
of
of
In
an

with the

correspondent

Commercial, and

his earnings

at $200 per week.

Phe Emperor and Empress of Russian wear
pretty good clothes. The 1ifter has u red velvet
mantle lined with 228 sable skins and valued at
There will be ‘twenty-four contested seats in about $20,000 The Emperor has a cloak of blue
the lower House of Congress, nine being occu- fox skin worth $24.000,
The celebrated house Plantin-Moretus, at Antpied by Democrats and fifteen by Republi
werp—the residence of the famous printers ro
cans.
;
Westervelt, convicted for aiding in the abdue- Philip IL, and publishers of the famous Polyglot
tion of Charlie Ross, ‘has gone to prison for sev- Bible—has been purchased by the town of Antwerp for 1,200,000 francs, to whieh the governen years.
ment contributes 200,000 frances.
The house,
During the past seven Sate
Tied States which contaius inestimable art tregsures and cu.has paid to Bpain,for tax om sugar,about $125,- riosities, is to be maintained as a monument and
000,000.
museum.
At Birmingham,
a menagerielion got out of lis
A druggist at Rochfort, Ky., in one day sold
cage.
They tied a good picce of meat to a strong
$125 worth of quinine :
rope, and the lion seized the bait. Then the men
A private palace car has just been built at pulled on the rope, and the lion, considering that
Wilmington, Del., for a San Francisco gentle- they wanted the meat, held on gyith his teeth
man.
It has parlor, dining and sleeping rooms, and followed up as they proved too strong, and
kitchen, &c., fitted up with all modern conven- before they stopped ‘he was safe in his cage.

New recruits for the Mormons, 150 in number, recently arrived iu New York from Eu-

started for ‘Salt Lake.

to

Wheat

is

000- Mormons
have been
New
York to Utah during
years.
:
There are

1,793

fewer

saloons

in

337. Of private schools there are
aggregate attendance of 18,956.

Michigan

The

funds

of

the

Antiquarian

Society,

versity

in

holds invested

one

The chill of coming winter B® said to be thinning out the army of tramps.
Out of 939
deaths in New York, the last two weeks, 103,
it is said, belonged to this wretched class.
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The king of Italy has issued a decree granting a subsidy of 190,000 lire to the Italian com-

Trustees of the Cincinnati

Madrid,

Spain, has

a college for

exhibition

The British Museum employs a staff of 326
persons, only eighty-nine of whom are emplo yed

son Centenary

in the library.

The revenueof France

since the commence-

ment of the present year is $22,000,000

in ex-

cess of the estimates.
The Egyptian government has applied to England for two experts to examine into and ar-

range its finances,

The military pension

roll of

Germany

A gigantic ice-house in Brussels,

Belgium,

uncle of the

The [exports of

small fire-arms
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ending

amounted in value to $2,258,180,
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for 13,000

exhibition.

additional feet in the

States except Maine

It

bas enwith

Santa Bar-

Some of the conferences
their educational collee-

_ In the report of the Commissioner of Education, we find the following facts : There has been"

un increase of 160,000 children

during the year.

number of teachers. Thirty-seven States and
eleven Territories report the public school income, which shows an increase of $1,232,000; but

built at the cost of rolled in public schools, 8,000,000 pupils. The
average daily attendance is four millions and a

"A movement is on foot in London
a peal of bells and chimes for

balf.

to provide

£

a

They
There are 66,260 beggars in Paris,
were recently counted.
It is proposed to raise a monument to Karl
Wilhelm, the composer of the ¢* Wacht am

Tower.

years of age is ten millions

teachers reported is accredited to the

ly for female teachers.
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Massachusetts

greater disproportion, $93 and $38. The
in the public schools, is as follows:

| Massachusetts, $20;

Ohio, $14;

Nebruska,

$18;

Rhode Island, $18; Connecticut, $19; Vermont,
"| $12; New York, $21; Iowa, $14; Michigan, $15;
New Jersey,
$18;
lodiupa, $14; Illinois, $13;

feet of roaddw ay for carriage
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District of Colum-

expenditures in the year, per capitaof average
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next, $113 and $76.

shows a

Mispissippi.

wide.

Cherokee

Nation, $226 monthly for males and $200 month-

Maisie, $10;
84

und a half,

The total income of public schools in the States
and Territories in 1874 was $82,000,000. The

total expenditures for the States and Territories
was $74,000,000. The highest salaries for school

Rhein,” and subscriptions are now being hised
for that purpose,
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more

others.
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Court,
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av-

on other visitors. The busy people of the world
are punctual people; the man whose every moment
is worth
money to himself and others
always manages to be in time. It is hard that

to

waste a long time 1» waiting dinner for the arrival of some man or woman whose unpuoctuality is the result of an impertinent want of
forethqught. The proper mode of treating such
persons would be to ignore them altogether.
If,
the disner hour arrived, dinner were
when

we coulde’t wait, but glad to have you join us
1f ladies would take this matter
at this stage.”

hands,

whigh is a positive

the habit

of

nuisance,

social

wholesale

only

slightly

price paid for any one

late arrival,
would soon

animal
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es to an extent

Cash Assets,
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Tea.

whortleberry bush. They are raised in rows,
three to five in a hill, very much as corn Is with

us, but they are not allowed to grow over 11-2
feet high. The medium-sized leaves are picked
by hand, the larger ones being left to favor the
growth of the bushes. Each little hill or clump
will furnish from three to five ounces of green
leaves, or about an ounce of tea, in the

course of

the season. The leaves are first wilted m the
sun, then trodden in baskets by barefooted men
to breuk the stems, next rolled by the hands into a spiral shape,then left in a heap to heat again,

and finally dried for market. This constitutes
‘black tea, and the color would be produced in
any leaves left thus to wilt and heat in heaps ia
the open air. The Chinese always drink this
kind of tea. They use no milk nor sugar, and
prepare it not by steeping, but by pouring hot
water on the tea and allowing it to stand for a
few minutes. Whenever a friend calls on a Chinumun, common politeness requires that u cup

of tea be immediately offered him.
Green tea is prepared

vot always,colored,—~cheap bluck teas and leaves
of other plants being added in large quanti
ties. In this country, damaged teas and the
« grounds” leftat hotels, are re<olled, highly

conducted
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of ‘soda, one quart

rice, 1 gqnart milk,

rice in water

boilit with
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milk,

fill it
add

the yolks of the eggs, grating in the rind of the
two lemons, and adding to it 5 tablespoons
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the oven and bake: it until it becomes
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brown.
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| The castor bean is cultivated in RKansds, and
nn castor oil factory has been erected at Fort

Certain varieties of black tea even

ult
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ES

the boiling water over the juice and peel; beat
the eggs with the eorn flour and add to the boiling water; let it cool before adding the sugar.

Boil
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LEMON PIE. Three eggs (save the whites of
two), juice and peel of one lemon, one cup of
boiling water, one tablespoonful of cora flour,
one cup of sugar. Grate the lemon and pour

like black, except that

1t is not allowed to wilt or heat, andis quickly
dried over
a fire. Ttis also very frequently, il

-

v

Recipes.

dome.
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10,000,000

Cas)

with a grateful gladness that the desk labors of
the day (and night) are over, give a side wave
of the hat past the chimney, which draws up
the flame from contact with the wick, and the
Jight is gone, and with no after-smell.
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at night, I thus turn up the flaming” wick, and,
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teacup water. Cook these

As we were glancing at Steele’s ‘‘ Fourteen
Weeks Coarse in Chemistry,” we came upon
this clear and concise description of the teaplant and also a few facts about tea raising :
Tea-plants resemble in some respects the low

-

-

:

“To extinguish the flame of a lamp with safety,
turn the flame up to full power, then blow a
sharp puff horizontally across the top of the
funnel, when the light will. not only be extinguished but there will be no after-smoke,~the
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ufacture of oil from peanuts, to take the place of
Lows
olive oil for table and other household uses. Tt James
John Auchincloss.
gradually became popular, ahd is now in large
Henry F. Spaulding.
lexander.
demand. It supplies the placeof olive and al- James W,
Heory
8, Terbell
mond oils for various uses and is lower in price, Charies J. Martin.
Thomas 8. Young.
retains its purity and flavor for a loug time and
Thomas A. Cummins.
is less susceptible to the effect of light
than olive
Robert Bliss.
oil. The oil 1s extracted entirely from
meat William H. F
of the nut by pressare, the refuse being pused- Daniel
James M. Halsted.
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sale last week of the Messrs Groom. of Kentucky
was $17,600 for Twenty-3econd Duchess of Airdrie, and only three months old at that. It was
the Sixteenth Duchess of the same name, as our
readers will remember, for which an English
fancier gave $18,000, and which died a while
ago from so simple a cause as the sting of an
insect. Those who play for high stakes necessarily take heavy risks.
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question ** constituted his sole breakfast,” and
he has often walked a distance of thirty miles
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a sneer at oatmeal and milk porridge, which,
he asserts, is not only common in the farmhouses in England, but also in the homes of the
gentry, tradesmen, and artisans.
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erage and Oregon 2 per cent.
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and plentiful in

shape of the comb or tail, or the

upon the smaller aggregate of Oregon.
Allthe New Eogland and Middle States report
a condition above average,except Massachusetts,
where the deficiency is only 1 per cent. the maximum, 107, being in Connecticut. The South Atlantic Coast States are all above average except

Pacific coast, California is b per cen,

maturity,

size

th
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Forty-five thousand pounds of grapes from | yaya# m..... 95 @.. 98
can..." 61
four acres, have been raised this year by Coon | St. Domingo...19 @.. 20 Crude
Colbed

good disposition, ~these are more important
than the color of the feathers or legs, the size or

Jersey reports a number equal to ast year, but
the others show a decline, Pennsylvania redueing ber estimate 6 per.cent. The South Atlantie Coast States show a small increase, North
and South Carolina making good the lossof 7
per cent. in Maryland.
Texas, by an increase
of 6 per cent. upon her large uggregate, raises
the number of the Gulf States
considerably
above last year, notwithstanding the decline in¥
all the other States, amounting to 12 per cent.
in Louisiana.
Of the southern inland States,
Arkansas reports an inerease, but this is more
than counterbulanced by the loss in all the others. North of the Ohio River, Michigan and
Illinois equal last year’s report, but the other
West of thie Mississippi
States fall far below.
all the States report an increase ranging from 2
per cent. in Nebraska to33 per cent. in Kansas.
On the Pacitic coast the loss of 8 per cent. in Cal
ifornia largely exceeds the gain of 9 per cent.

at the

graduated

supply

good quality, eggs'of good

which

\

cy of the

By the liberality of Major Forster, of Cliffe only thirty-five States and nine Territories scan
Hill, England, his town comes into possession show their school expenditures. There are enof a noble church edifice,

States

such persons as

8. Anderson, who

feeders’

tip to tip,

valueless

ToBacco. The conditioh is 2 per cent, above
average. The New England crop is unusually
fine.
FATIENING CAT TLE. The number of fattening cattle in the couniry is somewhat greater
than last year.
There is a falling off in the New
England States except Connecticut, which reports an increase nearly balancing the deficicn-

with a Thitty-five out of thirty-seven States report the

$100,000.

and

Pennsylvania,

five

age.

Freshman class.

There are 58 lodges of Good Templars,
membership of 5,000, in Tasmania or Van Dieman’s Land.

un average,

- POTATOES.
The crop is exiraordinary in
both yield and quality. All the New England

tions next year to this purpose. Nine girls are
siudying in the University, only ome in the

agricultural

England

. Miss Helen M. Pratt.a iiadane of Mount Holyoke Seminary and late of Boston, has been ap-

full, will be attained.
have already pledged

building, which will make her total area in that
department 20,000 square feet,

New

New

the crop is slightly ubeve the average.

finally resolved .to make the attempt, and with30, out doubt a fair measure of success, if not the

She asks

year's.

product

The product
is 87 per cent. of last
the falling oft being owing to the

Great

Great Britain has again applied for addition-

entire

excessive rains,
BUCKWHEAT., The condition of the entire
crop is not far from avérage. In New England

tennisl year by an addition of $500,000 to the en.

against $1,-

from

produce two-thirds of all the rye growain the
country, all repoft afi average crop or more.

held a meeting and resolved to signalize the cen-

for the previous year.

al spaceat the centennial

than last

the

Ohio, Illinois und Wisconsin,

Seineset-Oise,
has given $80,000 to the town of
dowment of the college.
A committee of twenLille for the erection of a fine art museum.
ty-tive was appointed to co-operate with the efA Jew, named Frehman, has just regeived the forts of the Alumni and of the patron conferenfirst commission ever given in the Russian arty ces in this work. The matter was thoroughly
canvassed in view of the hard times, but it was
to one of that race.

Britian for the

more

make

York,

The Trustees of the Wesleyan University have

Deputy for the

Returns

except

Canali,

an has the largest steer ever seen on the Pacific const. He calls it the ** Lost River Ranger.”
The animal is nmeteen hands high, twenty feet

to * wait dianer ” for the convenience of tardy
guests, to say nothing of the discomfort inflicted

greatly admired, is now a teacher in
bara, Cal., with a salary of $2,000.

coves
an area of 1,600 square metres, and has
contained, at one time, a million tons of ice.

Ohio

passable
erop as res

States

than

honor at the last Commencement iu the Michigan University, with an oration which was

contains the names of 48,727 invalid soldiers and

make

of the other sex. The college she represents is
the youngest collegiate institution in the State.
There are 143,000 steel pens, and 160,000.sheets
of note paper and nearly two barrels of ink used
by Eastman College, a2 , Poughkeepsie, N. Y..
yearly.

Miss Olive

officers, and 24,900 widows.

Middle

reports 7 per cent. more

competitors

to, Cal., at a salary of $1,000 a year, and
tered upon her duties.

now

will

of better quality.

pointed assistant in the High School of Sacramen-

Turkey pays annually in the neighborhood of
$60,000,000 as interest on its debt.

M. Ramean,

College, over seven

in all the

per cent.

between eight colleges of Iowa, at Des Moines,
in that State, last Friday evening, the prize was
awarded to Miss Evelyn M. Chapman, of Simp-

Prince of Wales's visit to Ceylon,

from Virginia to

thay

finest in America, is about

stock

So oo

LASSES,

in Ken-

The.tongue of a horse became paralyzed
Oneida Valley, Being unable to take food

ly, does not obtain among the same breed of
stock in our own country.
PouLTRY. We must not attach too great
importance to non-exsentinl and comparatively

Joseph Halplien & Co., the extensive diamond Centennial, has been shipped from that country
merchants of Paris, have failed, with liabilities es- | to Philadelphia.
timated at $3,000,000,
“At a state inter-collegiate —oratoricul contest

‘Elephant Fug is one of the objects of the

fall rains.

The condition of the. cor

OATS.

‘ought to make an A. M. of the razor strop man.
A Swedish school-house, for

the

the

sales

:

dle and Western States,

have

barbers.

shipped

by

felt unless

at two

Molds........"

642,244 hogs in that State since last year, a fall
ing off which, ‘considering the full average of
corn, will,the Prairie Farmer thinksbe severdly

recently

tucky at an average price of $464.86 per-head.

NOIB. "Recent reshow a decrease of

good from other States.
THE * Lost River RANGER.”

Siam.

caforth
For the wee
we ek ending

of short-horn

Guilford
village, on the border [ier
2
:
:

JERSEY Cows. Competent authority estimates
that fully 30 per cent, of the cows on the Island
of Jersey die ot milk-fever or a disease closely
allied to it,—u condition of things which, happi-

Rochester University.

because they make proselytes and incite’ to rebellion.

territory reported

Derby, Ct., was
and contained 8

sixty head

Rev. Mr. Murray’s

New

arranged for two courses of lectures upon philosophical subjects, to be delivered annually, One
Philosophy,
mittee in connection with the United States of the courses will be on Christian
and will be filled this year by President McCosh,
Centennial.
of Princeton College, who will deliver six lectGen. Castello, the defeated Carlist leader, has
ures on “The Powers of the Human Mind.” The
entered France.
other lectureship is on Christian Jurisprudence,
Certain Greek Christians,of Cappadocia,ask the and will be filled by President Anderson, of

expulsion of American missionaries by the Porte

DECREASE OF HOGS IN
turns of Illinois assessors

:

Crushed sugar, ¥ be...
4
Granulated. sugar, ¥
b........ HERR

BOSTON WHOLESALE
and

cattle were sold

York, and in Missouri and Kansas in the West.
RYE.
This yeur's crop falls 4 per cent. short
of Jast year’s.
It is about the same in New
England and the South, but is less in the Mid-

Texas,

thousand

College

cords of wood,
Eight hundred

when fat, five theusund pounds.
The owner intends to fatten it for the Centennial.

dollars of the desired endowment fund of halfa
million; it has obtained the
Stewart Co'lege
property at Clarksville, Tennessee, which will
form the nucleus of the University, and has received from Prof. William M. Stewart a collection of minerals, fossils, and shells, and a scientific library, which are together valued at twenty-five.thousand dollars,
Hon. James Knox, of Knoxville, Ill, has given $10,000 toward a Swedish College in that
city.
Nine female students of Cambridge, England,
have received the title of Bachelor of Arts.

Worcester, Mass., now amount to $80,000, with
a flourishing library.
All the doors of public buildings in New
Hampshire must, by law, hereafter open outward under a penalty of $500.

entire

caused

au mixture

CORN.

749 with an

hundred

been

when the chimney fuils to draw well.

ported is exceptionally high.
This is the case
i all the Southern States except Louisiuna and

The Texas legislature has fixed the compensation of public school teachers 1m that State at ten
cents perday for each pupil in actual attendance.
The California Baptists propose next year to
rajse $2,000,000 for educational purposes.
A
considerable portion of this amount will be expended on their California college.
The entire number enrolled in Garrett Biblical Institute, near Chicago, thus far the present
year, is about one hundred and forty.
Eighty of
these have entered upon studies in theology.
The junior Hebrew class numbers thirty-nine.
The proposed South-western Presbyterian Uni-

than there were a year ago.
.
In one of the’ Roman Catholic churches of
Brooklyn, recently, 9,000 pennies were deposited in the alms-box in one day.
The head couk in one of the Boston clubs,
draws a salary of $5,000, and never puts his
hands to a pot or kettle.
Among the episodes of the celebration of the
one hundredth year of American
independence
will be the discharge of 50,000 pounds of nitroglycerine at Hell Gate.

have

inch, placed mn front of range or stove fires, will
prevent, it 18 said, smoke coming into the room

bread,

The total number of children admitted into
the public schools of Indiana is 502,362. The
number of teachers employed, 13,133. The number of school-houses is 9,307, valued at $10,880,

forwarded from
the past twelve

sprouting
being

to make

Educational.

Over 35,-

rails

A BLOWER OF WIRE GAUZE, A screenol
wire gauze, {rom thirey-six tb forty wires to the

the Department of Agriculture is 80 per cent,
last year’s crop. This indicates depreciation
62,000,000 bushels and a crop of 246,000,000.
quality this crop averages 84, which means
increase of poor bread,
The poor quality

is due

ences.

rope, and

—

coast is a short one.

sold to an American gentleman for $6.000.
New

Wooden

An elm lately cut down in
18 1-2 teet “in circum ference,

OXALIC ACID. All persons who keep oxalle
acid in the house for domestic purposes, may
76 per cent. Wisconsin is the only State east of take warning from the fate of Matthew Walpole
the Mississippi which has equaled the crop of of Groton, Ky., whose wife administered to him
last year. Minnesota is credited with an in- that poison instead of Epsom salts, He died
creased production. This crop on the Pacific almost immediately.

rassiers de Rcichschoffen” is said to bave been
John Swinton, ut one time contieoted

.

Trains cun be run over at the rate of sixteen
miles an hour with safety, and they will last
from three to four years.

tity as usual and the quality is good. The Middle States have about the same quantity as last
year. All the Southern States except Virginia
have increased their production, some of them

ty, Kan. Age, 21 days; weight 80 ounces.
Meissonier’s celebrated painting of the * Cwi-

employes were killed and two others seriously
wounded.
And now it tomes to us from london that

the privilege of having their pianos
played upon by Dr. von Bulow,
tour of the United States.

New York

writing of Thomas Bailey Aldrich is so beni
that his copy ought to be copied.
There is talk at Harrisburg, Peun., of a monument to the memory of 8. C, Foster, author of
* Poor Dog Tray.” The champion small baby is in Phillips Coun-

‘Sheep a now selling in Fresno County Cal,
“IR 76 cen each,

successfully tried on a railroad in Pennsylvania.

send’s ** stint.”
WHEAT,
The wheat crop of the present year
At Redwing, Minnesota,
the post-office clerks
is not only a short one.but the deficiency is aug.
have formed a charitable association for prepay| mented by a marked deterioration in quality.
ing letters deposited without a stamp.
New England has grown about the same quan-

trees and maintain them for three years,a deduc-
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24, 187 5.

That.

—

‘The Crops. of 1875.

"Thirty columns a week, is Geo, Alfred Town-

has enacted a

of California

This and
WOODEN

Miss Buckman, the Illinois giantess, who died
the other day, weighed 412 pounds.
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The Sunday School World,
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Bible Distionaries ph Commentard es. It gives the
prouunclation 2 proper names, brief explanatory
notes, alphabetical
explanation of terms, descrip:
tions of persons, places and. customs, and is farnished
with
maps.
It “supphes 'm
a great
méaqure
an answer
to
question eo
raised, ‘‘ How shall we
sch Jars A
stud ?” No Sunday school on i
aftord to
be without it. The price for the whole Your "w
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Manager International 8, 8. Supply Ce,
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